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PREFACE

The story of Lee as a master of war has long since

passed into the consciousness of the race. He became, as

it were, a military classic in his own day. Never has

there been a more sudden and brilliant leap into fame, and

rarely has renown grown with such majesty. It has cir-

cled the globe with its charm, and will start a spirit in re-

mote lands and under alien skies, almost as readily as in

the home of its nativity. Historians and expositors, di-

verse and antithetic in their point of view, Roosevelt, the

apostle of the strenuous life, and Henderson, the incom-

parable biographer of Stonewall Jackson, have conceded
in unmeasured terms Lee's rank as the foremost of the

great generals who have spoken the English tongue. In

the sphere of military achievement, his name has risen

above the possibility or the suggestion of controversy. It

has not been the primary aim of the present work to por-

tray the glory or the greatness of Lee as a master of war.

The character of Lee as regarded from a purely profes-
sional plane is not revealed in its most fascinating and ap-

pealing phase. Great and star-like as was the warrior,
the man is greater. The halo of triumph, the lustre of

achievements at which the world wondered, envelop the

memory of the hero
;
but Lee at his own fireside presents

a loftier and nobler ideal than Lee at the summit of

crowning fortune, the campaigns of Fredericksburg and
the fadeless glory of Chancellorsville. It is my dis-

tinctive purpose to exhibit the character of this man in

those critical and all-pervading relations which constitute

the abiding test of true greatness
—Lee as a Parent, A

Husband, A Christian, A Gentleman : Lee in the hour of

disaster; Lee in the sanctity of his home, consecrating
his energies to the restoration of the prostrate and deso-
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late South ; devoting himself with delicate and assiduous

care to his invalid wife; striving to provide for the im-

poverished and helpless soldiers of the Army of Northern

Virginia; casting aside all suggestions of financial ad-

vancement or official station in the execution of his hal-

lowed purpose to dedicate his remaining years to the re-

covery of his people. Lee conscious of his approaching
death, gathering up his failing strength to visit the grave
of his child in the remote South ;

and upon his return,

speedily confronting the Last Enemy, almost in the act of

discharging a sacred trust.

The life of Lee, especially as illustrated in its closing

years, in all the abiding elements of moral greatness,

passes beyond the conceptions of romance, the idealiza-

tions of poetry or of the drama. When I contemplate
his story in its unity, as well as its diversity, prototypes,

analogues, parallels fade into eclipse. I challenge the

records of the ages to produce his peer.

My grateful acknowledgments are tendered to Capt.
Robert E. Lee of West Point, Va., for the use of his

valuable collection of family photographs, turned to such

admirable account in the illustration of this work.
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PART I

ROBERT EDWARD EEE

It is said by Carlyle in his essay on Croker's edition of

Boswell's Life of Johnson, "History is the essence of in-

numerable biographies." A touch of exaggeration may
be traced in this generalization, but its essential truth will

abide the test of scrutiny. It is confirmed by the record
of our race, from the era of myth and legend to the

introspective and self-questioning life which marks
modern civilization. If the ideal is not reached in the

individual type, is not reflected in concrete experience, the

shaping spirit of imagination creates its Achilles, its

Arthur or its Galahad, and satisfies the increasing quest
of our humanity for the contemplation of the perfect as

incarnate in our own likeness. When we pass from the

region of shadow into the light of historic day, the object
lessons increase in power, in the grace of inspiration, as

the dead but sceptred sovereigns of ages vanished into

the abysm of time, emerge to our view, and Sidney
Hampden, Falkland, Washington, Lee, move before us,

realizations in actual experience of all those ideal quali-
ties of mind and heart of which the chivalric imagination
dreamed. They are living epistles to be known and read

of all, masterful achievements of creative wisdom
;
nearer

we seem "to hold of God" when we contemplate the life

and character of Robert E. Lee.

I shall never forget the first occasion upon which I saw
Lee. All the circumstances seem to gain in distinctness

and impressiveness rather than to grow dim with the

fading years. It was in June, 1861. I was a lad of seven-

teen, and a full-fledged Confederate soldier. I had en-

listed in a regiment from my native State, and was
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passing through Richmond to join the command of Gen-
eral D. H. Hill at Yorktown. While drawn by the in-

stinct of boyish curiosity to the fair grounds, then used

as an encampment for our troops, General Lee, accom-

panied by President Davis, appeared upon the scene. In

those days of dawn, Lee was scarcely more than a name
to the Southern youth. I had acquired a general impres-
sion of his brilliant record in the regular service of the

United States, and I was aware of his relation to Wash-

ington through his marriage to Miss Mary Custis, the

step-great-granddaughter of our Revolutionary chief. As
he approached our group of youthful Confederates, we
seemed transformed from a state of mirth and soldier

jollity into an attitude of spontaneous silence. It was
an act of unconscious homage inspired by the presence of

sovereign greatness suddenly arising before us. As I

recall the incident after the long lapse of years, I seem to

look upon the face and figure of some heroic ideal

wrought into life by the genius of chivalric romance—a

Galahad, a Percival, even an Arthur himself. Lee's bear-

ing was marked in minutest detail by a surpassing grace
and courtliness. It was the perfection of art, for the

consciousness of art was wanting.
In every phase of his strange, eventful history there ap-

peared the same unfailing regard for the sensibilities and
even the infirmities of others. In all its loftier aspects,
his "soul was like a star and dwelt apart." There was
a magnetic personality running through his words as well

as his actions, a spirit "finely touched to the finest issues."

In every relation, he proved "not less but more than all

the gentleness he seemed to be." It is from the high and

pure plane of his life and character that Lee appeals most

impressively in this contemporary period of our Ameri-
can civilization. His record from its dawn to its climax

was an unceasing protest against the ignoble streams of

tendency that dominate our modern world—the narrow-

ing greed of gold, the prevailing materialism, the de-
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cadence of courtesy, and the fast vanishing into eclipse

of the grace of reverence.

To the representative American, borne down by the

quest of the sensuous and the visible, in whose theory
of life spiritual yearnings and aspirations hold no place,

he stands as an unfailing object lesson, a perpetual ex-

emplar. Is it an extravagant and illusive hope, that with

the incoming of purer national ideals, and the passing of

brute force as the incarnate American god, Lee may at-

tain a height unparalleled by Washington himself as a

supreme standard or final appeal, a sovereign illustration

and embodiment of the graces and excellences to which
our western civilization shall aspire.

The preluding stages of the great conflict possess, for

the youthful reader, an especial charm, as well as an his-

toric attraction that excels fiction. I was a student at the

University of Virginia during the memorable session of

1 860-6 1. It was the school founded by Thomas Jeffer-

son, the apostle and champion of pure democracy. With
rare and isolated exceptions its faculty and student body
represented in their intensest form all the ideals and

aspirations that are associated with the life and genius of

the Southern land, from its foundation at Jamestown in

1607 to its final overthrow at Appomattox, April, 1865.
A son of General Lee was a student at the University,
and bore the name of his father. As we moved nearer

and nearer toward the initial phases of the impending
conflict, the enthusiasm and fervor of the six hundred
students exceeded all restraint. An enterprising youth
during the shadow of night unfolded a Confederate ban-

ner upon the rotunda of the University at least a month
in advance of the formal withdrawal of Virginia from
the Union. Our revered professor of physics, still a mem-
ber of the University staff, and held in honor among
scientists, while experimenting upon explosives, warned
his classes that they must accustom themselves to the
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smell of gunpowder, as it would at an early day become
their prevailing atmosphere. An allusion in our historical

lectures to the sovereignty of States provoked a demon-
stration which no power could control. The very flower

of our youth was imbued with the teaching which is the

key to the position of the South logically and historically

during the constitutional struggle for the maintenance of

her own independence. We were able at least to render

unto every one that asked us a reason for the faith which
was in us. Our belief in the righteousness, mental and

moral, of our attitude was as firm and unfaltering as that

of Stonewall Jackson in the certitude of those strategic
results to which he leaped by intuitions and inspirations

verging almost upon the miraculous. As in the sphere
of perfect reason doubt has no place, so in the contempla-
tion of the typical Southern student of 1861 it did not

exist. It was not even dreamt of in our philosophy.
I was in Washington on the bodeful day of Abraham

Lincoln's first inauguration
—March 4, 1861. In com-

pany with a hundred students I stood in front of the great

portico of the Capitol, listened to his address, and heard
him utter the memorable words : "No State has a right
to leave the Union." The figure of Gen. Winfield Scott

also rose before us in full uniform—one of the heroes of

my childhood, destined to pass into irreclaimable eclipse,

for a greater than Scott was soon to appear. Lee was on
his way to Washington, having been summoned by the

commanding general from his far-off" post at Fort Worth,
Texas.

Upon the evening of the inauguration I attended the

theater, the same, if I mistake not, in which Mr. Lincoln
met his tragical fate, April 14, 1865. The play scarcely
deserved contempt, and the principal recreation of the

student visitors consisted in applauding Dixie to the echo,

and in desperate determination to suppress by yells and

groans all efforts to render Yankee Doodle or The Star

Spangled Banner. In these demonstrations I joined most
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heartily, and regarded myself as in great measure instru-

mental in crushing every endeavor of the orchestra to

perform the national airs. For us, they were on the

index and we proved our faith by our works.
Two days later saw me at the University once more.

We passed Manassas Junction, and part of our train was
detached for the road leading into the historic Valley of

Virginia. In less than five months the first great grapple
of the long-drawn strife occurred not far away, July 21,
1861.

The annals of war do not present a parallel in its high-
est and noblest attributes to the army commanded by Lee
from June, 1862, to April 9, 1865. It was the good-
liest fellowship whereof the world holds record. No
army created and organized since war attained the dig-

nity of a science, and its modern form superseded the

era of feudalism and of chivalry, has approached it in

the character of its elements, the range of culture em-
braced even in its rank and file, the social grace and win-

ning personality that marked its history from the period
of its creation in 1861 to the climax of 1865. So far as

I am aware, there is no instance on record of abuse or

insult inflicted upon a woman by a regularly enlisted

soldier of the Army of Northern Virginia. Had such

an indignity ever occurred it would have been bruited to

the four winds as evidence of the "strong element of bar-

barity pervading the Southern character." The very
silence of their enemies forever shields the fame of the

men who followed the standard of Lee. It speaks more

impressively than "angels' voices, trumpet tongued."
General Lee's own son, Robert, a student at the Uni-

versity of Virginia, in 1860-61, was a private in the

Rockbridge Artillery, and all begrimed with battle smoke,
was not recognized by his father when he encountered
him upon the field of Sharpsburg, September 17, 1862.

The last heir of Mt. Vernon who bore the name of Wash-

ington was brought in dead from the field during the
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campaign in West Virginia in the autumn of 1861.

There were in the ranks of Lee's army, without even a

dream of preferment or advancement to nerve their

energies or kindle their courage, men who had received

the degrees of European centers of culture, renowned in

all the world, who had studied at Bonn, Gottingen, Ber-

lin, Edinburgh, and even in their days of dawn, had im-

pressed their foreign masters with the accuracy and the

versatility of their learning. Every American institu-

tion from Harvard to the very frontiers of the South
was represented upon the rolls of this incomparable host.

College professors mingled with college students at the

mess and in camp : a week before the battle of Gettys-

burg I "dined" in the barracks at Carlisle, Pa., with a

former instructor, then a private of artillery, under whose

guidance I had threaded the dreary mazes of Xenophon's
Anabasis.

Many of the survivors of the strife have achieved a

fame in scholarly or scientific spheres which over-

leaps local, and in brilliant instances even national, cir-

cumscription. In the sphere of legal, political, and ma-
terial achievement, they are among the foremost forces

that make for righteousness in all the complex and critical

phases of our contemporary life. These, however, are

merely isolated examples. Illustrations without number

may be cited to attest to coming ages the incomparable
character of the army that followed Lee from Richmond
to the closing scene in April, 1865. The moral and in-

tellectual strength of the Army of Northern Virginia has

never been estimated at its real and surpassing value,
even by the people of the South. Let us reinforce this

broad and comprehensive statement by illustrations

drawn from experience, for all of those to whom I refer

I had seen face to face, and some of them were the teach-

ers or the associates of my youthful days. The most
eminent classical scholar in America, whose fame has

gone out into all lands, professor of Greek in the Uni-
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versity of Virginia, became a volunteer aid upon the staff

of Gen. J. B. Gordon, and bears in his body the marks

of his service during Early's campaign in the Valley of

Virginia. It was his colleague, in the chair of Latin in

the same university, Col. William E. Peters, who inflex-

ibly refused to carry out the order for the burning of

Chambersburg, Pa., resolved not to place himself upon
the long file of illustrious vandals—Sheridan, Sherman,
and Hunter. Despite the intense provocation which

might have excused the act upon the ground of simple
retaliation our university professor disobeyed the com-

mand of his superior rather than tarnish the fair fame

of the Confederate soldier. The destruction of Cham-

bersburg cannot be laid to his account. My professor
of Latin, predecessor of Colonel Peters, Lewis Minor

Coleman, died of wounds received at Fredericksburg,
December 13, 1862.

Robert Lee, son of the General, was in Mr. Coleman's

senior class, and I saw him enter the lecture room, with

shining morning face, at least three times a week. The
conditions which I have described were by no means

peculiar to my own University. It was characteristic of

every institution in the land, from Virginia to the far

distant States along the Gulf of Mexico. Universities,

colleges, the ancient classical academies, all poured out

their hosts of aspiring and eager students—lads of six-

teen and youths who had barely attained to legal age.

The very flower of our chivalry lent its grace and charm
to the rising Army of Northern Virginia. There were

men in its newly formed ranks who have become the ora-

cles of senates, the pillars of our judiciary, the champions
of scholarship, the interpreters who have communed with

nature and wrested her secrets, prodigies of rhythmic
skill and critical divination, masters of trade and com-

merce in all their subtle intricacies, lords of the visible

world. There was young Sidney Lanier, upon whom
death had already set his seal, then a lad of nineteen,
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whose steadily expanding fame is the inspiration of the

student in every sphere of esthetic culture. There, too,

was McCrady of South Carolina, who passed into light

almost simultaneously with the attainment of assured

renown as the historian of his own State. There was

Pettigrew of North Carolina, who, pursued by some

malignant fate, fell in the mere dawn of his rare and

versatile power, July, 1863. An eminent Federal judge
who has recently died, while a prisoner at Fort Delaware

organized a class, and instructed a number of intending

lawyers in Blackstone and the other authorities pre-

scribed for admission to the bar. He was, at the time

referred to, colonel of a South Carolina regiment.*

Among my own experiences in literary study, and as an

illustration of my fixed intent to carry on my collegiate

work despite the stress and strain of war, I recall that

I read nearly all of Shakespeare in camp during the win-

ter when active operations were suspended, much of Livy,

the Federalist, and Macaulay's Essays. I also attended

a class in law conducted by a North Carolina captain who
afterward became a justice of the Supreme Court in his

native State.t A young officer of the Rockbridge Ar-

tillery read Livy with me. We were immensely aided by
the acquisition of Andrews and Stoddard's Latin gram-

mar, and Arnold's Latin Prose Composition. In the fall-

ing back of Lee's army from Gettysburg I lost my per-

sonal effects, including my limited collection of books.

The disappearance of my library left me inconsolable—
it included all my earthly goods save a pair of worn

blankets. I might easily compose a volume in the mere

process of demonstrating that no army the world has

seen represented so great and varied a range of intellect

and attainment as that which followed the fortunes and

glorified the name of Lee. The humblest "high private

* Hon. Joseph J. Davis.

t Hon. C. H. Simonton, Charleston, S. C.
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in the rear rank" displayed an individuality of character

such as defies all precedent and transcends the records of

the ages. Organization did not eliminate individual dis-

tinctiveness : solidarity only stimulated the sense of per-

sonality and conserved it in the lowliest. Every man felt

that he in a measure carried the cause of the South on his

bayonet. The amazing achievements of Lee's army may
be traced in no slight degree to the existence of these

moral and intellectual influences. Animated by such a

spirit and directed by such a man as Lee, no power save

the ceaseless impact of physical force could have led to the

final result. It was not genius but surpassing strength
that rendered Appomattox an inevitable conclusion.

While I commit myself to this broad and unqualified
statement I do not fail to recall that I have studied the

military organization of those lands in which the training
and expansion of the army is the paramount aim, and
its effectiveness and power the preeminent glory of the

state. I have seen the marshalled hosts of France and

Germany, and explored with assiduous care their modes
and tactical systems, their dispositions, the elements of

their strength, the sources of their achievement. I saw
the great centers of military pride and military power in

European lands, Paris, Mayence, Strasburg, Cologne, the

troops that guard England's stronghold at Gibraltar, the

brightsome and brilliant army that Italy has created since

the day that she sprang into national life nearly two
score years ago. When a wounded prisoner, a lad in my
teens, I looked upon the Army of the Potomac at the

palmiest stage of its eventful story, with an organization

unsurpassed in the records of war—elaborated to minute

perfection of detail, strength, and stimulated by all the

appliances that art or skill could devise for the relief of

human suffering and the advancement of material well-

being. When I contemplate Lee's army in the light of

boyish retrospection or in ripening years as calm an-

alysis prevails over uncritical enthusiasm, all the em-
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battled hosts of European lands seem to hide their di-

minished heads.

There is not an army in the world to-day the peer of

that which Lee inspired and guided from June, 1862,

until April, 1865. Man for man, no host could grapple
with them in conflict, for none that has arisen since war
attained its modern form combined in so marvelous a de-

gree all the characteristics and attributes that mark the

ideal soldier. It is not impossible that as the method-

ology of war is revolutionized, it will afford slight scope
for the exercise of moral qualities or the display of indi-

vidual gifts. Strategy may fade away and the conduct

of campaigns descend to a purely mechanical plane. Such
is the dominant tendency of our age in all spheres of in-

tellectual evolution—the individual withers, the mechan-

ical agency is more and more. Lee and his men would
find no place in war conducted in accordance with such a

conception. From sovereign chief to humblest rank and

file, from "Marse Robert" to the lowliest private, the

sense of personal responsibility and individual manhood
was all prevalent. The rustic trooper from some remote

district, alike with the Master of Arts from the uni-

versity, or the darling of some social circle, had a proud
and manly consciousness of his relation to the fate of the

army and the final issue of the long-drawn struggle. Yet

the host which bore the Confederacy aloft on its stand-

ards for four years was touched by none of the prosaic
and vulgar incentives that stimulate energy and inspire

achievement in the ranges of the material world. The

hope of promotion or advancement for the common sol-

dier was remote and rare. No one of Lee's men carried

a marshal's baton in his knapsack. Many of those who
entered the service on the footing of private soldiers and

survived the desolations of war came out as they en-

listed—they had not advanced a single point. Prodigies
of personal valor marked every field, performed by men
whose very names have left no trace, many of whom
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rest in lowly graves, blended with the indiscriminate dust,

and numbered with the unknown dead. Of them it may
be said,

"For the deed's sake

Have they done the deed."

Army and commander alike are unique. I have seen

feats of daring performed on the fields of the Army of

Northern Virginia that in European armies would have
assured instant and exalted promotion. The art and

genius of Napoleon would have turned them to brilliant

account—as a moral power the influence of such recogni-
tion of individual heroism can hardly be estimated too

highly. Yet with the Confederate soldier the memory
of the man and his deeds has fallen alike into shadow.
When I contemplate the strange eventful history of

this foremost army of all the world, the somber and

august vision of the prophet rises before me, and his

words, doubly rich in the massive eloquence of the Shake-

spearean day, acquire a significance and a relevance that

invest them with renewed sacredness to the lovers of our

Southern story
—

"Come from the four winds, O breath, and breathe upon these

slain, that they may live.

"So I prophesied as he commanded me, and the breath came
into them, and they lived and stood up upon their feet, an exceed-

ing great army."
"Whatever record leaps to light,

They never shall be shamed."
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PART II

1MB AS A MAN

It is the special purpose of the present work to exhibit

the life and achievements of Robert E. Lee as revealed in

those distinctive forms and relations through which
character asserts itself—the Man, the Father, the Hus-
band

;
as well as in his professional capacity, Lee as a

General, the whole to be succeeded by an outline of his

career as a College President, the final phase of his bril-

liant and versatile story. We do not contemplate a me-
chanical biography, abounding in details which have no

essential relation to the main current of our narrative :

it is the colossal figure of the man, the embodiment of

moral grandeur, as well as intellectual power, amazing
strength, tempered by gentleness and grace, a magnetic
charm in itself sufficient to place him among the foremost

files in the courtliest circles, or in those ideal assemblies

of knightly men created by the shaping spirit of chivalric

romance. We can recall no parallel to our Confederate

chief in the perfect symmetry of his characteristic

features. He stands before us like a matchless harmony ;

the Greek vision of rhythmic symmetry illustrated in the

living type and embodied in the peerless blending of

physical energy and grace with moral and intellectual

power. The supreme captains of the world come back

to memory : there stands Gustavus Adolphus, "Lion of

the North," the prototype of our own Stonewall Jack-

son; then appear Cromwell, Fairfax, Turenne, Eugene,

Marlborough, Frederick of Prussia, Napoleon, Welling-
ton, the acknowledged world masters of the art of war.

Yet with the splendor of their achievement, the brilliance

of their fame, which of them approaches the moral har-
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mony, the standard of Christian manhood exhibited in

the daily walk and converse of Robert E. Lee? Upon
nearly all of these titanic figures the taint of innocent

blood, the sin of inordinate ambition, or hopeless lack of
human sympathy rests like the shadow of an obscuring
cloud. The government of the United States has recently
received from the Emperor of Germany a statue of his
famed predecessor, Frederick called the Great, and
erected it with stately pomp and blare of trumpets not
far from the long delayed monument which perpetuates
the memory of Washington. By an official recognition,
this supreme type of incarnate brute force, regardless of
human right and callous to human suffering, is enrolled
in the list of heroes, and accepted as an inspiration, an
object-lesson that speaks to coming generations. And yet
within the memory of all now living, a suggestion eman-
ating from one of the foremost oracles of New England
culture, a name* whose historic continuity has never been
sundered from the dawn of our national life to this

present hour, intimating that a statue of Lee might with

grace, propriety, and adaptation adorn the slopes of

Washington, and a chorus of lamentation shivered the

tingling stars, a frenzy of outraged loyalty at the very
thought of the contemplated desecration. The statue of

Cromwell has been placed in the hallowed precincts of

Westminster as a memorial to one of England's fore-

most sons, regardless of the traditions of party, or the

rancorous prejudices of race. We accept the image of

Frederick, impersonating absolutism in its most destruc-
tive and effacing forms : we exclude with untempered in-

dignation the mere suggestion proceeding from the most
cultured representative of New England in public life,

that Lee be deemed worthy of recognition in the Pan-
theon which guards the fame of our illustrious dead.

Still we doubt not that with the flow of time the serene

* Charles Francis Adams.
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and august face of the great Confederate wrought in

bronze or marble by the touch of some Michael Angelo

yet to be, will grace the national capital, and be recog-
nized as one of its especial or distinctive sources of at-

traction, drawing to its site visitors from all lands to

render homage to a fame that, despite disaster, over-

throw, and partisan vindictiveness, has long since passed
local limitations or geographical circumscription, and be-

come the rich inheritance of our universal race.

In contemplating the character of Lee as a man no one

phase impresses the student more profoundly than the

invincible fidelity to his convictions of right which marked
him under all the mutations of his history, adhering to

him through good and through evil report, at the climax

of triumph and in the overwhelming agony of Appomat-
tox. In the hour of final overthrow, and in the day when
the command of the armies of the Union was placed at

his disposal, he was alike impenetrable to those sordid

and venal motives which dominate the typical human
soul. When stations of dignity and importance, accom-

panied by rich emoluments, but involving merely nom-
inal duties, and designed to adorn commercial schemes

with the luster of his renown were tendered him, he re-

plied, "Nothing is left me but my name, and that is not

for sale."

Forty years have passed since Lee's sun went down in

seemingly hopeless eclipse at Appomattox, April 9, 1865.
The issues for which he struggled until his army was
reduced to a fragment are associated with the idea of

final loss—untempered defeat. The phrase "The Lost

Cause" has become a current synonym for the Southern

Confederacy. Yet to the discerning mind, the researcher

in the movements of the ages, who rises above the merely
mechanical conception of history, the tendency of our

development in every sphere of national life—political,

social, constitutional—has presented a most signal vindi-

cation of Lee and of the principles linked with the cause
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for which he strove. That this may not be apparent to

the unreflecting mind, habituated to reckon and deter-

mine by material standards, conflicts in no degree with

the accuracy of our generalization. The cause is vindi-

cating its own righteousness, and the man grows in moral

sublimity as we move through the unceasing cycles.

"Without haste," still, "without rest," the great world

"goes on spinning down the ringing grooves of change,"
and with the process of the suns the figure of our Con-
federate chief grows not only in magnetic charm, but in

ideal grandeur.
No one feature of Lee's character stands out in more

impressive light than his sense of reverence for the forms

and usages, and above all for the spirit of religion. With-
out a trace of sectarian temper, exalted above the possi-

bility of bigotry or intolerance, he "lived as ever, in his

great task-master's eye." No more forceful illustration

can be cited than an incident which occurred during a

military review while he was in command of the Army
of Northern Virginia. Troop after troop, brigade after

brigade, passed before their chief. There were in array
men who had encountered the shock of war in a score of

battles, and who had rarely tasted the bitterness of de-

feat. As they approached their Leader, bearing the cause

of the South upon their banners, he gave no evidence of

more than the professional or conventional interest that

marks the gentleman and soldier. At length a chaplain
of one of the commands, clad in the white robe of his

office, passed near the place occupied by the General and
his staff. Immediately seeming indifference was changed
into one indicating the utmost reverence, and lifting his

hat he said, "I salute the church of God."
In the ordinary functions, as well as the most complex

relations of life, his intuitive delicacy and discernment

were equal to every emergency, however unforeseen or

difficult to confront. A simple incident will illustrate.

Very soon after the close of the war, General Lee was
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sojourning at one of the watering-places of Virginia. A
party of Northern ladies was frequenting the same resort.

The bitterness of the struggle, and the agony of defeat

rested like a dark cloud upon the land. No one ap-

proached the visitors, and their isolation was marked and

conspicuous. The General, however, proved not only

equal but superior to the occasion. He introduced himself

to the strangers, broke down the wall of reserve, and
contributed essentially to their enjoyment during their

sojourn in Virginia. His nobility of soul displayed
itself in this little unheralded, nearly forgotten deed of

courtesy and of kindness. It was not in the nature of

Robert Lee to be capable of rudeness or incivility to

women, even in the climax of suffering, when the bur-

den of disaster was pressing out the heart. Not the

agony of despair could efface the knightly consciousness

which ran through his life in minutest detail. In this

preeminent attribute he is an exemplar and ideal to the

contemporary generation. Our hope for social regenera-
tion is the conservation and the culture of the type illus-

trated in the life and character of Lee. Let the men of

the South adhere to him as their supreme standard of

excellence, the concrete expression of those dreams and

aspirations that thrilled the chivalric imagination, but

were unrealized save in symbol or in prophecy, in mythic
vision or romantic legend.

Robert E. Lee was born at Stratford, Westmoreland

County, Va., the original home of the Washingtons, and
the native county of George Washington, January 19,

1807. His father was Col. Henry Lee, "Light Horse

Harry" of Revolutionary fame, the friend and trusted

agent of Washington, and author of the phrase which
has passed into the consciousness of our American speech,
"First in war, first in peace, and first in the hearts of his

3
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countrymen."* His mother was Annie Carter. All the

charm and inspiration of long descent in each line were

blended in his person. His father was a Revolutionary-
hero and cultured gentleman of the ancient Southern

day; his mother illustrated the purest ideal of womanly
excellence developed in the early and unchecked period
of our civilization. "Light Horse Harry" died in then

far-distant Georgia in 1818, when Robert was a lad of

eleven years. His devotion to his mother, and his tender

solicitude for her comfort, exhibiting itself in every de-

tail, was the prelude to the rich knightliness of soul that

was so characteristic of our hero. Here, as in the in-

stance of his prototype, George Washington, the boy was
father of the man.

Of Robert's early days we have no exact or special

record, only vague and general statements. The same

lack of minute or precise information exists with regard
to the majority of those who have propelled the world

along its course, have heralded the incoming of new eras,

have glorified God in the relief of man's estate through
the agencies of science, or have wrought our plastic

speech into forms of imperishable beauty. The very
silence of Lee's childhood years is suggestive; for

"genius is nursed in solitude—character is built in the

stream of the world." He entered the Military Academy
at West Point in 1825 and graduated with the second

honor in a class of forty-six, more than one of whom was

marked out for a career of unwonted brilliance.f Dur-

ing the four years of his life as a cadet he did not receive

a single demerit. On June 30, 1831, he married Miss

* "Fellow-citizens" is said to have been the word used by Lee.

I have adhered to the popular version.

f The first honor in the class of 1829 was won by Cadet Charles

Mason, of New York. He resigned from the Army in 1831, entered

the profession of the law, and removed to the West. So far as I am
able to judge from his record, he seems to have achieved neither

fame nor fortune. Joseph E. Johnston graduated in 1829, ranking

thirteeenth in his class.
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Mary Randolph Custis, step-great-granddaughter of

George Washington, and heiress to the estate of Arling-
ton. His record in the Regular Army, his achievements

during the episode of the Mexican war,—that training-
school for the chiefs of the future conflict,-

—-his resigna-
tion of his command as colonel of cavalry and espousal of

the cause of the South as supremely embodied in the cause

of his native State, are part of our history. The tempting

prize offered Lee in the shape of supreme command of the

Army of the Union did not swerve him from his integ-

rity for an instant. It was currently reported at the

time, April, 1861, that Gen. Winfield Scott implored him,

"For God's sake, don't resign !" Every argument that

power, luxury, limitless resources and the untrammeled

control of the situation could devise was brought to bear

upon our chief. All the glory of the world and the king-
doms that compose it could not allure our modern Epam-
inondas from his course.

Lee was soon in Richmond, commander of the forces

of the Confederacy and adviser to the President. It

need hardly be added that the struggle in which he was
to plav the supreme part was not one of his own seek-

ing. Like the typical Virginia gentleman of the former

age. he was devoted to the Union, which was in so emi-

nent a degree the creation of his own State. He con-

templated the dissolution of the national bond, not only
with reluctance, but with regret akin to positive grief.

His attitude of mind is abundantly attested by his letters

to members of his own family, which have become almost

proverbial, but preeminently by his ingenuous and ex-

plicit address of acceptance of the command of the Vir-

ginia forces. Lee reached Richmond on the 226. of April,

the address was delivered on the 23d. Its simplicity and

directness recall the style of Washington, his very rhythm
and tone is there, and as we hear the voice of Lee, his

revered prototype seems to rise from out the vanished
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years and assume once more the guidance of our hosts

in the crisis of our fate. The contemplated coercion of

the South by military power left him but one alternative,

nor did he hesitate for an instant. His address closed

with the historic passage in which piety and patriotism,
faith in God and consecration to his ancestral and native

State blended into a sovereign harmony : "Trusting to

Almighty God, an approving conscience, and the aid of

my fellow-citizens, I will devote myself to the defense and

service of my native State, in whose behalf alone would
I have ever drawn my sword."

It was not, however, until the second year of the war
that Lee's star began to rise into the foremost heaven.

His campaign against Rosecrans in West Virginia, for

the unfortunate outcome of which he was in no just

sense accountable, had obscured his fame, if it had not

with the undiscerning world impaired confidence in his

power and adaptation as a military commander. His

energies, too, during this initiative stage of the war, were

in a measure concentrated upon the oversight and inspec-

tion of the coast defenses in North and South Carolina

and he was at Charleston upon the occasion of the great
fire which desolated that city, December, 1861. For at

least a year after the beginning of the struggle an adverse

fate seemingly intervened to repress his powers and ob-

scure his greatness. Vindication came at last, and Lee's

fame grew rapidly. Gen. Joseph E. Johnston was
wounded at Seven Pines on May 31, 1S62, and General

Lee assumed command of the army in front of

Richmond. From that event till the consummation at

Appomattox, April 9, 1865, the name and achievements

of army and commander are inseparably blended. Upon
the overthrow of the Confederacy in the spring of 1865,

General Lee, after a brief period of inaction, was elected

president of Washington College
—now Washington and

Lee University
—at Lexington, Va., and died there, Oc-

tober 12, 1870, at the comparatively early age of sixty-
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three. Such is a faint outline of his life. Our distinctive

Southern civilization began with George Washington, it

attained its climax in Lee. It arose at Mount Vernon, it

passed into eclipse at Appomattox. If we base our de-

cision upon the character of achieved results, what phase
of the world's development has produced a Washington
and a Lee?
The life of Lee abounds in incidents illustrating the

nobility of his nature. If Lee had lived before Shake-

speare, the master would have seized upon him as the

embodiment of all the graces that blend in the creation of

the ideal soldier. Robert Lee, not Henry V, would have
stood first in the poet's hero roll. We recall the skill

and impressiveness with which the dramatist portrays
the sympathetic or human side of his heroic nature, his

kindly relations to his troops, his amiable attitude

toward the lowliest private in the ranks of England.
Yet the portraiture which art has wrought of the

Plantagenet king, in his nobler and tenderer aspects,
is a mere reflection of the knightly gentleness and in-

vincible human-heartedness revealed in Lee's character.

Let us illustrate this comparison by an incident drawn
from the closing agonies of the great conflict— 1864-65.
The sufferings from hunger endured by Lee's army dur-

ing the final stages of the siege of Richmond and Peters-

burg can never be exaggerated, perhaps never adequately
described. Nearly all avenues of communication were
cut off, and the country was transformed into a desert

with the advance of Sherman's and Sheridan's barbarous

hosts. In his time of exigency, General Lee assured the

business men of Richmond that unless he could secure a

thousand barrels of flour for his starving troops "he

would disband the army" whose thin gray line alone stood

as the barrier between them and hopeless overthrow.

Despite the serious nature of the emergency, the flour

was speedily forthcoming and at least temporary relief

was afforded to the suffering men. In all phases of his
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character this supreme regard for the welfare and hap-
piness of others impresses the student of Lee's story.
In every sphere of action he displayed the "sublime re-

pression of himself" which Tennyson attributes to his

chosen type of princely and noble manhood. Surely no

part of this wonderful record should be suffered to fall

into forgetfulness. The life of Lee is the legacy of the

South : we are the heirs of this peerless inheritance.

Another example will exhibit the qualities we have
described perhaps more impressively than any that we
have related. The record of our Confederacy does not

preserve a name more worthy of reverent and affection-

ate regard than that of Gen. J. Johnston Pettigrew of

North Carolina. All the muses seemed to smile upon his

cradle. In his life and character rare scholarly culture

was guided by a native genius which, had it developed its

rich potentialities, would have ranked him among the

great men of history. Yet his military career was pur-
sued by a malignant fate. Wounded at Seven Pines in

1862, he was again struck down in the carnival of blood
which marked the world-renowned charge of Pettigrew
and Pickett at Gettysburg. Rallying from the shock, and

resuming the field, his evil fate overtook him again in the

progress of the encounters that occurred in connection
with Lee's crossing the Potomac upon his retirement into

Virginia. In a short time his pure spirit had passed be-

yond the sphere of war-like strife, in the mere dawn of

his versatile powers, in the white flower of his early
manhood. While being carried in an ambulance to the

point at which he died, General Lee rode up, and with a

gentleness worthy of womanhood expressed his sympathy,
inquired minutely as to his condition, and leaned with
characteristic tenderness over the form of the fast-fading
Carolina hero. The moral grandeur of the scene, the

chief burdened with disaster, Pettigrew, like Arthur

upon the lake, vanishing into light, have at times, by a not
unnatural association of ideas, recalled an incident in the
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career of the father of our Southern civilization—George
Washington, a young colonial officer, in the hour of

crushing defeat reading the burial service at the impro-
vised grave of England's fallen commander, Braddock,

July, 1755. It is true that Braddock stood m most es-

sential traits at the pole of contrast to our rising Caro-

lina star, but the incident exhibits a moral sublimity as

well as a moral affinity between the two highest incar-

nations of our Southern character. It hardly savors of

hyperbole to affirm that of the two sovereign types the

Confederate hero appeals more intensely to our affection

and more nearly approaches the perfect flower of all the

ages. As for General Pettigrew, we may recall with rare

propriety and relevancy the words of our master of verse,

applied by him to the hero of the poem upon which his

own fame most securely abides :

"His leaf has perished in the green,
And while we breathe beneath the sun,
The world which credits what is done,
Is cold to all that might have been."

The charm acted upon the greatest as upon the lowliest;

few could withstand the spell. Like some subtle influence

it has passed into remote lands, and the suggestion of his

name, or the recital of his achievements, will arouse an

enthusiastic interest in cultured centers, in the cloistered

circles of Oxford, or by the lake of Geneva thrilling with

a thousand memories, and resonant with heroic associa-

tion.

During a recent sojourn at Geneva I was struck with
the remarkable likeness to the face of Lee revealed in a

statue in the halls of the University which perpetuates
the fame of an eminent master in the literary annals of

Switzerland. I commented upon the likeness to another

representative of Swiss culture, who was so much grati-
fied by the comparison that he at once communicated it to

the son, living at a distance from Geneva, and as re-
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nowned as the father in whose image wrought in bronze

I had discerned the features of Lee. When Professor

Tyndall was lecturing in Baltimore in 1872 I had an in-

terview with him. In that interview, which I shall never

cease to recall as an inspiring memory, he dropped the

thread of scientific continuity to pay a tribute to Lee
as soon as I incidentally mentioned that I had served

under his standard. "Your General was a very great

man," said the oracle of conservation and correlation of

energy and peerlees manipulator, whose magical skill

abides like a revelation from the world of dreams.

There, too, is James Bryce, historian of the Holy Ro-
man Empire, and masterful interpreter of our American

political genius, the ideal illustration of the scholar as in

politics, and the finest flower of the catholic and far-

ranging culture which is the distinctive glory of Oxford.

Mr. Bryce was not in accord with the South in regard to

the issues involved in our struggle, but his point of view

did not blind his judgment or mar his characteristic clear-

ness of vision in reference to the greatness of Robert E.

Lee. I speak from personal knowledge, for it was my
good fortune several years ago to discuss with Mr. Bryce
at his own home in London, not the constitutional issues,

but the historic record, the battles, sieges, fortunes that

mark the story of our American conflict. It was in this

connection that his genuine appreciation of Lee was im-

pressed upon my memory. I remember that he asked me
with seeming astonishment if any one regarded a certain

hero of the civil war as "a greater general than Lee"—
as if the mere suggestion exceeded not only the truth of

history, but the possibilities of imagination.
No feature of the critical struggle still pending in the

east appeals more powerfully to the historic sense of our

Southern race than the tributes to the skill and genius
of our Confederate chiefs which have already found ut-

terance in the enlightened and cultured journals that re-

flect the judgment of our mother country. The London
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Standard, in a leading editorial reviewing the military
situation in the east, declares, "The sole hope for Russia

is that some heaven-born general like Stonewall Jackson
should arise as her deliverer," adding almost pathetically,
"the man has not arisen, and the outlook—for Russia-
is apparently unrelieved by a ray of hope." To the type
of commander illustrated in the achievements of the Con-
federate hero, Lee's lieutenant, the discerning eye of the

English critic looked as suggesting the only possible mode
of deliverance for the humble pride and dismantled power
of the arrogant Muscovite. Not Wellington, not Na-

poleon, not Grant, but another Jackson, wrought in God's
own likeness, "with troops that would not be denied,"
held out the remedy against irrevocable defeat and de-

spair.

Yet Lee with all his gentleness was unsurpassed in

firmness and decision. When occasion rendered it requi-
site he spared not the highest more than the lowliest.

His admonitions and rebukes were always phrased in

terms of courtesy, for he never ceased upon the intensest

provocation to bear "the grand old name of gentleman."
The rebuke which he is said to have administered to that

brilliant master of horse, Gen. J. E. B. Stuart, at the

battle of Brandy Station, June 9, 1863, is perhaps not

yet faded out of memory. One sentence has fixed itself

in my recollection. Expressing his dissatisfaction with
the direction of the cavalry upon that day, General Lee
said, "I was afraid, General Stuart, that I should be

obliged to bring my infantry into action." While Presi-

dent of Washington College an illustrious scholar had
been requested to lend his aid in the arrangement of the

classical courses for the guidance of the students. A
certain member of the faculty was disposed to play the

obstructionist, and to interfere with the progress of the

work by indulging his propensity for gratuitous and un-

profitable dissertations. At length, President Lee, whose

patience was finite, was exhausted, and remarked, not to
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the offender, but to the professor whose advice had been

solicited : "Mr. is too fond of talking. Do you
arrange the classical department as you think best, and I

will see that your plans are carried out." The rebuke

which he administered to one of his generals during the

siege of Petersburg has been not infrequently related, but

there is a fine touch of personality associated with it that

renders it worthy of another repetition. The general in

question was extolling the fine points of a mettlesome

horse which he intended for the use of his wife. General

Lee, with the utmost courtesy in his manner, remarked,
"General

,
this horse is hardly safe for Mrs. .

You had better ride him around these lines a few times

before Mrs. undertakes to use him." That this

delicate rebuke was effective we can scarcely doubt.

With all his loftiness of demeanor there was in Lee not

a trace of assumption of arrogance. The tribute of Ten-

nyson to the Duke of Wellington might be applied to our

hero with more of propriety as well as truth—"In his

simplicity sublime." During one of his accustomed rides

while Lexington was his home, he suddenly encountered

a party of little girls who were seemingly disconcerted by
his presence. The General reassured them and imme-

diately set them at ease. "Certainly," he said, "no little

girl has any cause to be afraid of General Lee." It was
a failure to recognize that produced the momentary em-
barrassment. For of him it might be said,

"And manhood fused with female grace
In such a sort, the child would twine
A trustful hand, unask'd in thine

And find his comfort in thy face."

A notable feature in Lee's symmetrical character was
the absence of acrimonious spirit, or partisan temper. In

the hour of adversity, as in the season of most brilliant

triumph, this serenity of nature never failed to reveal

itself. The armies of the Union were referred to as
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"those people," or as "our friends across the river."

The demon of malignity never entered into the soul of

Robert Lee. How marked the contrast to the attitude of

Sherman indulging in unsuppressed delight at the tor-

tures which himself was inflicting upon Confederate

prisoners, or insulting in person the wife of the com-
mandant of the arsenal at Fayetteville, N. C, during his

occupation of that town, March, 1865, feeling her pulse
in derision, and asking how she liked the desolation, the

carnival of ruin that marked his famed march through
the Carolinas? Or what an abysmal difference from the

tone of Grant in his "Memoirs," commenting upon the

austere and impassible nature of Lee, denouncing the

cause of the South as one of the worst that the world has

seen, and justifying that colossal political crime, the en-

franchisement of the blacks, as a means of restraining and

repressing the white people of the South by the transfer

of political control to the hands of the negro. Let the in-

credulous skeptical reader examine in detail the closing

chapters of Grant's "Memoirs" and compare the utter-

ances of this model of magnanimity with the ideal lofti-

ness of Lee, of whom not an evil or malevolent word

spoken of his enemies has found a place even in their own
records, or been preserved to mar his perfect fame.

There was none of that prevailing infirmity of our

humanity which so often leads the irritated or offended

party to wreak his malice upon the innocent, and make
him a vicarious sufferer. General Lee on one occasion

being annoyed almost beyond endurance by some accident

or miscarriage, remarked to a member of his staff, "Now,
Colonel

,
don't lose your temper because I have lost

mine." Solicitude for others, their comfort, welfare,

happiness, ran through all his actions, and was the inspir-

ing motive of his life. Upon a critical occasion, a mem-
ber of his staff on whom he leaned especially for aid and

support, was struck in the eye by a shot of the enemy,
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his glasses broken and his face covered with blood. Gen-

eral Lee immediately sent him to the rear.

An incident signally illustrating the innate chivalry of

Lee's character occurred during the advance of our army
into Pennsylvania in June, 1863. As our hero was pass-

ing a Pennsylvania town, a young girl rushed to the front

and planted the Stars and Stripes in his face. Without

comment or protest Lee raised his hat, saluted the flag

with his inimitable grace, and rode on. To one of his

staff who was disposed to criticise his action, he replied,

"We were always taught to salute the enemy's flag before

a battle." So the young and aspiring "Barbara

Frietchie" was foiled, and Lee remained master of the

field. Not long after the war, while the agony of death

still brooded over our land, a Virginia lady, associated

by ancestry and in ideals with all that is noblest in our

Southern story, met Lee at Lexington, and the war was
the topic of conversation. The lady, impressed beyond
the power of language with the desolation of the Valley

by Sheridan and Hunter, asked General Lee why he had

never retaliated for the wanton atrocities inflicted upon
this masterpiece of creation by the Federal commanders,
to which Lee replied, "Yes, it was under consideration,

it was discussed in our councils, but I could not do it, I

could not do it."

Lee's amazing versatility of genius adapted itself to all

phases of development, from the child in arms to the sage
and the oracle, or the famed characters from beyond the

seas who sought him in the seclusion of his home at Lex-

ington. During the critical stage of one of our principal

encounters, a company of ladies was expressing appre-
hension as to Lee's possible defeat. "Oh, don't be un-

easy," said a niece of his, who was one of the party,

"Uncle Robert knows how to manage them; for when
we were children and he was stationed at Baltimore, he

used to play a game of strategy with us and have us all

shut up in rooms so that we couldn't get out until he let
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us out." The subtlety of strategy was turned into a

recreation for the little ones by its foremost living master.

One of the most touching and impressive incidents of

Lee's life occurred during the retreat of our army into

Virginia after our disaster at Gettysburg. The General,
exhausted beyond endurance by the tension of the long-
drawn struggle, had fallen asleep by the roadside as the

army, unfortunate but unsubdued, was passing by its

adored chief. By some strange process of transmission

the news spread like magic along the line that General

Tee was asleep. At once all soldier boisterousness and

uproar hushed into stillness, and the troops moved on
with "measureless tread, like the step of the dead," while

their commander was enjoying his grateful rest.

One of the most forceful elements in the character of

Lee as a man and a general, was his clearness and accu-

racy of judgment. His estimates of men were almost

unfailing and his power in this regard asserted itself in

every sphere of his multiform activity as commander of

an army, head of a household or president of a college.

While invested with absolute discretion as chief of the

Confederate forces, February, 1865, one of his first acts

was to restore Gen. Joseph E. Johnston, his former class-

mate, to the command in which he had been superseded

by General Hood. When called to the presidency of

Washington College he made it a condition of his accept-
ance that Colonel William Allan, whose brilliant record

in the Army of Northern Virginia justified his trust and

regard, should be a member of his academic faculty.
The history and the work of the McDonough Institute

near Baltimore are the vindication of his fine insight in

this conspicuous instance. The spirit of Allan is im-

pressed, let us hope, for all time, upon the famed school

which was his special creation, which he fashioned and
nourished into vigorous life, and transmitted with its

rare potentialities to succeeding ages.
The comprehensive tenderness attributed by Tennyson
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to Hallam marked every phase of Lee's character, no less

than the subtilizing intellect. Let us illustrate. A sol-

dier of the Army of Northern Virginia received news
that his wife and children were dying of starvation in the

distant South, as he was serving in the trenches in front

of Petersburg. The man's record was above praise, his

courage phenomenal. On one occasion an immense shell,

thrown from a Federal mortar, had fallen into our lines,

the fuse still burning as the monster lay on the point of

exploding in a group of Confederates. Without an in-

stant's hesitation our soldier picked up the death-dealing
missile and hurled it back across the earthwork. The
agonized cry of wife and child, appealing for bread, was
an ordeal to which his fearless soul was not equal, and
he said to his comrades, "Boys, you know I'm no coward,
but I'll be d—d if I'm going to stay here and see my
family starve." So he left his post, went to his far-off

home in the South to minister to their relief, was arrested,

brought back, tried by court martial and condemned to

be shot for desertion in the face of the enemy. At this

critical juncture the great human heart of Lee revealed

itself. The record of the court pronouncing the sentence

was scrutinized with the utmost minuteness, and the tech-

nical objection was urged that one of the witnesses for

the prosecution had not been properly sworn. Upon this

alleged ground the sentence was not confirmed, and the

heroic soldier escaped the ignominious death of a

deserter. The real inspiration, however, came from the

commander-in-chief, whose all-embracing sympathy and

gentleness triumphed over the extreme rigor of martial

procedure. The lowliest private felt a perfect assurance
of Lee's kindliness, of his righteousness and equity as

applied to himself. A common soldier on one occasion,

ignoring the forms and restraints of military etiquette,

presented himself at Lee's headquarters and appealed to

the General for protection against the brutal treatment
he was accustomed to receive at the hands of his com-
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manciing officer. To which our chief, with that far-

ranging courtliness which was never "haughty to the

humble nor humble to the haughty," replied, "My good
man, tell your captain that General Lee says, the com-

mander of the army says, he must treat you better." All

sorts and conditions of men, the prince, the peer, the poet,

the scholar of affluent culture in great centers of learning
across the seas who had never looked upon his face, the

humble rustic fresh from the remoteness and isolation of

his cot upon some far-off mountainside, the infant in

arms and the refractory child who brooked not discipline

nor submitted to restraint, fell under the wand of the

magician and yielded to the spell which without effort,

perhaps without consciousness, he laid upon heart, intel-

lect, and will.

Lee's fine sense of humor sometimes stood him in good
stead when it was necessary to convey a delicate rebuke

or give utterance to some expression of disapproval. On
one occasion, observing a suspicious looking jug in the

tent occupied by some of his staff, as a sudden but un-

successful attempt was made to conceal it, he remarked,

"Ah, gentlemen, a mathematical problem, I suppose.

You are endeavoring to discover the capacity of that jug."

In its religious attitude the mind of Lee was eminently

catholic and tolerant. A consistent member of the Prot-

estant Episcopal church, the traditional and historical

communion of the Virginia cavaliers, his mind was inca-

pable of bigotry, or exclusiveness. "It is my especial aim

to feel that I am a Christian," he remarked to a friend.

The consecrated heart, the life hid with Christ in God,

was his test, rather than a rigid conformity to creed or

ritual, which transfers to uncovenanted mercies, and ex-

cludes from the benefits of redemption all those who dis-

sent from its prescriptive standards and find refuge in

"the larger hope." No purer illustration of the spirit

which heralds the coming of Christian unity has been set
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before the world than the life and walk of Robert E.

Lee.

The last public occasion upon which he was present,
the last meeting that he ever attended, was a session of

the vestry of his church at Lexington just before the

beginning of the illness which resulted in his death.

That he was a visible type of that redeemed citizenship

whose heritage is the new heavens and the new earth

wherein dwelleth righteousness, it has been the aim of

the present chapter to set forth. Our purpose has been

in every phase of our narrative to let Lee speak for him-

self—a process of continuous revelation, not mere de-

scription or abstraction, is the ideal of the biographer.
We trust that the narrative will present to the dawning

generations upon whom rest the hopes and glories of the

future an impression, by no means perfect but at least

accurate, of that peerless gentleman and soldier in whose
life and character our olden Southern civilization attained

its highest point of greatness, and with whose overthrow

it forever hasted to its setting. An Irish orator, in

responding to the toast, "Robert E. Lee," spoke more

wisely than he knew when he declared "the solitude of

George Washington was broken as Lee crossed the

threshold of heaven." When the two sovereign types of

our Southern life met in the redeemed sphere

"Thought leaped out to wed with thought,
Ere thought could wed itself with speech.''

And of the one as of the other,

"The great intelligences fair

That range above our mortal state,

In circle round the blessed gate,
Received and gave him welcome there,

"And led him through the blissful climes,
And showed him in the fountain fresh,
All knowledge that the sons of flesh

-,
ghpuld gather in the cycled times."
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While cherishing for Washington a reverence which,

so far from abating, broadens and intensifies with the

advance of the years, the character of Lee assumes more

and more an ideal likeness and, contemplated in its

steadily expanding light, is invested with a charm and

radiance to which our history presents no parallel.

OUR HERO—THREE PEN PICTURES

[Kate Mason Rowland, in The American Home Journal]

The widow of an old army officer, whose husband was after-

wards a member of General Lee's staff under the Confederate

Government, writes her recollections of General Lee when sta-

tioned in San Antonio, Texas, in 1858:

General Lee lived about a square and a half from us, near the

river. He had a bath-house where L. and E. went to bathe every

day or two. General Lee was very fond of them, and would say,

"Now, little girls, when you come back all fresh and rosy, you
must stop and see me, and I will give you a box of guava jelly."

He came to see us very often, as he was keeping house all alone,

none of his family being with him. He would come to supper

frequently, and was very fond of clabber, and our ginger cakes.

General Lee had many visitors, officers passing through San

Antonio, and others. Once two gentlemen from Philadelphia
came to see him, and he told them he was going to give them
some of his nice corn bread for supper, as they did not know
what Southern corn bread was. He had a negro servant, Ive,

who made the corn bread and was also the butler. The cook was
an Irish woman and very ignorant of Southern cooking. The
corn bread came on the table, and General Lee, after seeing that

his guests were helped, took some himself. But he found it had
a very peculiar taste, and, turning to Ive, said, "What's the mat-
ter with the corn bread? It is bitter and not good at all." Upon
investigation it turned out that the cook had taken the yeast
cakes and baked them for corn muffins. In Virginia and through-
out the South in those days, yeast was always made with a batter

of corn meal, in which the hops were put, and these cakes of

meal were laid aside to dry, then pieces broken off as they were
needed for the bread.

General Lee told the story to his friends and laughed heartily
over it. "But I was very much mortified, of course," he added,
"and I told the gentlemen that they must come to see me again,
and I would give them real corn bread next time."
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A lady in Warrenton, Virginia, whose brother, a gallant young
officer, was killed in a skirmish early in 1861, thus recalls her in-

troduction to General Lee :

Soon after my brother's death my mother received a package
containing a crape veil, a black mantle, and perhaps some other

articles I do not now recollect, and the following unsigned note :

"Will the mother of Captain Marr permit a friend to contribute

some small articles of mourning which may be acceptable in these

hard times? She sympathizes deeply in your affliction, and has

three members of her own family—her husband and two sons—
engaged in this war. Your son died nobly in defense of his State,

and his grave will be honored by the tears of all true patriots.

Her prayers are offered that the God of all consolation may bless

and comfort his family." ,

We had no idea who the writer could be. My mother wore the

articles. We had no difficulty in getting mourning. It was the

first death of the war, and mourning goods, though high, could

be obtained in the stores. There was the greatest sympathy ex-

pressed for us by every one, strangers as well as personal friends

and acquaintances, and every one tried to help us in some way.
We bought crape veils and crape for bonnets, and Miss Sinclair,

who had a brother in the rifle company (commanded by Captain
Marr), made our bonnets for nothing. And I wore that bonnet
four years.
About the time of the second battle of Manassas, one morning

just after breakfast, we heard an unusual commotion, and my
sister and myself ran out to see what was the matter. We were
told that the Confederates were in town. Then we thought we
would go up the street a little way and hear all we could. So
we went on, just as we were, without any bonnets or hats. Very
soon we were told that General Lee was in town. We deter-

mined to go on, hoping to get a distant glimpse of one of whom we
had heard so much. Then it was said, "He is holding a reception
in Judge Tyler's house." We kept on with the increasing throng,
and when we reached the house we were met by our pastor, Mr.
(now Dr.) Barten, who insisted upon our going in and being in-

troduced to the General.
Somewhat awed, we unwillingly went in. The Tyler house is

a large one, with a spacious hall and two parlors opening into

each other. The hall was crowded with people of the town,
coming and going. In the front parlor General Lee was receiving
the callers, and in the back parlor General Ewell was doing the
same.
"Come on," said Mr. Barten; "come on. I'll introduce you

first to General Ewell."
We went in and were presented in due form. The General was

very kind and cordial to us on account of our brother. After
some little talk he asked if our mother had ever received some
dress articles of mourning and a note, and said that he knew they
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were sent by Mrs. R. E. Lee; that the General was in the ad-

joining room; that he would give himself the honor and pleasure
of introducing us, and we would then have an opportunity of

making an acknowledgment of Mrs. Lee's thoughtful kindness.

This action of General Ewell was an unusual honor, and we felt

it deeply.
When we entered, General Lee was standing by a small table

on which there was a high pile of presents the people had brought
him. The only thing I distinctly remember was a pair of hand-

some gauntlet gloves. I thought the General the handsomest and
noblest looking officer I ever saw of both armies. We were in-

troduced as sisters of the late Captain Marr, and the General

greeted us most graciously and gracefully. We sent our grateful

thanks and acknowledgments to Mrs. Lee and "passed on."

There was a very eccentric person living in Warrenton at this

time, Miss Polly Porter. She was our near neighbor, and was

very fond of my brother. She was an ardent Southerner, and
had many a skirmish of words with the Yankees. She was

homely in features, tall and large, had very white hair, and was
loud and boisterous in her manner. The first time the Yankees
came to Warrenton they, of course, stationed pickets all around,
and several of them rode into town through each street. Miss

Polly, standing on her porch, saw two of them riding up Cul-

peper street, and. mistaking them for Confederates, cried out,

"That's right ! Come on and keep the Yankees away !"

"We're Yankees ourselves," they replied, "as we will soon let

all you white heads know !"

Well, as we stood in the throng around General Lee, we heard
a murmur, "Here's Miss Polly! Miss Polly is coming! Do let

me see and hear !"

The people gathered around in a circle, and in stalked Miss

Polly, tall and gaunt, with a wine bottle in her hand.

"General," said she, "here is a bottle of fine wine I have kept
for many years, and have always said none should have it but

General Lee. And here," she continued, raising her voice and

extending her right hand, "here is a hand that has never yet
shuck the hand of a Yankee."
The people laughed, the General's eyes twinkled merrily, but

with all his own sweet grace he thanked her in kind, pleasant

words, took the bottle and placed it on the table with the other

gifts.

That was the only time I ever saw General Lee. I was told

that he sent for a gentleman, our neighbor, and questioned him
about the roads. This gentleman, who had always lived in the

place, said afterward, "I very soon found out that General Lee
knew a great deal more about the roads than I did."

in

"Doctor," said General Dick Taylor to the Rev. Kensey Johns
Stewart one day, just after a battle, as a group of officers and
the chaplain, who was invited to join them, were making their
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frugal breakfast off of ears of roasted corn, "what is your rank
in the army, and what is your office?"

"You must guess," replied the Doctor.

"Captain?"
"Higher yet."
'Colonel?"

"Higher yet."

"Brigadier General?"

"Higher yet," and so on with the same reply each time. Finally,
when they had reached the rank of commander-in-chief and Dr.

Stewart had still answered "higher yet," the General asked him
to explain what he meant.

"Answer this question, Which is the highest in rank, he who
calls or he who obeys the call?"

The officers replied, "Why, of course, he who calls."

Then said Dr. Stewart : "Well, at Leesburg the other dav I

was seated in the drawing-room of a house there, with the fam-

ily, officers staying there and others, collected for prayers. Gen-
erals Lee and Jackson were in an upper room, in close consulta-

tion, with the door locked. I sent a message to them to come
down to prayers. General Chilton, who was Lee's adjutant-

general, took the message to them. I had before me the family
Bible, which had been brought in and placed on a little stand
before me, and I went on with the service. The two generals
came down and took seats a little behind me. And I heard after-

ward from a lady who was present and sat near them that as

they rose from their knees the traces of tears were on the faces
of both Lee and Jackson. Many wondered at my having the
boldness to interrupt them in their consultation. Not an officer

present would have dared to do it."

The Rev. Mr. Stewart had married a first cousin of General

Lee, and partly owing to this connection, partly on account of
his own character and faithful services, this gentleman had much
influence with General Lee, so that when, in camp, any one
wanted to ask a favor of the General, it would be said, "Get Dr.
Stewart to do it."

About the time of the battle of Sharpsburg, General Lee was
encamped near the big spring at Antietam. Two ladies came out
from Hagerstown and asked to see him. The officers who were
standing about said they could not disturb the General, but if

there was any one who could get the ladies an interview it would
be Dr. Stewart. The clergyman was applied to and consented to

try, thinking that General Lee would be rather pleased to have
this little diversion. He went forward alone to speak first to the

General, and a little girl, about ten or twelve, carrying a basket
of peaches, who had come up beside him. unobserved, said, "Let
me go, too." Dr. Stewart took the child bv the hand and led her
to the table where the General and his staff were eating dinner
under a beautiful wide-spreading tree. The little girl handed
the basket to General Lee and said, "General Lee, here are some
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peaches I have brought you. Some of them were planted early, and

when they ripened we thought them very good indeed, and we
called them the General Beauregard. These others came later,

and we liked them very much also, and we named them President

Davis. But these which were ripened last we think the best of

all, and we have called them General Lee."
The General was much gratified, and his officers were de-

lighted at this pretty compliment. General Lee then came for-

ward to see the two ladies, seats were brought to them, and they
conversed pleasantly for some minutes. The General, walking
bare-headed, holding the little girl's hand, escorted the ladies

back to the road, some distance off, before taking leave of them.
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LEK AS A SOLDIER

It seems not foreign to the purpose of my story to

introduce an account of my own war record, however

humble or unpretentious that record may be. A genuine

history of the great conflict and the part played by the

South will never be an accomplished result or even a

possibility unless the lives and achievements of the Con-

federate rank and file are rescued, and rescued speedily,

from the oblivion to which the assaults of time are fast

consigning them. It has been forty years since the sur-

render of Lee and the overthrow of the Confederacy.
Before a quarter of a century has passed into history a

Confederate survivor will have become a curiosity

pointed out on the street as some lingering hero of York-

town or Bunker Hill might have been pointed out to us by
our nurses. The men who wore the gray are fast falling

into shadow. Nearly every one of our leaders is in

his place of rest, and during the first years of our new

century death has had his carnival with the fearless band

of men in the ranks over whom he alone has won the

mastery. Every morning paper seems to bring its obit-

uary of some heroic soul that stood in the line, and re-

sisted to "the utterance," without a dream of fame, or

even a delusive hope of preferment. Each of these had

a rich fund of recollections, reminiscences, stories of bat-

tles, sieges, fortunes he had passed
—acts of knightly

daring and heroic emprise unheralded, but unexcelled in

the chronicles of war. The wealth of material buried in

their graves can never be estimated—they were the actors

not the authors of the drama. The time and the oppor-

tunity are rapidly vanishing. Every soldier of the
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South, however lowly his rank or limited his achievements

and his sphere of action, rests under the strongest obli-

gation that regard for truth and patriotic obligation can

impose, to contribute, if it be in the smallest measure, to

the purity of our Confederate story and its transmission

unmarred and untainted to the coming ages. It is the

abiding consciousness of this obligation, the claim of the

dead, and the duty to generations to come that has in-

duced me to break through a strong native reserve and tell

what I know of the war, especially in so far as it relates

to Lee, his lieutenants and the character of the Confed-
erate soldier as illustrated in the Army of Northern Vir-

ginia.

I was a student at the University of Virginia and had

just passed my seventeenth birthday when the civil war
was ushered in by the attack upon Fort Sumter in the

harbor of Charleston, April, 1861. The prevailing ex-

citement among the student body, numbering at least six

hundred, cannot be described by any language of which I

have the mastery. A few days passed and Virginia

formally severed her connection with the Union. The
issue was now fairly before us, and the very "joy of bat-

tle" thrilled the breast of every youth at the University.
Scholastic exercises were almost abandoned, and it was
not long before the battalion of cadets from the Virginia

Military Institute passed through Charlottesville on their

way to Richmond, in charge of an unheralded and eccen-

tric instructor in mechanics and artillery tactics, the butt

of his classes, who was soon to be known as "Stonewall"

Jackson. I had known something of Major Jackson as

he then was, before he made his sudden leap into fame.

When a lad of fourteen I was a cadet at the Military

Institute, Charlotte, N. C, conducted by Major—after-

ward General—D. H. Hill, brother-in-law of Major
Jackson. I recall with the utmost vividness the season

of the "John Brown Raid," 1859; the thrilling address

that Major Hill made to the cadets upon that occasion,
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urging every Southern man to arm himself for the immi-
nent and inevitable conflict. More graphically than all,

however, I summon back the memory of those pikes and

spears captured from Brown at Harper's Ferry, and pre-
sented to his brother-in-law, Major Hill, by Major Jack-
son. These hideous implements of death, designed to be

turned against the women and children of the South, were
exhibited in the armory of the Military Institute. Then,

too, I knew Mrs. Hill, sister of Major Jackson's second

wife, Miss Morrison of North Carolina. The first Mrs.

Jackson was Miss Eleanor Junkin, daughter of Rev. Dr.

Junkin, at one time President of Washington College, a

native of Pennsylvania and implacable in his hostility to

all the political traditions and cherished ideals of the

Southern people. It was currently reported that just be-

fore the beginning of the struggle Major Jackson sat up
all night in the hopeless endeavor to convert his father-in-

law to the doctrine of States' rights. Two of Dr. Jun-
kin's sons, however, remained loyal to the cause of the

Confederacy, and the memory of his gifted daughter,
Mrs. Margaret Junkin Preston, whose flights of song rise

to our lips as household words, rests like a healing bene-

diction upon the heart of the South.

So Jackson was not an entire stranger to me on that

April morn in '61 as he rode by the University with his

corps of cadets. My teacher and commanding officer,

David Harvey Hill, will appear more than once in the

later stages of this narrative. With regard to myself I

can only say that all my sympathies, traditions, ideals,

and aspiration linked me to the South and her fortunes in

the intensest sense. One of my own blood, my mater-

nal uncle, James C. Dobbin of North Carolina, was a

conspicuous champion of the doctrine of secession, and
as Secretary of the Navy during the administration of

Mr. Pierce, 1853-57, was a colleague of Jefferson Davis,
the future leader of the government of the Confederacy.

My father was steadfast and inflexible in his allegiance to
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the cause, even when the faith of many had wavered and
the vision of final overthrow hung above us, shrouding
the sun from our gaze. My ancestral home at Fayette-

ville, N. C, was marked out for especial desolation by
Sherman's vandals, March, 1865, as they advanced

through the Carolinas to effect a junction with Schofield's

army at Goldsboro, thus coming to the aid of Grant from
the South, as the last stages of the death grapple with

Lee were in progress along the lines enclosing Peters-

burg.
I withdrew from the University of Virginia in April,

1 86 1, returned to my home in North Carolina, and in a

few weeks was an enlisted soldier. After a month in

camp, engaged in the drilling of raw recruits, I had my
first taste of service in the field within our lines at York-

town, near the point at which Washington and Lafayette
advanced upon Cornwallis in the epoch-making siege of

October, 1781. The defenses out of which Cornwallis

had marched eighty years before were still in excellent

condition—they needed only freshening and bracing at

intervals to render them available for the purposes of

modern war. The historic associations of the little

hamlet were a ceaseless charm to me, living as I have

largely lived from the dawn of intelligence, in dreaming
and brooding over the vanished ages. There stood the

Nelson house with the Revolutionary cannonball still

resting in its sturdy walls, there was the desolate tomb of

Spotswood—himself a soldier, and not far away was the

simple monument that marked the point at which Corn-

wallis surrendered to George Washington, the founder

of our Southern civilization. I enlisted under the banner

of my former teacher in the Military Institute at Char-

lotte, N. C. He had entered the service as colonel of the

First North Carolina Regiment, currently referred to as

the "Bethel" regiment, from its brilliant participation in

the engagement at Bethel Church, June 10, 1861.

The command of our forces in the Peninsula was
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assigned during this preliminary period of the war to

Gen. J. Bankhead Magruder ;
and the colonel of the first

North Carolina soon advanced to the rank of brigadier-

general. Of General Magruder I saw and knew little, as

he was transferred to the Army of the Southwest soon
after the Seven Days' battles, June, 1862. He was an

accomplished chief of artillery, but in his love of the

spectacular, in his fondness "for the pomp, pride, and
circumstance of glorious war," he stood at the pole of

contrast to his colleague and co-commander, D. H. Hill.

Even Magruder, however, encountered his match, for the

ready wit of the Confederate soldier rose to the height of

any possible emergency. Upon a certain occasion which
has become historic, General Magruder found himself at

the same table with a humble, manly Confederate—a

private in the ranks. Turning upon his companion with
the utmost pomposity of manner and vehemence of

language, the General thundered, "Sir, do you know
with whom you are eating?" To which the response
came instantaneous and unabashed, "No, I don't; and
since I went into the army I ain't particular who I eat

with, if the vittles is clean." There runs no record of

reply upon the part of General Magruder.
Our civil war developed an amazing richness and ver-

satility of character, as well as intellectual, strategic,

mechanical, social, religious, even literary attainments—
as unguarded as the assertion may seem to those who are

not versed in it. Yet among all its varied and diverse

types it never revealed to the eye of the world a rarer

personality than that of my teacher and commander,
David Harvey Hill. My record is in large measure
linked with his, for I was under his leadership during my
Yorktown period

—the first six months of the war, again
in eastern North Carolina during the winter of 1862-3.
He was not associated with the Gettysburg campaign,

having been left in command in North Carolina, while

the main body of the army advanced into Pennsylvania,
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June, 1863. There was a morbid, even a misanthropic
strain in his nature, largely to be traced to physical
causes—chronic infirmity; but the annals of war have
not set before us a more heroic or dauntless soul. Jack-
son's genius for war, Lee's resistless magnetism, were not
vouchsafed to Hill—but in those characteristics in which
he excelled, invincible tenacity, absolute unconsciousness
of fear, a courage never to submit or yield, no one has
risen above him, not even in the annals of the Army of
Northern Virginia. He was the very "Ironsides" of
the South—Cromwell in some of his essential characteris-
tics coming again in the person and genius of D. H. Hill.

The antagonism of South to North assumed its intensest
form in him. It ran through all his actions, it was the
dominant motive that fashioned his life. Many survi-
vors of the great conflict will recall Hill's Algebra, in

which the passionless science of pure mathematics is

transformed into a political propaganda—a sort of cam-
paign document to illustrate the cowardice of New Eng-
land volunteers in the war with Mexico, demonstrating
by equations the number of miles, the rate of speed thai

marked their retreat, as well as the other moral infirmi-

ties that nature or the powers of evil had wrought into the
soul of the typical Yankee.
The intensest fire of the Southern nature burned in the

heart of D. H. Hill. Not less passionate than his hate of
the Yankees was the indignation he cherished toward all

renegades, recreants, or apostates that marred the fair

fame of the South. An exempt, a skulk, or one upon
whom rested the faintest suspicion of evading duty or

shrinking in the critical hour of impending battle, was
the special object of his wrath. The seven vials were

poured upon him to the last dregs. The comment made
by him upon an application for furlough submitted by a

member of a brass band, "shooters before tooters," has
become historic. It was a common phrase in the Army
of Northern Virginia. Not less vehement was his
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hatred of the political cabals at Richmond, which he

claimed were destroying the efficiency of the Confederate

service. Intemperance or dissipation in any form was for

him the unpardonable sin. Yet with all his tendency
toward extremes, D. H. Hill was a man of literary attain-

ments, an assiduous student of Holy Scripture, and as a

teacher of mathematics unsurpassed among American
teachers. His little volumes of essays

—"The Sermon
on the Mount and the Agony in the Garden"—I preserve
with affectionate care as a memory of one who stood to

me in the complex relation of teacher, commander, and

unswerving friend, until in 1889 he passed to "where

beyond these voices there is peace." His absolute un-

consciousness of danger was enough to thrill the ordinary
brain with a sort of vertigo as it revealed itself in the

most phenomenal situations or supreme crises. Upon
one occasion, his horse being shot under him, as he was
in the act of writing an order, holding the paper in his

hand, steed and rider sank to the earth and without the

relaxation of a muscle or a movement of the head, he

finished the order, handed it to a courier, as calm and

unconcerned as if reviewing the battalion of cadets in the

grounds of the Institute at Charlotte. General Hill's

loyal devotion to his friends was in one notable instance,

at least, not without its bearing upon the fortunes of the

war. During my year as a cadet in the North Carolina

Military Institute at Charlotte—1859-60
—there was in

the corps an amiable and genial lad from the native town
of General Hill, Yorkville, S. C, whose name was James
W. Ratchford. The attachment of General Hill to his

native State and his home, rose to the height of adora-

tion, and for Ratchford as his townsman he cherished a

regard that displayed itself in every relation, personal as

well as official. It was during the first Maryland cam-

paign, 14th September. 1862, that General Hill made his

wonderful record at South Mountain Gap, Boonsboro,

Md., holding at bay the overwhelming force of McClellan
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until Jackson had accomplished the capture of Harper's

Ferry. Then the several detached commands of the

army converged upon Sharpsburg on Antietam Creek, at

which point the army of Lee, with not more than one-

third the effective troops at the disposal of McClellan,
achieved the most brilliant single day of the entire war,

repelling every assault, and withdrawing leisurely across

the Potomac into Virginia. The character of this cam-

paign is in a large measure involved with the history of

my old classmate and comrade, Ratchford of Yorkville,

S. C.

At the beginning of the struggle Ratchford became an

aid upon the staff of General Hill, and served in that

capacity until its close. At the time that General Lee
was arranging his plans for the capture of Harper's

Ferry, the official orders explaining every detail of the

campaign, sent to General Hill in common with the sev-

eral heads of the army, were placed in the charge of his

trusted aid, Ratchford, and by him were lost at the point
where Hill and' his staff encamped for the night on the

march from Frederick to Boonsboro. The lost orders

were picked up by a Federal spy, promptly forwarded to

McClellan, and the whole story of Lee's movements was
in the hands of the enemy. Immediately McClellan

swooped down upon Hill's division with his overwhelm-

ing array, like an eagle falling upon his prey. Had not

D. Hi. Hill stood in the imminent deadly breach, it might
have been a Thermopylae for the South. Hardly in the

chronicles of war has there been a more heroic resistance

or a more perilous escape. The fate of a nation seemed

suspended upon the acts or the inadvertence of a single

aid, a youthful staff officer whose devotion and fidelity

not even malice or envy could impugn or suspect. Such

was the commander with whom my fate was linked dur-

ing the term of my novitiate in the army of the Confed-

eracy. I remained on the Peninsula at Yorktown and

Ship Point, until the autumn of 1861. My acquaintance
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with military tactics stood me in good stead, and I was

especially assigned to the sad mechanic exercise of drill-

ing the raw recruits who were coming into Yorktown
from North Carolina. I acted in a similar capacity at

Raleigh and at High Point during the winter and spring
of 1861-62, and I often recall while brooding over the

irreclaimable past, the faces and the individuality of the

men that I trained for Lee's army, when I was a lad of

seventeen fresh from academic centers, thrown at a bound
from the studious cloister into the very heart of grim-

visaged war. I must have drilled five hundred men for

active service. Some of them won rank and fame;

many are numbered with the unknown dead whose names
are written in heaven.

During my first year of military experience I was the

darling victim of fever and ague. It struck me down at

Yorktown with terrific force; also at Raleigh, at New-
berne, and Wilmington. I rose from my couch half dead

with ague in June, 1862, as the Seven Days' grapple was

impending at Richmond. When the storm of battle had

passed over, I relapsed to my normal condition of fever at

Drewry's Bluff, lying in the July sun, without even a

tent to cover my defenseless head, and a knapsack im-

provised as a pillow. When quinine was available it was
administered in its crude form,—the era of capsules and

gilded pills was not yet,
—and I eat it as a child devours

molasses candy, despite its inexpressible bitterness, which

will linger with me till the last syllable of recorded time.

Then I was conveyed to Petersburg, where infinite kind-

ness and excellent nursing gradually restored me to my
wonted vigor and I was off to the wars again. During

my illness at Yorktown I was watched over with the

utmost care and tenderness by my grandmother's coach-

man, William, who had accompanied my uncle into the

field. At a time when race relations are strained to the

sorest tension, it is with more than ordinary pleasure that

5
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I record the unfailing fidelity and affection of an olden-

time family servant, born and bred upon a Carolina plan-

tation, a typical product of slavery as it existed under the

ancient dispensation. This same William captured five

Yankees at the battle of Fredericksburg, December 13,

1862. He survived the war for many years, and died

amid his old associations at Fayetteville, N. C, with the

absolute confidence and regard of all classes and of both

races.

My first year in the service, as I have stated, was

entirely occupied with the training or drilling of raw

recruits, and I was transferred from command to com-
mand as occasion required. In April, 1862, when I was

hardly eighteen years of age, I was elected a lieutenant of

infantry in the Forty-third North Carolina Regiment,
then stationed at Camp Mangum, near Raleigh, and
commanded by Col. Thomas S. Keenan, an accomplished

gentleman and soldier, associated with the purest and

highest ideals of the old South. With this com-
mand my fortunes were linked so long as I remained
in the service of the Confederacy. It was with the

Forty-third that I received my "baptism of fire," as

McClellan was confronting the Confederate capital, and

Lee had assumed the direction of the army, after the dis-

abling of Gen. Joseph E. Johnston at Seven Pines, May
31. To be exact, it was between June 25 and July 1,

1862. I saw no more of my old friend and instructor,

Gen. D. H. Hill, except during the early months of

1863, when I engaged in the campaign against Washing-
ton, N. C. My brigadier-general was Junius Daniel of

North Carolina, a graduate of West Point, and a capable,
efficient officer. He was killed at Spottsylvania C. H..

May, 1864. In parting from D. H. Hill I felt, youth
as I was, that I had lost sight of the most striking per-

sonality whose name is linked with the history of the

Army of Northern Virginia, except Lee and Stonewall

Jackson. My record, such as it is, was that of a mere
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lad fresh from academic life, who had cast away Homer,
Livy, and Shakespeare in the assured hope of renewing
his collegiate routine with the advent of the September
session. By that time we doubted not that the war
cloud would have passed over us

;
and the conflict did not

to our finite vision assume graver of austerer outline than

a vacation episode, or an interlude which might vary the

monotony of our long summer holiday, stretching as it

did from June to the autumnal equinox. The strange
scenes and moving incidents that I encountered as the

war drama broadened from more to more, and especially
the singular fortune by which when a prisoner I received

the kindly offices of one who had been President of the

United States, will appear at a later stage in the natural

evolution of my story.
The month of June, 1862, found me with my command

on the banks of James River, not far from Drewry's
Bluff. The fever and ague had reduced me almost to

ghostly dimensions, for it had racked me at intervals for

months and at various points from Yorktown to Wil-

mington as I was despatched from one camp of instruc-

tion to another, engaged in the training of recruits.

Though a mere outline of my normal self, I rose from my
bunk and joined the Forty-third as soon as it was under-

stood that the struggle for the Confederate capital was at

hand and the lines were closing in for the long agony of

the week of battle.

It was in front of Richmond, June, 1862, that Lee
assumed command of the army which he led to almost

unbroken victory for a period of nearly three years ;
it

was there and then that the fame and fortunes of leader

and troops were linked into that marvelous harmony
which has echoed round the world, plucking at times hope
from despair and triumph from the very bosom of dis-

aster
; crushing the aspirations of a long series of Federal

commanders, and sinking under the process of attrition

which in the final result broke the physical power 01
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resistance without in the smallest degree touching the

strong heroic soul. Before the beginning of the Seven

Days' conflict the soldiers of the South knew little of

Lee and had not divined his greatness. He had held no

conspicuous command, such as brought him into contact

with the great heart of the army. Then, too, his cam-

paign in West Virginia had been in a degree marred by
misfortune—the outcome of conditions for which he was
in no sense accountable. In a day all this is changed.
Never was transformation more sudden or more com-

plete. The heart of the army was won at a blow—the

magnetic charm, as well as the resistless genius of its

new chief, swept all before it. Then followed that mar-

velous record, the second Bull Run
;

the repulse of

McClellan at Sharpsburg; Fredericksburg, and the phe-
nomenal radiance that crowns the memory of Chancel-

lorsville, where the Gustavus Adolphus of our Southern

story went down like his great prototype, in the splendor
of his most wonderful achievement.

"So sinks the day-star in the ocean bed,
And yet anon repairs his drooping head."

Nor were the campaigns of 1864 less marked by strate-

gic power, faculty of divination, and heroic resistance

than those of preceding years. Those whose narrow

historic vision regards the fate of the Confederacy as

having been virtually determined by the repulse of Lee at

Gettysburg can find no confirmation nor consolation in

the story of Spottsylvania C. H., nor in the overwhelm-

ing defeat of Grant at Cold Harbor, May 12 and June 3,

1864. The star of the Confederacy never soared to a

higher point than at Cold Harbor, less than a year pre-

ceding the final overthrow of Lee at Appomattox. In

order to estimate justly and intelligently the genius of a

great master of the science of war, some critical ac-

quaintance with the character and the history of the

antagonists who confronted him is essential. For in
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generalship as in other spheres of achievement, men are

great or small, successful or unfortunate as viewed in the

light of a relative or comparative standard. The Federal

commander with whom Lee was brought into conflict

during the seven days at Richmond, and later at Sharps-

burg, was Gen. George B. McClellan. I look upon
McClellan as the foremost general developed on the Fed-

eral side, at least during their campaigns in Virginia. I

may add that he approached more nearly to the Southern

conception of a gentleman than any commander brought
into the field by the North during the entire progress of

the civil war. When contrasted with the malignity of

Butler, the vulgar arrogance and relentless brutality of

Sherman, or the wanton and demoniacal cruelty of Hun-

ter, this foremost type of Federal generalship stands out

in a most attractive light, worthy not only of admiration

but of genuine regard on the part of those who withstood

him at the gates of Richmond in June, 1862, as well as in

the long day of dubious strife at Sharpsburg in Septem-
ber of this same crowded year. I came face to face with

General McClellan in Baltimore in 1876, and heard him
discuss with several well-known Confederates the differ-

ent stages of his campaign before Richmond in June,
1862. The general who created the Army of the Po-

tomac was not a mere theorist in the art of war. That he

had devoted himself to the mastery of his profession
from a scientific point of view is well understood. In

addition to his training at West Point, he had explored
the centers of war in European lands during the Crimean

campaigns of 1854-5. When the exigency arose, he well

knew how to translate his theories into practice, his vis-

ions of strategy into facts. No one of the Federal com-

manders pitted against Lee understood more thoroughly
how and when to take occasion by the hand. The issue

was now fairly before us. McClellan's army could

descry the towers and spires of Richmond, and on June

25, at Mechanicsville, the long week of unrelenting strug-
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gle for the mastery of the Confederate capital was begun
and fought to its final phase on the evening of the first of

July, when McClellan, repelling all our assaults upon his

position at Malvern Hill, withdrew under the shadow of

night, to Harrison's Landing on the James River, and

Richmond was for a season delivered from imminent

peril. There was a happy interlude as the prolonged ten-

sion, the ceaseless unrest was for a time thrown off, and the

seat of war was transferred to Northern Virginia. Mc-
Clellan's famous despatch in regard to his so called

"change of base" passed into a proverb, and was travestied

and parodied in poetry and song. We perhaps failed to

appreciate how near he had come to the attainment of his

end, how narrowly Richmond had escaped. With a

force immensely in advance of Lee's in numerical

strength, equipped with every appliance that military art

had then originated, and inspired by an unfaltering trust in

the genius of its leader, he was driven from point to point

through dense morasses and almost primeval forests until

his final and crowning effort on that July evening at Mal-

vern Hill with its carnival of blood. The supreme intui-

tion of Jackson alone, who had joined us June 26, with

all the halo of his campaign in the Valley resting upon
him, seems to have divined that McClellan's strenuous

resistance at Malvern Hill was designed merely to hold

us in check until he made good his retreat: it was "the

tawny lion struggling to get free," and extricate himself

he did, to our intense chagrin and disappointment. Dr.

B. L. Dabney, one of the best known members of the

Presbyterian Church in the South, and at the time re-

ferred to associated with Jackson's staff in the capacity

of chaplain, narrates an incident which illustrates how

vividly Jackson realized what modern writers term the

"psychological moment" in the progress of an engage-
ment. During the fury of the struggle at Malvern Hill,

Jackson was roused with great difficulty from a heavy
slumber, and informed of the situation. Those around
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him were apprehensive as to the result, for attack after

attack on our part had been repulsed with severe loss.

Jackson, upon recovering his consciousness, merely said,

"McClellan is only fighting to get away. In the morning
he will be gone." He immediately resumed his nap, and

Dr. Dabney adds that upon hearing his opinion he at once

followed his example. When the morning light dawned

upon this scene of blood, every trace of the enemy had dis-

appeared. So completely was Jackson's foresight borne

out by the sequel, that I learned from one in a position
which enables him to speak with confidence, that all night

long the rumble and roar of the Federal wagon-trains

passing to the rear mingled with the clamor of the battle.

It was during the course of operations at Malvern Hill

that I had my first experience with the vaunted "gun-
boats" which from their secure retreat in the James River

protected the flank of the Union army. Only a few

weeks before, they had met with signal disaster inflicted

by our batteries at Drewry's Bluff, about seven miles be-

low Richmond. Their enormous shells came shrilling

and shrieking across the fields rich in wheat ripe for the

harvest, but they caused no injury whatever—not a man
in our brigade was struck. A company of ladies whose

Virginia home sloped toward the river were almost fran-

tic with terror as the shot curved over them in their para-
bolic flight. Thank Heaven, they escaped only with a

momentary panic. The experiences of the fast-coming
seasons impressed them with the ghastly truth that the

war on the part of the Federal Government, was not

waged against men in arms alone, but against defenseless

women, lisping infants, children with stammering lips,

the aged and the helpless
—

aye, upon the grave and the

sepulchre itself. The shot from the gunboats buried

themselves in the earth and perhaps have been long since

brought to light by the peaceful plough, and laid to rest

in some historic museum. The seven days had passed
—

McClellan was gone
—Richmond for the time was safe.
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The result had forever assured Lee's fame as a general
—

commander and army understood each other, and in this

instance confidence was not a plant of slow growth. I

recall the moral effect of our victory over McClellan. It

was hardly won, and at Malvern Hill it seemed almost

plucked from the heart of despair.
Our wisest generals had the highest appreciation of

McClellan's power and the sway he exercised over the

spirit of his army. My old teacher, D. H. Hill, said of

him early in the campaign of 1862, "He's a dangerous
man for us." He was still a wand to conjure with at

Gettysburg, for the impression was in some way dissem-

inated throughout the Union army that he had returned

to the command of which he had been relieved after the

campaign of Sharpsburg during the preceding autumn.
His name was greeted with acclaim by the men he had

led, but he was far away and was seen no more on battle

plain.

Some of those I loved most strongly went down in the

seven days before Richmond. My teacher at Charlotte,

Col. Charles C. Lee, Thirty-seventh North Carolina, fell

at Fraser's Farm, June 30. When asked as he was struck,

"Are you much hurt?" he replied, "Yes," and immediately
fell asleep. I saw his body laid upon a wagon and borne

from the field, the head shrouded in a soldier's cloak, and
I thought of Headley Vickers of the Ninety-seventh Brit-

ish Regiment, wounded unto death, and passing into the

presence of God with this request, "Cover my face, cover

my face." Lee had more than one trait of character in

common with Vickers. The two have no doubt formed a

congenial fellowship. It was said that Colonel Lee's com-
mission as brigadier-general had been issued a day or two

preceding his death, but it never came into his hands.

"So passed his strong heroic soul away."

McClellan's stroke at Malvern Hill, by means of which

he held in check all our determined advances and effected
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his escape under the shadow of the friendly darkness,
demonstrated beyond cavil his capacity as a strategist.

Only the inspired vision of Jackson penetrated his design
and knew that the struggle was for self-preservation
alone. Still his plans were foiled, Richmond was deliv-

ered from a state of siege, and Lee, who a month before

was scarcely more than the echo of a famous name, had
burst out into the full splendor of soldierly renown. It

was one of the great transformations of history
—a sover-

eign achievement in the long records of modern war.

That the odds were immensely against us during the

progress of the seven days, as in every one of the notable

campaigns of Lee in Virginia, is a truth which only blind

and implacable partisanship, or ignorance so dense as to

defy conviction, can for a moment hesitate to accept. We
did not ourselves appreciate the enormous disparity of

material resources that marked us from our antagonist.
It ran through every phase and pervaded every detail of

the service. There was more truth than fiction in the

comment of a Pennsylvania lady to one of our troops,

"Why, our privates dress finer than your major-gen-
erals." Those only who saw behind the scenes, who had

inner views of the situation, could form an accurate or

definite impression of the desperate character of the con-

flict we were waging.
At Gettysburg, July 3, I was severely wounded by a

Minie ball, and upon the retreat of our army toward Ha-

gerstown I fell into the hands of Kilpatrick's cavalry.

With the rest of my party I was conveyed across the

country to the hospital at Frederick, and passed through
a large part of the Union forces, studied their equipment,
the perfection of detail that marked every feature, the

care bestowed upon health and physical well-being, and,

above all, the enormous mass, the immense strength that

set them in so sharp contrast with our thin gray lines of

ragged, barefooted, and ofttimes half-starving men. In

the retrospect of forty years, and after a critical study of
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the records of great wars in European lands, I am more
than ever impressed with the conviction that the achieve-

ments of Lee as commander of our army in Virginia from

June, 1862, till April, 1865, are without parallel in the

chronicles of modern life. In no other of the great
world struggles have cause and chief been so absolutely
one. To the consciousness of the common soldier, the

man in the trenches, or the "private in the rear rank," the

right and truth of the issue centered in Lee alone. No
subtle point of constitutional law, no fine drawn specula-
tion of logic disturbed his mental serenity. For him Lee
was the end of the argument. "Marse Robert's" cause

was his; it was just because he was its leader and cham-

pion. Never in the history of the race has the action of

perfect faith in the purity and wisdom of a single man
been more impressively illustrated than in the bond which
linked Lee to his army during the three years of its bril-

liant and incomparable life. That it formed a surpassing
moral power requires no demonstration. And yet this

childlike trust in the leader whom they adored was not

tainted by the slightest trace of even unconscious blas-

phemy such as marked the words of one of Sherman's
vandals who, when the name of Christ was mentioned in

his presence, replied, "I'll bet he ain't half so great a man
as old Bill Sherman."
The campaign of Second Bull Run was soon on foot,

and by a series of brilliant strokes Jackson sent the vain-

glorious and arrogant braggart Pope reeling back upon
Washington. Not in all time has the leader of an organ-
ized army in the course of presumably civilized war drop-

ped into such instantaneous and irreclaimable infamy as

Pope after the crushing blows administered by Lee and

Jackson during the month of August, 1862. In this in-

stance the mills of the gods ground not slowly, and the

ingredients of Pope's poisoned chalice were soon com-
mended to his own lips. The brutal desolator, the man in

armor who struck down the helpless and the homeless,
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sunk at one descent into an infinite abyss of moral debase-

ment, scorned by his allies, loathed by his foes, like that

company of fallen angels created by the genius of Dante,
which Heaven cast out and the infernal world re-

fuses to accept. With the annihilation of Pope all seemed

auspicious for the Confederacy. We were radiant with

hope. McClellan, however, was moving up from James
River to the front by way of Washington, and Sharps-

burg was near at hand. In Washington a state of demor-

alization, approaching almost to the height of panic, was
the effect of Pope's overwhelming defeat. His broken

legions poured into the capital ;
his army seemed to dis-

appear from the eyes of men
;

I was never able to ascer-

tain their fate. They were apparently absorbed by Mc-

Clellan, but their identity was utterly lost. Pope himself,

like Cromwell's Lucifer, fell never to hope again.
The Army of Northern Virginia now passed the Poto-

mac and the first Maryland campaign was fully initiated.

The army concentrating upon Frederick, environed by its

mountain ranges and "green walled by the hills of Mary-
land," was soon despatched upon its several missions—
Jackson across the Potomac to invest and capture Har-

per's Ferry, D. H. Hill and Longstreet to occupy South

Mountain pass at Boonsboro, and Crampton Gap, so as

to exclude the possibility of relief to the Federal garrison
while Jackson was completing his brilliant achievement.

Harper's Ferry fell into his grasp and eleven thousand

Union soldiers laid down their arms near the historic

spot at which, almost exactly three years preceding, John
Brown descended upon Maryland and Virginia, with

murderous intent, equipped with diabolic weapons to be

turned upon the women and children of the States whose

borders he had desecrated by his unhallowed and ruthless

assault. Harper's Ferry was won; the "soul" of John
Brown had evidently "marched by"

—but Jackson es-

caped as by fire. In a preceding chapter I referred to the

deplorable accident by which the order containing all
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Lee's instructions to his generals was lost by one of the

staff of D. H. Hill and came into the hands of a Federal

spy, who at once conveyed it to McClellan. Then his

immense army instantaneously fell upon Hill and Long-
street, whose desperate resistance held him at bay until

Jackson's mission was assured and the garrison was in

his hands. Had McClellan been two days in advance of

his actual movement against Hill and Longstreet, our

plans might have been thwarted in every detail. As ic

was, our escape verged upon the miraculous. The very

genius of auspicious fate seemed to hover over the des-

tiny of Stonewall Jackson. And now the detached com-
mands of the army concentrated upon Sharpsburg, Mc-
Clellan's line resting upon Antietam Creek. There on the

soil of Maryland, September 17, 1862, was achieved the

bloodiest record of a single day in the annals of our na-

tional conflict. Lee's thin line of 35,000 men held in

check all the assaults of McClellan with a force not less

than 90,000, repelling attack after attack upon his ex-

hausted and impoverished front, retiring leisurely and
without molestation into Virginia some days after the

slopes and valleys of western Maryland had relapsed to

their normal rest. It was upon the field of Sharpsburg
that General Lee encountered his son, Robert, of the

Rockbridge Artillery, all begrimed with battle smoke, and
did not recognize him. There, too, Lee spoke of Long-
street as "the old war horse"—the Massena of Northern

Virginia.
At Oakland in western Maryland, some four-score

miles from the dreaming hamlet of Sharpsburg, Dr. John
Williamson Palmer, of Baltimore, a very Ulysses in the

changeful fortunes that have crowned his versatile genius,
noted the progress of the dubious grapple, and as the long
autumnal struggle approached its crisis, 'mid the thunder

of the captains and the shouting, his lips were touched

with a living flame from off the Muses' altar, the strains

of "Stonewall Jackson's Way" leaped to life, and passing
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from land to sea, circled the globe with its thrilling music.

Its hero, in the mean time, with the luster of his recent

achievement resting over him like a halo, watched the

ebb and flow of the bloody tide, crunching a sour apple,
his leg thrown carelessly across his saddle. A few days
before, during the siege of Harper's Ferry, as the ele-

phantine host of McClellan was bearing down upon the

defiles of South Mountain, and the fate of our army trem-

bled in the balance, a woman of lowly rank, wife of a

humble laborer, brought her babe in arms to Jackson and
asked for his blessing. So he laid his hand on the head

of the child and invoked for it the special guidance of

God.
No army that the world has seen could have excelled

the fight made by Lee's reduced and attenuated host at

Sharpsburg. The condition of the men was deplorable,
not as to physical exhaustion alone, but lack of equip-
ment—above all, lack of shoes. The suffering from this

one cause can never be appreciated save by those who
have traversed rugged mountain roads on prolonged
marches with bare and bleeding feet, uncheered by even a

hope of relief. In spite of all the adverse conditions, the

colossal odds of three to one, Lee had repelled McClellan

and retired in safety to his stronghold in Virginia. His

return to Virginia at least restored the confidence of the

North—its moral effect was great. With all that can be

said, however, the balance of advantage lay with us at the

close of the first Maryland campaign. We had annihi-

lated Pope, captured Harper's Ferry, and repulsed Mc-
Clellan with a force three times greater than our own.

Had Pope, Burnside, or Hooker led the Union armies

during this critical period their names would have been

heard no more on battle-plain. It was the spirit of Mc-
Clellan that evolved some approach to stability and con-

sistence out of the moral and strategic chaos wrought by
the hero who "had seen nothing but the backs of his ene-

mies." As a mark of grateful appreciation, McClellan
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was relieved of his command at Warrenton, Va., several

weeks after the battle of Sharpsburg. Doubtless, the

Shakespearean scholars of the army echoed the note of

Francisco in Hamlet, "For this relief, much thanks."

McClellan's record as a soldier was complete. Then fol-

lowed the episode at Fredericksburg on that calm and

beautiful Sabbath morning, December 13, 1862, and the

mastery of the situation was once more in our hands. It

was upon the occasion of the Federal disaster at Fred-

ericksburg that Mr. Lincoln remarked that whatever

might be the issue of the war, he was confident that he

would never survive it. Perhaps an unconscious prophecy
it may have been—

"The spiritual presentiment,
And such refraction of events,
As often rises, ere they rise."

On part of the field the Union dead lay three deep. So
fearful was the slaughter that our men at certain points
on the line cried out to the advancing Federal forces, "Go
back

;
we don't want to kill you all !" Still they pressed

forward in the face of despair, and they fell in the un-

shrinking station where they fought. In six months Lee
had effaced Pope, checked McClellan, and crushed Burn-
side—June 25 to December 13, 1862.

We pass next to the story of Chancellorsville and Get-

tysburg, then to the titanic grapple of 1864-65
—its ini-

tial stages in the Wilderness—and its climax at Appo-
mattox. Through every phase of the action Lee seemed
to move from high to higher. He was the pillar of the

people's hope. Never in the history of revolutions has

the fate of a great cause been more completely linked with

the fortunes of an individual leader. When Lee surren-

dered there were other armies in the field still unvan-

quished and formidable. No one failed to foresee the in-

evitable issue when Lee's star went down. The end was

nigh and the hopes, ideals, aspirations of the South which
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Washington had created forever faded into eclipse as

Lee's standards were furled at Appomattox.
Chancellorsville is as historic as Waterloo or Blenheim.

Every school boy knows that at Chancellorsville Jackson
received the wound which, blended with pneumonia, car-

ried him to his grave at Lexington in the Valley of Vir-

ginia. The bodeful shot is said to have been fired by
Lane's North Carolina brigade; the truth will never be
revealed. Let us rather be grateful for the cloud of mys-
tery which broods over the darksome tragedy. When I

meditate calmly over the achievements of Chancellorsville

1 confess that I almost lose equilibrium
—there is a sort of

mental vertigo induced when I recall what was under-

taken by Lee and Jackson and what was actually accom-

plished, despite the fall of its hero in the crowning mo-
ment of supreme success. First of all, the immense dis-

parity of forces; for Longstreet's corps was at Suffolk,
and took no part whatever in the two days' struggle, May
2 and 3, 1863. The army of Hooker, who had succeeded

Burnside, was in his own phraseology "the finest on this

planet," and numbered according to Federal estimates,

130,000 men. To this enormous force Lee could oppose
not more than 50,000 at the utmost, including every

branch of the service. The grandiloquent language of

Hooker has passed into a proverb
—the disaster at Fred-

ericksburg was to be retrieved, Jackson was in full retreat

upon Gordonsville, the way to Richmond was open to the

armies of the Union. The North was elated beyond meas-

ure, a speedy conclusion of hostilities was expected, terms

of peace with the vanquished "rebels" were in contempla-
tion and were seriously discussed by the Northern press.

When looked at with the ordinary human eye, the sit-

uation seemed fully to justify this outburst of exultant

confidence. Lee, with probably one-third of his army
more than a hundred miles away, confronts an army
nearly three times as great as his own, equipped with the

utmost perfection of detail, and stimulated by the all-pre-
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vailing prophecy of resistless and overwhelming success.

Yet it was just in the heart of this critical exigency that

the genius of Lee and Jackson rose to a height never ex-

celled in the chronicles of war. The very audacity of the

movement causes a thrill of terror as one soberly reflects

upon the fearful issues involved in its execution. The

slightest deflection might cause a hopeless miscarriage.
The fate of an army and a nation hung upon the result.

Early's command having been left at Fredericksburg, to

hold Sedgwick in check, Jackson began that immortal

march through the forest with the purpose of turning
Hooker's flank at Chancellorsville some ten or twelve

miles away on the Rappahannock River
;
for Chancellors-

ville, not Fredericksburg, was the real point of attack.

The movement of Sedgwick was merely a feint or demon-

stration, designed to conceal the intentions of the Federal

commander. The whole world knows the marvelous suc-

cess that crowned the brilliant but most perilous scheme
;

how Jackson fell on Hooker's unsuspecting host, in care-

less security, guns stacked, supper preparing
—

fully as-

sured that he was far away in retreat. The seeming rash-

ness, the almost fatal hazard involved in the plan was an

assurance of its success
;

it cut, as it were, Lee's army in

two—leaving an undefended interval of ten miles or

more between the forces under Early at Fredericksburg,
and the heroic band under Jackson which emerged from
the solitude of the Wilderness on the evening of May 2

and crushed the flank of Hooker's immense and un-

guarded army.
The world rang from side to side with acclaim as the

feat of Lee and Jackson spread beyond the seas
;

for the

oceanic cable which has overleaped time and space was
then in the future. The foremost critics, bred in the

schools of European war, made the Chancellorsville cam-

paign a theme of critical investigation. Germany was

represented by such masters as Borcke and Scheibert, and

an English staff officer of eminence and renown, Lieut.-
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Col. Henderson, has added to the literature of the lan-

guage a biography of Jackson which will attain to the

rank of a military classic.

It is no touch of overwrought enthusiasm to pronounce
it, in view of all the conditions, especially the overwhelm-

ing disparity of force, and the sublime audacity which

marked Jackson's stroke on May 2, the most extraor-

dinary achievement of modern war. Let those who cavil

or dissent produce its parallel in all the campaigns of the

sovereign masters, from Gustavus Adolphus to the era of

Napoleon, Wellington, or Molkte. No marvel that

Hooker never dreamed that Jackson would precipitate

himself upon seemingly inevitable disaster. His inspired

daring was the source of his power, the spring of his em-

prise. He undertook what no one save Lee would have

imagined, and no general of contemporary times but him-

self would have dared to carry into execution. Our two

peerless chiefs of the science of war were as richly en-

dowed in their sphere with creative and versatile power,
as Dante in poetry, or Michael Angelo in the ranges of

the art which discerns the angel's features in the crude

and shapeless marble.

Much has been written in regard to the life and death

of Jackson, but years do not wither the theme, or stale its

infinite variety. His last command on the field, addressed

to that brilliant and accomplished soldier, Gen. W. D.

Pender, of North Carolina, has always seemed to me
like a special admonition, if not an unconscious prophecy,

designed for the people of the South. "General Pender,

you must hold your ground; you must hold your

ground!" Two months later Pender himself fell in the

forefront of the battle at Gettysburg. It was of him that

General Lee said on that critical occasion, "If Pender had

remained in the saddle half an hour longer we should

have carried the day."

Among all the inspired masters of the art of war, the

6
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nearest parallel to the hero of Chancellorsville may be

found, it seems to me, in the life and campaigns of Gus-

tavus Adolphus. The great Swedish chieftain and our

own Stonewall reveal essential points of likeness in every

phase of their character, and in nearly every stage of their

crowded, glorious careers. The period of military
achievement in each—I refer to their matured achieve-

ments, not the preliminary training of early days
—ex-

tends over a limit of about two years, that of Gustavus

Adolphus from 1630-32, that of Jackson from 1861-63.
Both died at nearly the same age

—Gustavus at 38, Jack-
son at 39. Each fell in the hour of victory

—Gustavus at

L,utzen, 1632; Jackson at Chancellorsville, 1863. Each
was distinguished by religious fervor and consecration.

Each was a "God-inspired general"
—

original, creative,

free from empirical routine or the tyranny of military
tradition—developing in his life and achievements a new
era in the history of modern war. Such was the great
star who had passed from us in the mere morning of his

glory. Jackson at 39 had not begun to reach the fulness

of the days. Had he attained unto the rich measure of

his strength and adhered to the vocation of war, Chan-
cellorsville would have been accounted a mere prologue
to the imperial themes that crowned his riper fate.

And now we pass to Gettysburg
—the first of our great

encounters with the enemy after Jackson's death. Jack-
son died on May 10, 1863. The battle of Gettysburg
was begun July 1, and lasted until the evening of the 3d.
About the first of June, 1863, our army began to move

by degrees from its winter home in the country around

Fredericksburg. My own division, Rodes's, left Hamil-

ton's Crossing on the 3d of the month, and advanced by

way of the Wilderness and Spottsylvania Court House
toward Orange Court House, thence to Culpeper, which

we reached, I think, on the 7th. We now formed part of

Ewell's corps, Ewell, who had been disabled by wounds
received at Second Bull Run, having been promoted to
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the rank of lieutenant-colonel upon the death of General

Jackson. The first familiar figure that met my eye as

we entered Culpeper was that of Gen. J. E. B. Stuart,
in full uniform, and looking as gay and happy as if no
shadow of a war cloud ever rested upon his shining morn-

ing face. He was one of the foremost knights of a

knightly circle, and all the glory of battle seemed to

radiate from his countenance as our line passed the lawn
on that fair June day where he rested with his staff, and

leaving him behind, moved in the direction of Brandy Sta-

tion, some seven miles beyond Culpeper, in the direction

of Washington. Two days later, June 9, there occurred

at this point one of the most notable cavalry encounters

of the war, and our division formed the infantry support
of Stuart during the progress of the long and desperately
contested strife. "Our friends across the river" from

Fredericksburg soon became aware that we had disap-

peared from their front, and the collision at Brandy Sta-

tion was the result of their determination to find out

where we were going and what we were doing.
It was on the sloping hill which overlooks Brandy Sta-

tion that the home of John Minor Botts stood, and our

line of battle ran directly through the garden adjoining
the house. Mr. Botts was a Unionist of the straitest sect

;

he stoutly withstood the secession of the State, and when
General Grant was in command at Culpeper preparatory
to the campaign of 1864, he and his staff were received

and entertained at his own fireside by this recreant and

apostate son of Virginia. In order to form our line of

battle it was necessary to pull down Mr. Botts's fence,

and down it came in an instant to the level of the earth.

Mr. Botts, from his front steps, delivered an address in

which all the maledictions contained in the 109th Psalm
were invoked upon us—in short, he exhausted the vocab-

ulary of epithets ;
but we made no reply, for Lee's army,

even under the intensest provocation, was never guilty of

violence or indignity to women or children, or even un-
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armed and defenseless men. A group of young ladies

congregated on the front porch and watched our move-
ments while Mr. Botts delivered his rapt oration flowing
free. One of the party I met at Culpeper several sum-
mers ago, a mature matron surrounded by children older

than she was on that historic morn in June, 1863, when
Mr. Botts anathematized the Army of Northern Vir-

ginia.

We moved from Culpeper into the Valley, Early and
Rodes swooping down upon Milroy's forces at Winches-
ter and Berryville, the great vandal barely escaping to

find refuge within the lines of Harper's Ferry. His gar-
rison at Winchester fell into our hands, that at Berry-
ville eluded us by dint of speed alone, and we pursued
them for ten miles down the Valley pike. So narrow was
their escape that we captured their dinners just hot and

ready to be eaten. I secured a Life of Napoleon from
the officers' quarters, my single achievement in the art of

plundering during all my experience as a soldier. Soon
the Potomac rose before us—we were in Maryland—
Hagerstown—then we were on the soil of the enemy.
Shippensburg, Chambersburg, Carlisle, all rise to mem-
ory, and on the morning of July, as we were resting leis-

urely by the roadside, the distant rumble and roar of ar-

tillery fell upon the ear. We at once moved rapidly to

the front—I did not even have time to finish eating my
apple-butter

—and in two hours the battle of Gettysburg
in its first day's stage, as fought by the commands of A.
P. Hill and Ewell, was fairly begun.
A library of controversy has gathered around the

story of Gettysburg
—why we did not win it; who was

to blame for our failure ; why the success of the first day
was not immediately followed up to its final and assured

result. My own explanation is simple
—it has been made

before and is not designed to be absolute or dogmatic.
First of all, the failure of our cavalry to keep General Lee
advised as to the movements of the enemy was a grave
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and nearly fatal error. It was said at the time that Mr.
Stanton had sent out a wagon train from Washington to

attract Stuart's attention and divert him from his imme-
diate object

—
keeping pace with the movements of the

enemy. Stuart, it was understood, fell into the trap, for

the train was a mere decoy, and when secured was of no
value to the army.
The two opposing forces, neither aware of the other's

position, fell upon each other at Gettysburg rather as the

outcome of accident than of intention. Yet, despite the

formidable drawback involved in our ignorance of the

enemy's whereabouts, the first day's encounter was a

brilliant and assured success for the Army of Northern

Virginia in the heart of the enemy's territory. The sec-

ond and the irretrievable cause of our disaster was our
failure to follow up the results of our victory of July I,

take possession of the heights that overlook and command
Gettysburg, and from these impregnable points, Round
Top and Cemetery Hill, keep at bay the hosts of the uni-

verse if they should be brought to bear against us. By
some strange fatuity it was decided to delay until Long-
street's corps should come up before renewing the attack.

When Longstreet arrived the grand opportunity had

nearly slipped from our hands. Before he went into ac-

tion it was gone and the battle of Gettysburg was forever

lost to the cause of the Confederacy. This is the conclu-

sion of the whole matter. We failed to take occasion by
the hand, and victory was lost to us even when it had
been already written on our banners. Col. H. Kyd Doug-
las, of Jackson's staff, remarked just before his own
death, "We lost the battle of Gettysburg because General
Lee needed a reminder that Stonewall Jackson was dead."
There is no doubt that had Jackson been at Gettysburg
he would have pressed on and captured the heights on the

first day. We seemed to overlook the vital fact that while
we tarried for Longstreet, Meade's army was pouring into

Gettysburg; that during the evening of July i, train after
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train of wagons was rushing forward, and that when day
came the slopes and hills would be covered with works
which no army could assail with an assured hope of suc-

cess. During the summer night 100,000 Union soldiers

were felling trees, erecting defenses, the sound of the ax

rang in our ears as we lay serenely under the grim
shadows of the rising barriers which we were to storm
with the coming day. With the approach of the early
dawn I saw the long blue lines ranged upon Cemetery
Hill, the stars and stripes flaunting in the air, and thought
of the assault impending in which the living closed in

mortal grapple over the resting-places of the dead. Such
are the strange ironies that mark the fortunes of war.

The golden moment had passed, and our hope of an easy

victory had gone with it.

The engagement of July 1 was one of the most bril-

liant successes ever won by our army in the open field.

We drove the front of Meade's army before us in superb
fashion over Seminary Hill back to those frowning and
almost inaccessible heights which nature herself had
created as a barrier, and had provided as a strong tower
and rock of defense for the retreating hosts of the Union.
I recall the encounter in the railway cut—the historic

"Tape Worm" constructed by Thaddeus Stevens, malig-
nant and implacable in his attitude and utterances toward
the people of the South. The blue and the gray almost
fell into each other's arms, blending into a common mass,

distinguishable only by their dress, and the stars and bars

which flouted the hostile air in the face of the national

standard.

And now that our irretrievable delay had lost for us

the rich fruits of the first day's victory, there was no al-

ternative except to assail by direct attack the position of

the enemy upon the Round Top mountain, Cemetery Hill,

and Culp's Hill, all occupied by Meade's army, and, in

addition to their great natural strength, fortified not only

by entrenchments, but by heavy boles of trees cut during
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that ill-starred July night from the forests that crowned
with their dense growth the crests and slopes of Culp's
Hill. Three times since the close of the civil war I have

explored the field of Gettysburg, studying minutely the

principal points occupied by each of the confronting
force. My impression was one of amazement that the

army of Lee was not annihilated during the two final

days, July 2 and 3, and above all that any general the

world has known would assail an enemy so perfectly pro-
tected by all the resources of lavish nature, as was the

army of Meade. The assaults on Cemetery Hill, the en-

gagement at Culp's Hill, the charge of Pickett and Petti-

grew across the open fields for a distance of a mile, in the

July sun, the attack on the Round Top, rank among the

prodigies of human valor. At these points, as the com-
mand rang out over the broad and unshielded plain,

"Right shoulder, shift arms! Forward, march!" not a

man flinched or faltered, though each well knew that he

advanced into the very jaws of death.

"When can their glory fade?
O the wild charge they made,
All the world wondered."

I can convey no adequate impression of the long-
drawn agony of the three days' strife. The artillery on
each side had acquired a deadly precision of aim—a poor
fellow in my company was struck fairly in the head by a

solid shell and died without a groan; a young officer

was shot in the throat by grape, and with the single ex-

clamation "O Lord !" fell dead in the line. As the even-

ing stole gently on, despite the saturnalia of blood, the

scenic effect of the artillery fire was so lurid and brilliant

as to set at naught all power of description. I have looked

upon the pyrotechnic displays of Florence, Geneva, and
Venice on grand festal days, when the artistic genius of

the Romance races was called into play to create the most

fascinating spectacular result, but all these "pale their
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uneffectual fires" when compared with the glory that

crowned the crests and slopes of Gettysburg on the even-

ing of July 2, 1863.

Among the strangest incidents of the fight was an en-

counter with a Union officer, Lieut.-Col. Callis of the

"Black Hat" Wisconsin Brigade, famed in the annals of

the Army of the Potomac. He was born in my native

town, Fayetteville, N. C, and when a mere child, had re-

moved with his parents to the distant West, had grown
up amid Northern associations, and at the beginning of

the war had entered the service of the Union. During
the progress of the first day's engagement he was shot in

the lungs, and upon the retreat of his command was left

a wounded prisoner in our hands. He incidentally learned

that he had been captured by a North Carolina regiment,
and revealed the place of his birth to me, a native of the

same quaint town on the Cape Fear River. I ministered

to his necessities as far as was possible, and reported the

case to my regimental commander, Col. Thos. S. Keenan,
who had him removed to a place beyond the range of his

own artillery. I remember that he presented Colonel

Keenan with his spurs. When Lee retired from Gettys-

burg our friend from Wisconsin was in the hands of his

own people. He lived for many years after the war, be-

came prominent in politics, was elected to Congress, and
died in 1897, carrying the "Tar Heel" bullet to the grave
with him.

Our losses during the three days of relentless strife will

never be ascertained with more than approximate ac-

curacy. They at least exceeded from all causes 20,000,
and may have reached 25,000. The country around Get-

tysburg was strewn with improvised hospitals, barns, and

granaries transformed into resting places for the

wounded; and the hills and valleys were dotted with
shallow and hastily made graves, many of which, deso-

lated by storm and tempest, as well as the unimaginable
touch of time, relapsed into native earth, their tenants
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mingling not even with the unknown and unrecorded

dead. Our best and bravest fell freely ;
the flower of our

chivalry was there in the forefront of the battle. The
roll of our slain is appalling to contemplate.

"O proud death, what feast was toward in thine eternal cell.

That thou so many princes at a shot so bloodily hast struck."

In the morning of July 3 I was wounded in front of

the Union lines on Culp's Hill, as my brigade was sup-

porting the division of Gen. Edward Johnson. The air

turned green, and I was seized with a fearful vertigo, for

my wound bled copiously and I was almost at the point of

unconsciousness from mere physical exhaustion. A mem-
ber of my command, a sturdy countryman, gathered me
up in his arms as if I had been an infant, and carried me
in the face of a galling fire across Rock Creek to a neigh-

boring barn which had been converted to the uses of a

hospital. Twice I had an almost miraculous escape from
shell which fell at my feet, but buried themselves in the

kindly earth without exploding. My wound was dressed,
and I was removed to our general hospital beyond the

range of artillery. The hospital steward restored me to

life with a cup of hot coffee. I had scarcely tasted food
for three days, except a fragment of petrified hard tack

and a bunch of cherries plucked on the morning of the

first day's encounter. In front of the tent where I lay
there was revealed the gruesome sight of a heap of am-

putated limbs, neatly arranged, and I suppose awaiting
burial. From sheer exhaustion I fell asleep as evening
descended on this field of blood, and with the dawn I was
in the ambulance train, moving with Lee's army as he

began his retreat toward the Potomac.
Our train was intercepted in the mountain passes by

the cavalry of Kilpatrick and I was conveyed with sev-

eral of my regiment to the Federal hospital at Frederick
;

and afterward to Baltimore. In three months I had re-

gained my vigor, despite the treatment of at least one of
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the surgeons, for the science of antiseptics was then only
in its germinal stage. A dreary imprisonment followed,

and at last I was in the South again as Grant's colossal

forces were engirdling Richmond and Petersburg.
The battle of Gettysburg left both armies in a state of

exhaustion. The Union forces had probably received

severer injury than they had inflicted, and the question
of retreating before Lee was discussed in council by
Meade and his generals. That we retired into Virginia
without serious molestation is the significant comment

upon the situation. The spirit of the army was unbroken,
its trust in the great leader untouched by this reverse in

the heart of the enemy's country. With the exception of

the movement at Mine Run, military operations remained

almost in a state of suspended animation from the close

of the Pennsylvania campaign until the advent of that

colossal grapple which, beginning in the Wilderness on

May 5, 1864, reached its climax on April 9, 1865. Each

antagonist required an interlude of rest, a season of re-

covery, and each was girding for the impending struggle,
a struggle which was to prove the final one, and so far as

it involved the Army of Northern Virginia, and the gen-
ius of its commander, the most marvelous in its eventful

history.
It is the greatest of errors to assume that the battle of

Gettysburg virtually determined the fate of the Confed-

eracy. Only the shallowest reasoning or the densest ig-

norance could accept so fallacious and erroneous a judg-
ment. The nature of the campaign inaugurated by Grant
in May, 1864, the enormous magnitude of the prepara-
tions made by the Federal Government, the suspension of

the cartel for the exchange of prisoners, so that every
Confederate prisoner might be retained indefinitely and

kept from service in the field, all demonstrate beyond
question that the enemy himself was aware that the cause

of the Confederacy, so far from being hopeless after our

disaster at Gettysburg, was thrilling with energy, and in-
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spired by a most reasonable expectation of ultimate suc-

cess. Assuredly the earlier stages of the campaign in

every point justified this confidence, for never in the

chronicles of war have more amazing results been

achieved than by Lee's inferior force against the over-

whelming array of Grant, at the Wilderness, May 5 and

6; Spottsylvania Court House, May 12, and Cold Har-

bor, June 3. Jackson had died a year before, Longstreet
was disabled by wounds at the very outset of the cam-

paign, Lee was the victim of disease, painful in charac-

ter and prolonged in its attacks. Yet, despite all the ad-

verse conditions, he did not wait to receive the shock, but

sprang upon his massive antagonist in the mazes of the

Wilderness.

The repulse of Grant at Spottsylvania, where eight
lines of battle assailed our front, is another of the long
series of heroic achievements of our army in Virginia. It

was upon this fateful day that Hancock's vast surging
mass of infantry broke through a certain point in our
line and the situation for us was one of extreme peril.

Lee's quick and discerning eye realized the danger, for

the movement of Hancock was like the descent of an
avalanche. At once Lee threw himself into the breach—
he would lead our line, repulse the desperate wave of as-

sault bearing all beneath it, and restore our dismantled
front of battle. Then rose the simultaneous cry, "Lee to

the rear! Lee to the rear!" The sovereign was com-

pelled to submit to the dictates of his own subjects, and
was almost literally carried to the rear. Then the shat-

tered line was reformed, the elephantine attack of Han-
cock "the Superb" was repulsed, and the mastery of the

field remained in our hands. Contrast this notable inci-

dent in the life of Lee with one that relates to the Duke
of Wellington and that occurred on the field of Waterloo.
Two of the auxiliary brigades had given way, leaving the

English front at that point in imminent peril. If Napo-
leon had been quick to take advantage of the opportunity,
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the story of Waterloo might have been different. The
Iron Duke, with his characteristic coolness, at once re-

stored the line, the breach was closed and Waterloo was
won. Lee threw his own life into the trembling issue.

In his character there was no thought of self, no dream of

stars and diadems, no inner vision of personal glory, not

even the hollow wraith of dying fame arose to tempt his

pure and unclouded spirit. It is a forceful commentary
upon the fallibility of human judgment that on the day

preceding the battle of Spottsylvania Court House, Gen-

eral Grant had reported to Federal headquarters at Wash-

ington that the "rebels were very shaky, and it required
the utmost exertion on the part of their officers to keep
them up to their duty." And Cold Harbor was yet to

come! Come it did on June 3, and in twenty minutes

8,000 Federal soldiers lay prostrate under the terrific fire

of Lee's infantry. Never did an army encounter a more

signal and disastrous repulse. In my judgment it is an

error from every point of view save one to place Grant

upon the roll of great commanders—Lee, Jackson, Napo-
leon, Wellington, Frederick, Marlborough, Gustavus.

His tenacity was unsurpassed, his grasp was that of the

relentless and overpowering animal that crushes his prey

by the mere impact of brute force, and never relaxes until

death is assured. Yet which one of all the higher ele-

ments of strategy did he ever reveal or bring into play

during his campaign against Lee, from the initiative

grapple on May 5 till the closing 9th of April ? His judg-
ments of his antagonist; his genius, versatility; his

boundless resourcefulness, as well as the unshrinking

spirit of the men that closed around him like a wall of

steel, "one equal temper of heroic hearts," were marked

by an almost fatal lack of discernment or penetration
—

a limitation in itself sufficient to exclude him from the

catalogue of the world's foremost masters of military
achievement. The day preceding Spottsylvania he im-

agined that the "rebels" had lost heart and were kept to
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their duty only by the strenuous efforts of their leaders.

His boast of "fighting it out on this line if it takes all the

summer," which has passed into a proverb, was com-

pletely reversed by the facts, and after Cold Harbor he

crossed the James River, with the capture of Petersburg
in view, every movement against Lee having been foiled

with consummate skill, until his adversary, thwarted at

all points, transformed his entire plan of campaign, and

having lost by the process of "constant hammering" in

less than a month more men than composed the army of

Lee, found himself at the gates of Petersburg, and pro-
ceeded to cast his massive lines around its walls. During
all the complex struggle there is not a movement on the

part of Grant which rises to the height of strategy, not a

trace of creative power, or that mysterious faculty of

adaptation and origination which in art as in the sphere
of war the world recognizes as genius. It was reduced to

a proposition somewhat similar to this : Given three men
to the enemy's one, "I will pound and hammer him till

life is extinct. If one application does not accomplish
the result, repeat it more vigorously from time to time,
until the last trace of vitality has faded, and the dead lion

lies at my feet. I am well aware that we are not his peer,
man to man, in the open field, so that we shall compen-
sate for inferior soldiership by superior strength, and
achieve by three men confronting one, what we could not

otherwise accomplish if we struggled until the end of the

world." Such was the theory of Grant's campaign—it

was translated into practice and fought out upon this line

with remorseless consistency to the final and inevitable

issue.

While not conceding the claim of Grant to be ranged
among the masters of military science, he was from every
moral point of view far above the plane of such Federal

commanders as Sherman, Sheridan, Butler, or Hunter.
There was no malignity apparent in his nature, and his

treatment of Lee at Appomattox was marked by a form of
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crude chivalry which canot fail to commend him to our

regard, despite all the sentimental vaporing of orators

and declaimers in reference to his refusal to accept Lee's

sword, which had never been tendered, the small arms of

the officers having been expressly reserved by the terms

of the capitulation. During the campaign of 1864 he

hanged in front of his own lines, in view of both armies,

a Federal soldier who had assaulted an unprotected Vir-

ginia woman. It was not apparently a part of his policy
to make war upon the aged and the defenseless, to strike

down the child in arms, to invade the sanctuary, and dese-

crate the resting places of the dead, all of which formed

essential features in the scheme of campaigns as con-

ducted by Sherman, Butler, and Hunter. Not even the

sanctity of the grave is proof against the instincts of the

human hyena. It was during his final struggle that Lee
attained the full meridian of his glory. There was no

decadence of power, no dimness of vision. The Napoleon
of Waterloo was not the Napoleon of Marengo and Aus-

terlitz. Disease had wrought upon his faculties—he was

merely the shadow of a mighty name. When the end

came on April 9, 1865, the tidings echoed round the

world, and the foremost organs of cultured life in our

mother land ranged Lee with the knights of the Arthur-

ian circle, attaining his ample measure of ideal greatness

only in the character of tjie "blameless king." He had

foiled the schemes and blasted the hopes of six Federal

generals. With his 35,000 men he had held at bay the

hundreds of thousands of Grant during one of the most

prolonged sieges whereof modern war holds record. One
of his ablest antagonists declared at Appomattox that Lee
was responsible for his gray hairs. When the long line

at length snapped under the relentless tension, the sword
of Lee, like the mystic Excalibur, should have been seized

as it fell in undimmed luster and borne into the deeps of

the lake, until Arthur should come again. Were I asked

to select the most fitting and significant symbol to express
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through the medium of art, though it was designed for

another purpose, the genius, the ideal, the mission of Lee
and his army, I should point at once to that crowning-
achievement of Thorwaldsen, The Lion of Lucerne.

The army was an essential, nay a vital factor, in the

accomplishment of those almost miraculous results that

marked the career of Lee from 1862 to 1865. The fore-

most generals of all the ages could never have won the

unparalleled brilliance that crowns Lee's story without

the cooperation and support of troops who reflected all

the high mental and moral attributes which are embodied
in their chief. We have striven to set forth the glory of

the general ;
let us now examine in detail the story of the

men who followed his standards. It is no flourish of

rhetoric to affirm that the world has never looked upon
an army which represented and concentrated in its ranks

so highly developed a degree of moral force, as well as

native intelligence and scholarly acquirement in its most

far-reaching sense, as that commanded by Robert E. Lee.

For ages the oracles of the Northern press, compilers of

school books, and editors of second-class cyclopedias have

harped upon one mouldered string
—the illiteracy and

ignorance of the South. During the progress of the war,
N. P. Willis, whose journal had been largely sustained

by Southern patronage, declared that "the armies of the

South are composed of the scum of the earth." There
is no more direct and effective mode of estimating the

high moral and intellectual standard of Lee's army than

to trace in detail the records of its survivors from 1865
to 1905

—
exactly embracing a period of forty years.

Many of our purest, noblest, most gifted types are

blended with the earth, and their spirits have moved from

high to higher, for there is other work for other worlds.

Take the roll of those who still abide with us, examine it

from every point of view—the broadening ranges of com-
mercial life, the intricate sphere of trade, the myriad
phases into which our material world differentiates—the
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men who followed Lee's standards are in the foremost
files and are principal forces in propelling- our complex
civilization along its tortuous and titanic course.

It would constitute a fascinating, as well as suggestive
and revealing study in Southern biography, an analysis
of our intellectual life and development, as well as a start-

ling exhibition of the intellectual culture and power em-
bodied in Lee's army, if we were enabled to trace the

careers of the men that entered its ranks in the days of

their youth, and have since the close of the struggle won
fame, or achieved eminence in law, jurisprudence, medi-

cine, theology, education, scholarship, literature, politics,

science. We ourselves should be amazed at the result, for

it is a goodly fellowship. The names that I cite and the

illustrations that accompany them are in nearly every
instance based upon personal association or experience;
some of those introduced were my contemporaries at the

University of Virginia, as well as my mates in the field
;

one at least was a former teacher—of all I had personal

knowledge, and I have striven to keep pace with their for -

tunes as they passed from the war into the smoothness
and tranquillity that followed as our battle-flags were
furled and our sun went down in endless night.

Let us begin at the University of Virginia, then the

foremost center of scholarly culture in the South. The
most eminent Greek scholar in America to-day, then a

professor in its halls, and in the flower of his early man-
hood, went from his lecture room into the service of the

Confederacy, and as volunteer aid upon the staff of Gen.

J. B. Gordon was severely wounded in the valley cam-

paign of 1864.* My professor of Latin, Lewis Minor

Coleman, died of wounds received at Fredericksburg, De-

cember, 1862. His successor, Col. William E. Peters,
was a most gallant and accomplished soldier. At the con-

clusion of the war, Col. Charles S. Venable, so honorably

* Prof. Basil L. Gildersleeve.
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and conspicuously associated with the staff of Lee, be-

came professor of mathematics in the University of Vir-

ginia, succeeding to the chair of such eminent representa-
tives of their science as Courtenay and Albert Taylor
Bledsoe. Every college and university in the South was

present in the ranks of Lee's army, not in the persons of

its students alone, but in many conspicuous instances

members of faculties were there—men who knew Latin

and Greek and science. There were Professor Martin, of

Chapel Hill, at a subsequent date at Davidson
;
and C. D.

Fishburne, professor of Greek in the latter institution.

These, however, are but a few of the names that might be

cited. Let us pass from the men of riper years to the lads

of 16 or 17 and the men of 21, all of whom pressed vig-

orously to the front. Let us trace their fortunes and fol-

low their fates since the land had rest from war, and they

passed from the leadership of "Uncle Robert"—
"To breast the blows of circumstance

And grapple with their evil star."

A detailed history of the men who followed Lee, and,
above all, an account of their development in every sphere
since the war, would form a most valuable contribution,
not to the annals of the South alone, but to the record of

American progress and expansion in the broadest sense.

Many eminent and honored names are found wanting as

my roll is called, for I speak only of those whom I saw
face to face. To call them by name as they rise in the

retrospect of memory is an easy task; for age has not

withered them, and they respond as I saw them with the

dew of youth upon them, that same gray line which for

three years bore the cause of the South aloft on its

bayonets. There is Robert Bingham, the heir of three

generations of scholastic tradition, an intellectual power
in the evolution of the South, the renown of whose great

school, like that of Eton or Rugby, has passed beyond the

7
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seas. There is Randolph McKim, whose studious, con-

centrated face I recall in Dr. McGuffey's Sunday morning
lectures on the Psalms during my early days at the Uni-

versity of Virginia, now an honored minister of the Epis-

copal Church. He has kept the faith and still fights the

good fight. There comes William Morton Brown of the

Rockbridge Artillery, a born polemic, a critical scholar—
now an eminent lawyer in the far distant South. We read

the Latin classics together, for each of us was disabled at

Gettysburg and found consolation in his books as we lay

helpless and the leaden hours dragged by. There too was
Thomas R. Price, the most suggestive and inspiring of

teachers, the creator in large measure of that renascence

of English which has done so much for the scholarship of

the South. There too is Col. William Allan, one of the

eminent illustrations of that broad and harmonious at-

tainment which marked the great age of the University
of Virginia

—Allan whom General Lee trusted with per-
fect faith, who followed him from the army to Washing-
ton College in accordance with Lee's special request, and
who at a later time organized the McDonough School

near Baltimore, an institution so "famous, so excellent in

art and still so rising, that Christendom shall ever speak
his virtue." Then, too, comes before me a long array of

others who achieved renown in the ranges of philology,
ancient or modern, masters of sentences, and heads of

academies, researchers who explored the fountains of our

tongue, or illustrated and revealed the fadeless graces of

the classic world; translators of Beowulf like Garnett,

commentators, exegetes, inspirers of our Southern youth
like Maupin, McCabe, Henry A. Wise, Charles C. Wight,
all of whom followed Lee until his banners were furled

and the throb of his war-drum was no longer heard. One
of these, Henry A. Wise, a strong, heroic soul, com-
manded the battalion of Virginia Military Institute ca-

dets in the fight at Newmarket, May, 1864, the memory
of which has become famous. Charles C. Wight, one
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of Jackson's trusted scouts, used playfully to remark that

General Jackson was never defeated but once, and that

then he was not with him. In art circles at Rome one

hears the name of Sir Moses Ezekiel, a leading Ameri-
can artist. He was a cadet in the Institute at Lexington,
was in the service of the South, and but a few years ago
presented to his Alma Mater a masterpiece of statuary,
his own conception and execution, "Virginia Mourning
Her Dead."
The array of scholarly acquirement alone, represented

on the roll of Lee's army, has never been equaled in the

history of war. If this statement seems broad and in need

of qualification, let me ask for a parallel in any age, or

in any military organization ever set in the field. The

parallel assuredly cannot be supplied by the armies of the

North, for the faculties of Yale, Harvard, and the other

leading centers of culture in New England and the Mid-
dle States, were rarely represented on the roster of mili-

tary organizations, or seldom heard even the echo of the

distant conflict. Compare the Memorial Halls of Yale
and Harvard with those that record the student dead at

the University of Virginia or of North Carolina. The

story conveys its own moral, and cavil is hushed into

reverence as we contemplate the long-drawn array of

our youthful heroes, lads of 16 or 18, who stood in the

forefront of every battle-plain from Bull Run to Ap-
pomattox.

"We could not wish them to a fairer death,
And so their knell is knolled."

Then, too, in the army of Lee was young Sidney
Lanier, with one exception

—Edgar A. Poe—the fore-

most poet of the South, a masterful critic, and
lord of the flute. Death by tuberculosis, that dar-

ling malady of the poet, had set his signet upon him as it

had with his predecessors, Keats and Timrod. When
taken prisoner his principal anxiety was to preserve his

CUMRdj
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flute, for it was to him as the wand of the magician. He
was the very Child-Roland of our Southern literature.

Neither Holmes, Longfellow, Whittier, nor Lowell was
found in the service of the Union armies. Their ma-

lignity poured itself out in copious streams from afar

off, but if they ever ministered to the needs of a Union
soldier on the field of battle, not even their eulogists have

preserved its memory. Their mature years might be

pleaded in palliation, but age did not abate their virulence

nor temper the rancor of their hate.

The names I have cited are but a few even of those

whom I knew face to face, had seen in lecture halls or

met in the associations of the camp. Some of them came
within my ken after the war wave had passed over us,

and I took up the burden of life, saying like Maud Mul-

ler, "it might have been." There was Edward McCrady
of Charleston, an admirable soldier, whose life energy
was concentrated on one theme—the record of his own
State, which he had just brought to its final stage as he

passed from us, leaving the story of South Carolina well

written. Major John Johnson, now rector of historic

St. Philip's church, abides with us, ripe in years and full

of vigor, the engineer in charge of the defenses of Fort

Sumter during the long agony of the siege which ran

from months to years and taxed the unavailing resources

of the Federal Government to the last degree. It was he

who wrote the "Defense of Charleston Harbor," in ac-

cordance with the special injunction of General Beaure-

gard—a work which rose at once to the rank of a literary

as well as a military classic, and is read by all students

and masters of the science of war, quoted as an au-

thority, and accepted as the final presentation of a great

phase of the great struggle. Here comes a reverend

father in God—Bishop Joseph B. Cheshire of North

Carolina, who, passing from the service of the South into

academic life at Trinity College, Conn., for he was still

a youth, was set upon by a crew of hazers in his own
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room, who frankly avowed their purpose. The future

bishop at once drew out his Confederate revolver, leveled

it in the faces of his would-be tormentors, and gave com-

mand, "Forward, march; file out, one by one!" File

out they did like hounds, and as the last of the gallant
band retired, he said, "Good evening, hope you have had
a pleasant time; come again." We commend the ex-

ample of our friend the Bishop to young gentlemen who
may be in peril of the practice of hazing, that abomina-
tion of our college life—as vulgar as it is cowardly, as

base as it is brutal. The record would be prolonged
almost to infinity if we even endeavored to introduce all

those who passed from the service of Lee into the mani-
fold forms and spheres of civil life in which they have
achieved fame or won most honorable recognition.
Our men returned to homes laid bare and desolate by

Sherman or Sheridan; the toil of years flamed in their

faces
; they had not even the redeeming hope of our first

parents exiled from paradise
—the world before them

where to choose. At home was death—abroad was de-

spair. Then fell upon the war-stricken land those sat-

urnalian years of crime and folly, the era of reconstruc-

tion—a plague in some vital points more touched by the

spirit of perdition than the era of strife in the field, a

carnival of infamy. Yet from the very smoke of the

political abyss the men who had been trained in the

school of Lee emerged like the ancient heroes of the

fiery furnace, without a trace of the flame upon their

garments. They restored the waste places, they repaired
the former desolations. The marvelous force of the

Southern race triumphed over apparent despair. The old

soldiers surviving from Lee's army were the leavening

element, the renewing, vitalizing force that rescued the

South during the era of her second death—the period
of reconstruction—from anarchy and chaos, from the

horrors of a commune, from the ninth or crowning circle

of social degeneration and debasement. Among the fore-
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most files of the world's heroes stands Wade Hampton,
the knightly, the Bayard of his own State, with his two-
fold garland—the glory of his record in the army of

Lee, with the added and even ampler glory of 1876-77.
From the very slough of political despond rose the un-

vanquished spirits that had shared the glories of Lee.
In commercial emprise in the guidance of great corpora-
tions, in the administration of far-reaching schemes for
the advancement of material well-being, in law, medicine,
journalism, theology, science, they have triumphed over
death and plucked marvelous success from the very front
of disaster and defeat. The South Carolina colonel who
formed a law class while a prisoner at Fort Delaware,
rose to the rank of a Federal judge whose decisions were

accepted as final, and regarded as almost classical in ac-

curacy of style as well as vigor of reasoning. Captain
Jos. J. Davis of North Carolina taught Blackstone's
Commentaries while a prisoner at Johnson's Island. He
died a justice of the Supreme Court in his native State, a
tribunal which has been adorned by such lawyers as

Gaston, Battle, Ruffin, and Pearson. And yet the half
has not been told, for many of those who form part of the

incomparable story rest in their graves until the resur-
rection.

It was not in culture and native intelligence alone that

the army of Lee ranks foremost in the records of war.
When contemplated from a moral standpoint its rank is

equally high, its history equally pure from the taint of

gross immorality, and above all from that consistent, un-

varying brutality toward defenseless women and inno-
cent children which is the especial and ineffaceable re-

proach of several notorious commanders—above all,

Sherman, Sheridan, Hunter, Butler—who led the forces
of the Union in more than one campaign which has be-

come an infamy and abomination in the thought of all

Christendom. Robert E. Lee was by nature incapable
of rudeness or discourtesy to aught that wore the guise
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of woman, however humble or repellant. The same note

of true chivalry animated the men who clung to his stand-

ard. Compare with this high chivalric character, the

order of Butler issued at New Orleans in the spring of

1862, in accordance with which the ladies of that city who
should be deemed guilty of discourtesy or rudeness to

Federal soldiers, by gesture or by language, by look or

word, were to be regarded and treated "as women of the

town plying their vocation." The ladies of New Orleans

placed in the category of prostitutes by the arbitrary de-

cree of a Federal commander ! It sounds like the echo of

some Russian story in which even the refinements of

Muscovite torture are touched with the hues of romance.

On the contrary, it is a question of official record; the

atrocity of the act outraged the moral sense of the civ-

ilized world, and Butler's own government was compelled
to recall him from the command of the department of

New Orleans.

The treatment of Mr. Davis at Fortress Monroe while

in charge of Gen. Nelson T. Miles is a theme which will

not "down" at the bidding of any power. Even the great
innovator and hate-healer, Time, has not caused its fresh-

ness to fade. That crowning' atrocity of American his-

tory, the judicial murder of Mrs. Surratt, upon the absurd

and irrational charge of complicity in the assassination

of Mr. Lincoln, is ceaselessly looming up like a grim
spectre from the vanished past, and the voice of the in-

nocent woman's blood cries unto us from the ground.
No such record of shame clings to the record of the Con-
federate Government—no cause ever fell so pure of

crime. The men who battled with Lee, even to the

climax of despair, had the common infirmities of our
frail humanity—they had their escapades, they gave vent

to merriment and jollity, and they bore privation and
want with unflinching courage and cheerfulness. The
murder of the innocent, the torture of the helpless, the

crusade against the infant and the aged can never rise
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in reproach against them, even their enemies themselves

being judges.
From the cold and passionless voice of history goes

forth the award which assigns to the Army of Northern

Virginia the preeminence in the story of war, in the high
attributes of moral purity and intellectual acquirement.
Let us note some of the distinctive forms in which the

moral and religious life of Lee's army expressed itself—
in the camp, in deadly grapple with the foe, in the hos-

pital, in daily converse, and in the presence of the last

enemy.
Much has been written of the religious fervor which

marked the armies commanded by such masters of war
as Cromwell and Gustavus Adolphus. The shaping spirit

of Shakespeare's imagination has seized upon this same
characteristic in Henry V. His epic hero is portrayed as

having strong religious conviction. Note the scene that

follows the English victory at Agincourt and the chant-

ing of Psalm cxv to the glory and praise of the God of

battle. Something, of course, must be conceded to the

idealizing of the poet, but there is an element of truth

blended with the presentation of the artist. In no army
that the world has seen was the moral standard of a

higher order than in that of Lee. This is conspicuously
illustrated in the long record of three years by the absence

of gross immorality, flagrant vandalism, or infamous

cruelty to defenseless women and children, such as has

invested with immortal shame the campaigns of Hunter
and Sherman, and the career of Butler while in command
of the department of New Orleans. More than that, the

virtues of Lee's army were not merely passive or nega-
tive. There was a vital spirit of true Christianity per-

vading in large measure the rank and file—a strong ex-

plicit faith in the sovereignty and the wisdom of God.
An army is never composed of saints—the gay cavalier

is always there; the trooper has his escapades, and the

soldier gives vent to mirth and jollity, but practical in-
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fidelity was almost unknown in the Army of Northern

Virginia. Never was the power of example more im-

pressively illustrated, the influence of personal righteous-
ness more potent in its action upon the characters and
destinies of men. Lee, Jackson, D. H. Hill "lived ever in

the Great Taskmaster's eye." Life with them was a cease-

less consecration to the service of God. It was in a

measure inevitable that their pure and devout conversa-

tion should mould and fashion the moral tone of the men
they led. There is no force like that of personal example.

Christianity illustrated in the individual life, the con-

crete appeal is resistless. It is the power of personality
before whose presence opposition and antagonism vanish.

Under such directing auspices, I need hardly add that

the utmost care and diligence were used to provide for

the religious instruction and welfare of the army. Many
of the foremost clergymen in the South were in the ser-

vice in the capacity of chaplains. Some even commanded
regiments or battalions. The "Fighting Parson" was by
no means a creation of fiction, but in not a few instances

a formidable fact. The standard of the Southern pulpit
in 1 86 1 was unsurpassed for true eloquence, scholarly

acquirement, and spirituality of character. In no sphere
of our society was the cause of the Confederacy more in-

tensely and devotedly upheld than by the clergy. The
flower of the church was ofttimes in the field—with Lee at

Richmond, Jackson in the Valley, ministering to the sick

or the dying, consoling some wounded lad, or preaching
simple faith to heroic men, at times within view of the

enemy and under the range of his guns. I can recall in

the lapse of years many of the sermons to which I lis-

tened, the texts on which they were based, and the gen-
eral order of the presentation. The Sunday preceding
the battle of Gettysburg Rev. B. T. Lacey preached in the

barracks at Carlisle, Pa., from the 15th chapter of first

Corinthians—that classical and logical exposition of the

doctrine of the resurrection. The following Sunday I
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was lying in the hospital at Frederick, Md., prostrate
from two wounds inflicted by Minie balls. Eminent theo-

logians like Dr. R. L. Dabney had emerged from the se-

clusion of seminaries and lecture-rooms to preach the

faith to men in arms. Dr. Dabney was associated with

General Jackson until the close of the Seven Days' cam-

paign before Richmond in the summer of 1862. He was
a formidable power in the pulpit, despite his scholastic

tone and temperament vehement and unsparing in his de-

nunciation of sin and sinners. So strongly was this char-

acteristic reflected in his style that upon a certain occa-

sion when he was preaching at the University of Vir-

ginia, Dr. Albert Taylor Bledsoe was in the church, and

being asked at the close of the services how he liked the

sermon he replied, "Well, he preached as if we were all

going to hell and he was glad of it." Among those who
ministered with devout love and care to our troops in

the field, was Bishop Atkinson of North Carolina. I re-

call distinctly his evening service on the plains of York-

town, his rich sonorous voice, and the incomparable
cadence of the liturgy as it fell upon the balmy air of the

Southern summer night. The river flowed placidly by,

the sentinel stars set their watch in the sky, the ramparts

wrought by Cornwallis rose in austere outline, the men

ranged themselves devoutly in order, and the venerable

Bishop read by the light of a lantern the rhythmic and

golden phrases that fell like the chime of church bells

upon the serene stillness of the July evening. It was this

same godly bishop who was brutally assaulted by Sher-

man's troopers during their raid through North Caro-

lina in March, 1865, among other indignities his watch

being snatched from his person. He invoked the forgive-

ness of Heaven upon his tormentors.

I do not overstep the limits of truth and soberness

when I declare that the history of war does not bear

record of an army inspired by a higher religious ideal

than that which characterized the Army of Northern
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Virginia. It is equally true that the godly and devout
life of its chief was a powerful element in contributing
to this result. What an illustration—a consummate ob-

ject-lesson for the youth of the South. The supreme
commander has rested from his labors, but of none of all

the sons of men is it more intensely true that their works
do follow them. The examples I have cited are but few
of the mighty host of illustrations that might be drawn
from the unpublished story of the Southern clergy dur-

ing the agonies of the conflict. While Rev. B. M. Pal-

mer, D. D., of New Orleans, was preaching on one occa-

sion near the enemy's lines, the shot from their guns fell

upon the building in which he was ministering, not to

soldiers alone, but to women and children as well. The
fire continued, but there was no panic, no chaos, not even
a demonstration. With the utmost decorum Dr. Palmer

pronounced the benediction, the congregation withdrew,
and Dr. Palmer, walking down the middle aisle with per-
fect deliberation, retired from the church. Such was the

spirit that thrilled the clergy of the South.
The world has rarely listened to more effective and

evangelical preaching of the gospel than might be heard
on any Sabbath morn from the chaplains of the Army of
Northern Virginia. Unless the exigencies of the cam-

paign rendered it impossible, religious services were

strictly maintained, and the purest moral ideals were

present as a ceaseless object-lesson in the lives and ex-

amples of Lee and Jackson. The experiences of war are

rich in ethical teachings and suggestive moral lessons.

In the imminent dread of death, the conscience acts with
an especial vigor. If it does not make cowards, it ex-

ercises a kind of inquisitorial scrutiny over the soul. I

remember on at least one occasion to have seen men throw

away the cards with which they had been gambling as

they were advancing into battle, and the issue of life or
death hung in the balance. The devotee of the vice

seemed anxious to cast away his reproach before possibly
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entering the presence of God, and would strew the road-

side with the traces of his game as if to pacify the stings
of his own moral nature before rushing into the lists and

joining in the deadly grapple. Let us trust that the

chroniclers of our Southern story will guard the fame of

this pure soldiery and bring it into the luster of seven

days as we grow from more to more with the expanding
ages.
The record of the survivors of Lee's army seems to

me to constitute its most extraordinary vindication. It

is an epoch in our annals as wonderful as the story of the

army in the field from 1862 to 1865. We pass over the

few apostate angels, the men that paltered with the truth
;

how narrow is the list, how short the roll of those that

sinned against light and are exiled from friend and home.

The role of Arnold or Bourbon is rare in our Southern

story. With regard to the little company of recreant

spirits who could not resist the "jingling of the guinea,"
let us say without a trace of vindictiveness or malev-

olence—
"Just for a handful of silver they left us,

Just for a ribbon to stick in their coat,
Found the one gift of which fortune bereft us,

Lost all the others she lets us devote."

The great heart of the South maintains its integrity

unscathed—never was a race more marked by unity of

ideal, solidarity of life and character. A fitting type or

illustration may be found in the story of Dr. Gabriel

Manigault of Charleston, S. C., a name that at once re-

calls the purest social and intellectual ranges of our olden

life. He brought from the wreck of war little save

his home and the cavalry saber that had stood him in

good stead during Hampton's campaigns in Virginia.

This was suspended from the wall over the bed on which

he slept, I think, until the time of his death some six

years ago. His life subsequent to the war was a ceaseless
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consecration to the development of scientific research in

the South, especially in the sphere of natural history.
His labors were in the main unheralded and unrequited,
but his versatile tact and rare mechanical skill did not

flag for want of emolument or even the absence of that

conventional appreciation which flows from formal

courtesy. Such was the cavalier who rode with Hamp-
ton, and gathered little from the all-pervading wreck,
save his doughty sword. What armed host ever plucked
from its attenuated ranks, almost a ghostly band, such

a versatility of culture, of far-reaching attainment, of

subtilizing intellect? The long array already cited may
be easily reinforced and stretched out to the crack of

doom.
The mere sportive effusiveness of Lee's army might

yield a rich and rare anthology. Brilliant repartees that

should have crystallized into epigrams as they touched

the embracing air, have passed into shade and vanished

from memory. No army was ever more pervaded by a

keener perception of the ludicrous, or animated by a more
intensive sense of humor. This characteristic they pos-
sessed in common with their chief, for Lee's appreciation
of the ludicrous was quick and penetrating. I might cite

a thousand illustrations—but only a few can find place
in this chapter. On one occasion Governor Z. B. Vance
was visiting the North Carolina troops in front of Peters-

burg during the summer of 1864. The Governor was

making a characteristic address, extolling the "Tar Heel"
virtues of tenacity, "sticking fast," etc., when all at once

there broke upon the ears of his audience this query from
a soldier, "Say, Governor, don't you know that when
the fire's hottest, the tar runs fastest?" Vance's wit and
readiness were equal to almost any conceivable exigency,
but in this instance he seems to have been thrown off" his

balance by the cleverness of a Confederate in the ranks.

No one was immune from the far-ranging wit and sense

of jollity that marked Lee's army. Neither rank, dignity,
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nor the gravest subjects always escaped. Coffins were

currently referred to as "furlough bottoms." If one was

lucky enough to capture a new hat, the torment was un-

ceasing. From all sides went up the cry, "Come out of

that hat, I know you're in there, I see your feet sticking
out." If the sound of cheering was heard in the distance,

it was prolonged with this comment: "There goes a

rabbit, or General Jackson." Yet with all his sense of

mirth and love of jest, the Confederate soldier was not

devoid of reverence, and upon occasion expressed it with

dignity and even impressiveness. Let me illustrate. A
few weeks after the death of Jackson an officer of Lee's

army approached a bridge which was guarded by a sentry.
It was late in the evening and the stars were shining. He
drew from his pocket a "pass" received some time before

from General Jackson and handed it to the soldier. He
took it, read it, and looking up reverently toward the

stars, remarked, "That will pass you into heaven, but not

across this bridge."
It is the tendency of literary criticism to depreciate or

disparage the poetry which derives its inspiration from
the fervor and passion of war. The press of the North
was fond of remarking that "the rebels fought better than

they wrote." Yet in all the annals of strife, nothing has

leaped to light which excels in spirit-stirring energy, in

thrilling strain the note of "Dixie," "Carolina," the "Car-

men Triumphale," "Maryland, My Maryland," "The

Conquered Banner," or "Stonewall Jackson's Way." As
I hear them even in the long retrospect of years, they
affect the heart as the ballad of the Douglass and the

Percy did Sir Philip Sidney, and I am "moved more than

with a trumpet." What did the bards of the North add
to the richness of our poetry during the era of struggle,
that approaches these songs? A few months since I

heard the band on one of the most popular steamers of

the North German Lloyd, as we were entering the "mid-

sea that moans with memories," play "Dixie"' as dinner
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was in progress. The company was largely composed of

Northerners, but as the first note of "Dixie" vibrated

through the pure Mediterranean air, the vast cabin re-

sounded with applause, regardless of section, or the sway
of political sympathy. It was a spontaneous tribute to

the resistless charm of the melody—applauded to the

very heavens, "which did applaud again." At what a pole
of contrast does it stand to the stately pomp, the me-
chanical precisianism of "Hail Columbia," or "The Star

Spangled Banner!" Yet the men in the ranks of Lee's

army had their own songs, rough but vigorous strains,

most of which are fast vanishing into dumb forgetful-
ness. They existed only on the lips of the singers ; would
that some assiduous anthologist or compiler of Southern
folk-lore had rescued them from the touch of time ! I

recall snatches of these fading echoes as I heard them in

boyish days on the lines in front of Richmond and Peters-

burg, in our marches down the Valley, or in the mountain

passes of western Maryland as we lay at Hagerstown
during our advancement into Pennsylvania, June, 1863.
One of them ran in this fashion :

"O poor old Washington, his work is all undone,
And he'll never see his darling any more."

Unfortunately, there is more of truth than fiction in this

flash of soldier song. Another ran :

"He that has good whiskey,
And giveth his neighbor none,

He shall have none of my good whiskey
When his good whiskey is gone."

A favorite air during General Magruder's occupation of

Yorktown was :

"Put him in the ditch ! put him in the ditch '

Old Magruder he says so."

Another—
"Working on the railroad, forty cents a day,

John came picking on the banjo."
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"Eating Goober Peas" rang through the army : it was
a universal note.

Soldier wit was equal to any emergency. Would that

the flashes of merriment that were wont to set the com-

pany on a roar and beguile the dreary hours of camp life

or the agony of the march had been rescued from the

common decay. They were all-embracing. No phase or

form of army life escaped the keen and penetrating
humor of the men in the ranks. If a command had for

any reason not been frequently in action, it was jeered
as one of the "life insurance brigades." A young Vir-

ginia officer lost one of his toes at the battle of the Crater,

July 30, 1864. A friend addicted to punning, described

the accident as "a notorious affair" for him. A young
man who "couldn't stand the racket," that is, was lacking
in nerve or courage, was tauntingly asked if he "didn't

wish he was a baby," to which he replied, "Yes, I do, and
a gal baby too." Gen. D. H. Hill consoled two Yankee

prisoners of war who complained of the heat, by remind-

ing them that they were in "the sunny South." Victor

Hugo's famed romance, "Les Miserables," which ap-

peared during the earlier stages of the war, underwent
a phonetic transformation into Lee's Miserables. The
heroic soul of the Confederate rarely failed him, even in

the conflict with the last enemy to be subdued.

"By many a death-bed have I been,
And many a soldier's parting seen."

Let me refer to one in which the general truth of my
statement is illustrated. My cousin, James W. Huske
of Fayetteville, N. C, was wounded unto death on the

field at Hatcher's Run in the fall of 1864. With his

dying lips he implored his comrades not to tarry in car-

ing for him, but to press forward against the enemy.
"Don't stop for me, go ahead !" So passed his pure and
dauntless soul to its rest. He was laid in a humble grave,
and no man knowetb of his sepulture to this day. Then,
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too, he was the only surviving son of his mother, and she

was a widow. His book of Common Prayer fell into

my hands and is cherished with religious care.

The newspaper press of the Confederacy has not yet
received the mead of praise and appreciation to which its

eminent merits entitle it. Conducted in spite of almost

invincible difficulties, it preserved its high character to

the last, in the teeth of all the adverse environments.

More vigorous and classical English I have rarely read

than marked the editorial columns of the Richmond Ex-
aminer as I glanced at it in the morning light along the

banks of the James during the fall and spring-tide of

1862-63. It recalls to maturer years and more rational

judgment the great era of the London Times, in its per-
vasive power, its brilliant antithesis, its constructive skill

in the sphere of epigrams, most of which have vanished

into darkness. Neither friend nor foe enjoyed immunity
from its caustic touch, its penetrating irony, its relentless

grapple with imbecility or shortcoming even in the high-
est places. A notable commander who was retained in

position, though his name had become almost a synonym
for disaster, was tersely summed up as endowed by na-

ture "with an iron hand, an iron heart, and a wooden
head." It is one of the saddest commentaries upon the

truth of history that an army which excelled all records

of the ages or creations of chivalric imagination, in

skill, in heroism, and in the range of culture represented
in its rank and file, should be caricatured even by its en-

emies, as composed of "the scum of the earth." A com-

plete history of this incomparable host is a task reserved

for some unrevealed Macaulay of the South. No more
marvelous theme ever summoned into amplest activity all

the constructive power of the supreme annalist, the shap-

ing spirit of the epic master, the creative imagination of

the sovereign dramatist. Lee and his army : "Their

glory dies not and our grief is past."
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Death hath had his carnival with those that lingered,
and Long-street, Gordon, Hampton, the Bayard of the

South; Fitz Lee, Joe Wheeler have rejoined their sov-

ereign leader. Where is their parallel? Show us their

fellows. They range around their chief, the light of many
luminaries blending with the surpassing brilliance of a

central sun. In rich resourcefulness, in original concep-
tion, in creative power applied to the colossal and subtle

problems of strategy, in rare audacity of genius, in gift
of divination which grasped the "psychological moment,"
and with seeming recklessness turned to flight the armies

of the aliens—where in all the chronicles of war is their

model, their peer, their prototype?
Native faculty, the gift of warlike intuition, was tem-

pered, as well as stimulated, by assiduous devotion to the

science of war as set forth by its wise and master spirits.

Some years preceding the coming of the struggle, Major
T. J. Jackson, then an unheralded teacher in the Virginia

Military Institute at Lexington, spent several months in

Europe, explored the battlefield of Waterloo, studied the

plan of campaign adopted by Napoleon, and indicated the

points in which it was fatally defective. As this same

Jackson, six years later, descended upon McClellan's

flank in front of Richmond, the gaze of the world rest-

ing upon his movement, he discussed in the evening hours

of the long June day the situation at Waterloo, the strat-

egy of Napoleon, and the grounds of his disaster, as the

battle for the salvation of the Confederate capital waxed
fierce around him. May these comments be rescued and

set in abiding form before the spirit of oblivion shall

have placed his seal upon them.

A critical study of the science of war had been made by
Pettigrew of North Carolina years before the beginning
of this struggle. In intellectual culture, in symmetry of

development, unsurpassed in the South of the olden day,
he passed like Pender in the mere morning of his glory, a
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"Sidney as he fought,
And as he fell, and as he lived and loved,

Sublimely mild, a spirit without spot."

Not these alone, but a host that no man can number,
names that have fallen into irreclaimable eclipse, whose

very sepultures no one knoweth to this clay; lads fresh

from school, and young men from colleges and universi-

ties, the dew of the morning resting upon them, all were

there, sharing in the common heritage of glory, even

though they be reckoned the heirs of unfulfilled renown.

"And many more whose names on earth aie dark,
But whose transmitted effluence cannot die

So long as fire outlives the parent spark,

Rise, robed in dazzling immortality."

Since the preceding portion of this chapter was writ-

ten, "The Science of War," by the late Lieut. Col. Hen-|/
derson of the British Army has been published. The
author, who died in 1903 in the white flower of an ex-

panding manhood, "so early lost, so hopelessly deplored,"
had won assured fame by his "Life of Stonewall Jack-
son," a work which leaped to the foremost file in

the ranks of military biography. His more recent, and
we regret to add his last achievement, is heralded by an
introduction from the hand of Field Marshal Lord Rob-

erts, which is marked in all its phases by the fine discern-

ment and generous appreciation characteristic of the

leading light among contemporary British strategists.
The estimate of Lee's rank among the sovereigns of war
presented in Henderson's crowning review must be
studied in minute detail and assimilated in logical con-
nection with the vast and complex theme it involves. No
mere eulogium, however elaborate, would convey an ade-

quate appreciation of its excellence, its far-reaching
range, its grasp of facts, its mastery of historic evolution

unfolding its energy in the development of modern war.
To all these elements of attraction it adds the rare charm
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of a finished literary execution. It is the work of a

scholar as well as the achievement of a soldier. The
subtle wisdom and flawless demonstration which are

revealed in the final judgments of the author are em-

bodied in pure and vigorous English, and the volume will

win assured place among the military classics of our

mother speech. The spell of Lee's name rests upon the

writer, as it rests upon peoples other than our ancestral

kindred.

Whenever the discerning eye of Old World oracles

and expositors of war have been directed to our national

conflict, it is to Lee they have turned to gain wisdom ;
it

is to his campaigns, his incomparable struggle against

overmastering fate that they address their energies, upon
whom they concentrate their research. Notable as it is by
reason of intrinsic merit and the fine grace of literary

style, the work of Henderson is but a single illustration

of this all-embracing truth. We are in the mere dawn
of Lee's power as a center of study, a fount of inspiration

for the critical and assiduous student of the science of

war. As we move through the increasing ages there will

develop a more rigorous and pervasive scrutiny of his

strategic modes and ideals, his rare resourcefulness, his

affluent originality in conception as well as execution, his

amazing versatility which transformed disasters into tri-

umphs, his seeming recklessness, his real gift of divina-

tion, which pierced the obscuring veil and discerned the

end from the beginning. Each of those lofty and charac-

teristic traits will broaden into a phase of special research

with the application of the differentiating processes that

distinguish the advances of the modern scientific spirit.

In the revelations of the coming age the school of Lee

will attain in the sphere of strategic research an assured

power. Oracles and interpreters, the captains of an un-

risen future, who seek to resolve the mysteries of war,

will study his campaigns
—above all, that marvel of

genius which, having its source in the mazes of the Wil-
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derness, attained its climax in the tragedy of Appo-
mattox.

From our English kinsman, the historian of Jackson
and expounder of his art, echoes back to us this simple
but resistless tribute ("Henderson's Science of War,"
page 314):

At the head of the Confederate Army was General Lee, one of

the greatest, if not the greatest, soldier who ever spoke the Eng-
lish tongue.

Then comes a voice, not from the dead, but from him
who embodies and illustrates in their intensest form the

dominant ideals of our living present ("Life of Thomas
H. Benton," by Theodore Roosevelt, page 38) :

He [Lee] was without any exception the very greatest of all

the great captains that the English-speaking peoples have brought
forth—and that although the last and chief of all his antagonists

may claim to stand as the full equal of Marlborough and Wel-
lington.

That Lee was endowed with a genius which was practical in

its nature, and was not a masterful strategist alone, is evident

from the published statement of a well-known officer of the Regu-
lar Army :

Gen. Robert Edward Lee was the first man who discovered that

all armies are improperly uniformed, and he was so strongly
convinced that he was right that he abolished the blue uniform
worn by the cadets at West Point and substituted the gray which
has been worn ever since in its place. General Lee was in com-
mand of the Militarv Academy at West Point some years before

the civil war—1852-1855—and it was there he put his ideas and
reforms into practice. He was, according to the record, the first

officer in any army who favored inconspicuous uniforms. The
khakies, drab and blue, which are universally used by the armies
of the world to-day as campaign uniforms, are the direct result

of his original thought and consideration. Other officers may
have been engaged in investigations along the same line, but Lee
was the first to originate the movement. He naturally encount-
ered violent opposition, for the soldier as a rule is fond of the

greatest possible display, but Lee never relaxed his efforts for a
moment. The first military organization to adopt his suggestion
was tha famous New York Seventh Regiment, which has worn
gray ever since, an example soon followed by the equally cele-
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brated Fifth Regiment of Baltimore; and the precedent thus
established was speedily adopted by others. Only recently in ex-
amining the reports on this subject on file in the War Depart-
ment at Washington, I discovered the reports of Major—as he
then was—R. E. Lee. His only fault in the matter was that like
all pioneers, he was fifty years in advance of his time, a charac-
teristic which has always been, and, I presume, always will be
an unpardonable sin. In these reports Major Lee not only urged
the abolition of conspicuous uniforms for campaigns, but he went
farther in recommending that arms, accoutrements, cannon and
all the things used in the business of war should be without polish
or glisten. His ideas have been adopted by the armies of the
world, and to-day it would be a violation of all rules for a sol-
dier on campaign to have anything about him, even to a button
on his clothing, which has the slightest polish or even suscepti-
bility to polish. For play soldiers and dress parades fancy colors,
polish and glisten will do well enough, but for active service in
the field they are a thing of the past. Had the armies of Europe
discovered this years before they did, their lists of killed and
wounded would have been essentially less than what they actually
were. * * * Nine-tenths of the people of both North and
South are under the impression that gray uniforms had some
original or independent association with the South, never sus-

pecting that gray was first worn in the North by the cadets at
West Point, where it is still used as a dress uniform, and by the
leading military organizations of the North, notably in New York
and Boston. General Lee, when called upon to organize the army
of the South, put into practical operation the ideas he had formed
long before the coming of the civil war, and when it was not re-
garded by many as even a possibility.

* * * The campaign
uniform of to-day the world over was his ideal, and he exerted
himself to the utmost to carry his plan into practical effect." The
testimony is a striking illustration of our hero's versatile power,
his mastery of detail, the far-reaching range of his intellect. What
he labored to accomplish more than half a century ago is now the
recognized usage of the military world. Few know, however, that
these salutary and admirable reforms trace their origin to the
prescience, patience and comprehensive wisdom of an officer in
the Regular Army of the United States who was destined ere
another decade to spring into an unsought fame as the foremost
of American generals. Lee's life is a series of surprises to him
who explores it in detail. Some novel force is always revealing
itself. None of these affluent and embracing gifts, however, as-
serts itself, or intrudes upon our consciousness. Each must be
sought and drawn into the light, for his grace and delicacy at
times almost veil from our eyes the real grandeur of which theyare the reflection. Never in the records of war, or in the modest
stillness and tranquillity of peace, has the universal world com-
bined to render homage to the foremost champion of a fallen and
hopeless cause. The attitude of the discerning mind toward our
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hero is unique. We are inclined to think that as the passions

gendered by the supreme drama in which he was the foremost

protagonist are lost in that broadening day toward which we trust

the earth is moving, Lee will be accepted without regard to the

prepossessions of creed or party, or the traditions of times that

are dead, as the purest manifestation of the heroic ideal exhibited

to our race since the beginning of authentic story. That which

myth, legend, allegory, romance has sought to portray in the spirit

of purest phantasy is here set before us in the concrete and illus-

trated in the life and record of a Southern general, who strug-

gled "to the utterance" against obstacles that would have inspired

only despair save in that rare and phenomenal order of mind

upon which the divine spirit has descended in richest measure ;

who achieved such amazing triumphs in the face of foredoomed
disaster that his all-embracing foes cried out for peace; who
laid down his arms with the peerless dignity which marks a sov-

ereign conqueror; who declared that he would never abandon
his own people unless driven into exile by the decree of the Fed-
eral Government ; who, a prisoner on parole till the coming of

the end, suffered for the South and with the South until the

strong man bowed himself and the world's foremost hero passed
into the light. Yet with this halo of glory which sat upon him
like a celestial grace, Lee's intellect was eminently endowed with
the traits and faculties that assure success in the practical spheres
of life. His surpassing intellectual power was not marred by a

touch of idiosyncrasy or a suggestion of the abberrant or abnor-

mal. This modest gentleman was a marvel of system, prompt-
ness in detail, was exact to the finest degree in every transaction
of daily life, and in all the complex and manifold relations which
he assumed, whether in war or in peace, in command of an army,
in charge of a farm, or president of a college, was distinguished

by his saving gift of common sense. The so-called "eccentrici-

ties of genius" derive no confirmation or support from his record;
for genius in its purest and loftiest revelations in Shakespeare,
in Washington, in Lee, is marked by an ever present moral sanity
as its unfailing criterion. To these finer lights that move in light,
the "last infirmity of noble mind" does not attach itself as a

qualifying or even obscuring force which draws them nearer to

the plane of our common day. For them, the "vision splendid"
fades not.

The record of Lee in the Regular Army of the United States
is such as to assure his rank in the foremost range of American
military leaders. The perfect symmetry of his physical nature
which far outshone all the loftiest aspirations and purest ideal-

izations of the chivalric imagination, was the seeming parable
and prophecy of the higher harmony that revealed its power in

every expression and in every attribute of his moral and spiritual
character. The rhythmic perfection of the natural man was the

prelude to the loftier harmony which reigns in immortal souls.

The power of such a man as an educative influence can scarcely
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be expressed in terms that represent or symbolize its real signifi-

cance. "Literature," to adopt the language of an eminent diviner

of the subject, "is spiritualized history." If history is the essence

of innumerable biographies, the spiritual power reveals itself con-

cretely in the individual life. God is manifest in the flesh not as

incarnate in the person of His divine Son alone, but as set forth

in all the children of men upon whom His gifts and graces have

been bestowed in most affluent measure. All saintly types and
consecrated lives in their degree have wrought with "human
hands the creed of creeds." Character is ever more effective in

its appeals than intellect; the "loveliness of perfect deeds" strikes

home more intenselv to the human heart than the rhythmic charm
of poetic thought. If Lee had never "set a squadron in the tented

field," and had lived his days on earth as a simple gentleman of

the ancient South, the graces that flowered his consummate char-

acter would have placed him in the foremost files of the age as

a resistless moral force. The world's records conserve the names
of other men, who as masters of war are his peers, though none
in all the long and eventful annals of the English-speaking races

can claim precedence of him. Still, it was not his creative and
resourceful intellect that so many times wrested laurels from the

very front of despair which has drawn all nations and languages
and phases of thought to render homage to the champion of a

cause which everywhere is the synonym and the symbol of van-

ishing ideals, hopes that are dead, tender graces of days that have
faded. From the bosom of disaster, from the dark shadow of

Appomattox, there rises the matchless figure of Lee. His fame
broadened as the climax was attained ;

and the lands beyond the

seas that had never looked upon his face and knew him only by
report, recognized in him the long-sought ideal and manifestation
of the heroic temper. That which Spenser strove to portray in

the Fairy Queen through the veil of allegory with all the richness

of Elizabethan art-setting, is embodied in the life and nature of

our hero with a perfection of detail, and comprehensiveness of

aim that far outgoes all the purest dreams and reveries which
marked the chivalric imagination in the spacious times when
Sidney and Raleigh were the inspiration of the poets and the

models of the artist. Spenser sought to illustrate in his pre-
eminent type the figure of a perfect gentleman. In an age just

emerging from the crudeness and coarseness of the medieval

world, the conception was dowered with all the fascination of

novelty and called into exercise the subtlest resources of the

poet's craftsmanship. A true gentleman estimated from the view-

point of Lee was in Elizabethan contemplation "Something rich

and strange," a vision of phantasy, not capable of realization by
any process within the range of the empirical understanding. To
us of the South who are the heirs of his glory, Lee is the steadily

expanding symbol of the graces and virtues that blend into har-

mony in the conception of a gentleman. The "light that never
was on sea or land" to the dreamers and prophets of days that
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are dead, which they could only seek after if haply they might
find it is set before us in the story of his life and grows in lustre

and radiance. The future of the South must be conditioned upon
the fidelity with which she walks in the light reflected in the charac-
ter of her sovereign hero. A civilization which has produced a Lee
need never despair. The standard is fixed. He constitutes, as it

were, a center of moral gravity for the race of whose culture and de-

velopment he is the purest achievement and the most perfect ex-

pression. It is in these masterful figures of which Lee is the

flower that the fine and ethereal traits exhibited in the "race

mind" of literary critics are conserved and transmitted with the

advance of the centuries. All the baser elements may fade, even
the characteristic features of a national life pass into shadow.
God fulfils Himself in many ways, old order yields place to new,
our little systems have their day and cease to be, character alone
abides the assault of the speeding cycles. No power could buy
the man. His only reply was, "My name is everything that is

left me, and that is not for sale." It is a notable feature of our
Confederate history that, despite its errors of judgment or defects

of policy, no charge of personal or pecuniary corruption was ever

alleged against its chiefs. They fell at least pure of crime, even
as contemplated from the standpoint of their enemies. Not the
wealth of the universe could have tempted Lee from his integrity
for a single moment. His character is marked by a height of
moral grandeur almost unique in this regard, that he seems to

have been inaccessible to the suggestion of evil or the possibility
of its power over him. Men may resist the overtures of the

prince of darkness by the aid of divine strength and come off

conquerors after a struggle ; but the nature of Lee was appar-
ently free from the assaults of temptation even in its most insid-

ious and fascinating modes of approach. For him Satan was
never transformed into an angel of light. Not all the malice of
his foes, the rancor of sectional strife, the exultant malignity of

triumphant power, have ever insinuated a charge against the

purity of his life, the stainlessness of his record, whether as com-
mander of an army, or the sacred relations of his family life.

An anthology of no slight value might be easily gathered from
the discerning tributes of those who had confronted him on the

field, or whose political standards and ideals stood at the pole of
contrast to his own. It would be no impossible task to the his-
torian or the biographer to exhibit Lee in a most attractive light
as seen by his enemies, and estimated by those who had conse-
crated their skill and their resources to the overthrow of the
cause of which he was the purest expression. As we recede with
the fading years into the future, the strange power of fascination,
exercised alike over friend and foe, will assert its energy with in-

creasing vigor, until the land, regardless of geographical range or
sectional limitation, has yielded to the sway of his name. The
Southern child of to-day by no violent assault upon the faculty
of imagination may see Lee recognized as our supreme national
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hero. Strange as the prophecy may appear to those who fail to

discern the signs of the times it is not more strange than the

accomplished historical reality that a vanquished Southern gen-
eral who never set foot on European soil has taken captive the
whole world of culture, all phases of faith, all forms of sentiment,
all types of character. Truly, "None but himself can be his par-
allel."
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EEE AS A HUSBAND AND FATHER

The inner life of men famed in story rarely escapes the

penetrating eye of the critic. The outward glory may
dazzle by its brilliance, may pervert the judgment by its

luster, but the man in his home seldom enjoys immunity
from the breath of scandal, or escape the flickering tongue
of the serpentine slanderer. The story of the parent and

the husband, the revelation of the home life, is the final

and abiding test of true greatness : from its calm and

passionless judgment there is no appeal. If estimated

or adjudged by this criterion, the roll of the world's

heroes would be reduced almost to a minimum, for illus-

trious representative types such as Marlborough, Nelson,

Napoleon, Wellington would not survive the ordeal of a

pure and blameless home life for a single day. Great in

the field, eminent in arms, wise and discerning in council,

they shrink and blanch before the fierce light that beats

upon the hearth-stone of the peer or the potentate alike,

and is no respecter of persons. The most impressive rev-

elation of Lee's greatness lies in the circumstance that

when subjected to this scrutinizing and infallible mode
of judgment, he stands out clearer and purer than ever,

"like a finer light in light." His personal character alone,

apart from his career as a soldier, would have accorded

him an assured place among the choice and elect spirits.

Lee as a gentleman would have stood among that rare and

congenial company of whom the world is in deplorable

need, but of whose fellowship, like that of the saints and

martyrs of the apostolic age, it is not worthy. I have

more than once applied to him that consummate poetic

idealization of the gentleman which was so minutely
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realized in his walk and conversation that it seems almost

an undesigned and unconscious prophecy of our hero.

"The churl in spirit, up or down
Along the scale of ranks, thro' all,

To him who grasps a golden ball,

By blood a king, at heart a clown,—

"The churl in spirit, how'er he veil

His want in forms for fashion's sake,
Will let his coltish nature break
At seasons thro' the gilded pale;

"For who can always act? but he,
To whom a thousand memories call,

Not being less but more than all

The gentleness he seemed to be,

"Best seemed the thing he was, and joined
Each office of the social hour.
To noble manners as the flower
And native growth of noble mind;

"Nor ever narrowness or spite,

Or villain fancy fleeting by,
Drew in the expression of an eye
Where God and Nature met in light;

"And thus he bore without abuse,
The grand old name of gentleman,
Defamed by every charlatan,
And soiled with all ignoble use."

To my own mind the most striking
-

testimony to Lee's
real greatness lies in the fact that not even his enemies

ever assailed the purity of his motives, or the integrity of

his character. The rancor and insatiate malice of North-
ern historians found no vulnerable spot even in the heel

of our Confederate Achilles. The silly declamation in-

dulged in by a school of writers as base as they are ig-

norant, with regard to his descent from Gen. Charles

Lee, an English adventurer and soldier of fortune who
proved false to the American cause during the war of the

Revolution, and the transmitted or hereditary treason

which asserted its power in the Confederate chief, has
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been exposed by the intelligent historian of New
England like Fiske, and held up to the contempt that

it justly and eminently deserved. Charles Lee died in

1782; Robert E. Lee was born in 180/. The malignity
of Northern authors overlaps the laws of nature, as well

as the facts of chronology, by setting up the traitorous

Englishman as the father of the Southern general. Yet
his private character escapes without spot or blemish, his

enemies themselves being judges. The character of Lee
as a husband and a father reveals itself in all the minutest

details of his many-sided life. In the field or by the fire-

side, as the head of a resistless host, or as president of an

obscure college in the Valley of Virginia, in far-off

Mexico in the service of the Government, the same self-

renunciation marked every act and suggested every
utterance. "The selfless man and stainless gentleman,"

portrayed in Arthur's mythic knight, was correctly
illustrated in the actual experience of the Confederate

chief. In his harmoniously blended character were ex-

hibited "all those ideal qualities of mind and heart of

which the chivalric imagination but dreamed." While
Grant is pouring down his enormous masses upon his

fading lines, or he is leading his army victorious over

McClellan, pronounced by himself the greatest of the Fed-

eral commanders, his heart is not crushed by disaster

or elated by a series of triumphs to which the records of

war present few parallels. His affections were centered

on some quiet Southern home, perhaps in a distant State,

where wife and daughters were seeking refuge until the

storm of war should pass over. Arlington, the home of

Mrs. Lee, not the property of the General, had been

appropriated by the Government and was converted into

a cemetery for the use of the national dead. Even the

sacred Mount Vernon relics, alike the property of Mrs.

Lee, the step-granddaughter of George Washington, had
been carried away by the agents of the Government, and
were never restored to the heirs of Mrs. Lee until the era
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of Mr. McKinley's accession to the Presidency. In all

the long array of infamous and despicable procedures
which marked the attitude of the Federal administration

toward the South during the progress of the civil war,
none is more atrocious and dastardly in every phase than

its action in regard to the Arlington estate, the inheri-

tance of Mary Custis, who had married Robert E. Lee.

As the ancient Virginia homestead looks down from its

lofty height upon the Potomac, it is a ceaseless symbol
of national shame and reproach

—a mute but appealing
reminder of a crime unexcelled but by one in all our

annals—the murder of Mrs. Surratt by the same govern-
ment in 1865. That the heirs of Mrs. Lee were
after a third of a century indemnified financially for the

robbery of Arlington, as the result of a judicial decision,

does not in the slightest degree invalidate the justice of

my criticism.

The sweetness and light of Lee's nature are reflected in

every line of his social and domestic correspondence.
The inner soul reveals its charm as it does in no other

phase of his life, as it is exhibited to us not even by the

most scrupulous or the most fastidious of biographers.
In his letter to wife and child the inner soul breathes out,

for the reserve of conventional form is thrown aside, offi-

cial decorum and precisianism cast to the winds. His

son, Robert E. Lee, has rendered an invaluable service to

history, and, above all, to the youthful generation of the

South, by rescuing these letters from the touch of time,

and revealing the inner life of his illustrious father. The
letters in question embrace every period of Lee's active

career from the close of the war with Mexico, 1848, until

the end of September, 1870, or about two weeks preced-

ing his death at Lexington, October 12, 1870. Their

range is complex, varied, far-reaching, including almost

every topic, from the movements of our armies in the

field to the knitting of socks for our destitute soldiers.

It is fortunate for the world, and especially for the
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people of the South, that Lee was born at a time when
the art of epistolary correspondence had not become ex-

tinct, or nothing survived of it, save the curt and elliptical

brevity of the modern telegram. His letters have two
distinctive characteristics—they are the work of a man
who had something to say and who knew how to say it.

The gentleman is reflected in every line that he pens, even
if it have reference to a matter of detail or some passing
incident of the current day. The style is pervaded by
that simple dignity, that lack of straining after rhetorical

effect which marked the correspondence of gentlemen in

the days that have vanished. We purpose, however, to

let the letters proclaim their own excellence, speak for

themselves, and illustrate Lee as he appeared in his own
home, as the father of a Southern family, as a perfect
embodiment of the ideal gentleman of the South, as the
husband of Mary Custis, the lineal descendant of the wife
of George Washington. In all these aspects, his private

correspondence proclaims the man as no other expression
or indication of character can proclaim him, for his

letters to those of his own household were the out-breath-

ing of his inmost soul, and in their utterances the real

Lee is speaking to us as he does not and cannot speak in

any other relation or agency. Written not with the eye
fixed upon posterity, not in dread of critical condemna-
tion at the hands of irresponsible and indolent reviewers,

they carry with them charm and spontaneity that time
cannot wither; they hold the mirror up to nature as

no biography, however subtly wrought, can aspire to

accomplish; for in these modest and graceful letters to

those of his own fireside the ideal man, father, and hus-
band is portraying without consciousness his own like-

ness, writing his own history. The final estimate of the

discerning world in regard to the greatness of Lee will be

largely determined by the revealing power of his private

correspondence. Let us turn now to the letters them-
9
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selves. We select them without reference to a consistent

mechanical or chronological order, but as they illustrate

most effectively the specific aim and purpose contem-

plated in this work.
The following incident comes to the very heart of

General Lee's life. During the month of October, 1862,
his daughter, Miss Annie Lee, died at the Warren White

Sulphur Springs, North Carolina. The General was
then absorbed in the critical movements which succeeded

the first Maryland campaign. Sharpsburg had been

fought, and his most skilful antagonist, McClellan, was
to be superseded at an early day. In the midst of these

engrossing cares the blow fell on him who was already

bearing the burden of a nation and was the pillar of a

people's hope. On the 26th of October he writes to Mrs.

Lee : "I cannot express the anguish I feel at the death of

our sweet Annie. To know that I shall never see her

again on earth, that her place in our circle, which I

always hoped one day to enjoy, is forever vacant, is ago-

nizing in the extreme. But God in this, as in all things,
has mingled mercy with the blow, in selecting that one
best prepared to leave us. May you be able to join me
in saying, 'His will be done!' * * * I wish I could

give you any comfort, but beyond our hope in the great

mercy of God, and the belief that He takes her at the

time and place when it is best for her to go, there is none.

May that same mercy be extended to us all, and may we
be prepared for His summons." At a later date he writes

from Fredericksburg to one of his family in regard to

this same sad dispensation of Providence : "The death of

my dear Annie was, indeed, to me a bitter pang, but the

Lord gave and the Lord hath taken away : blessed be the

name of the Lord. In the quiet hours of the night, when
there is nothing to lighten the full weight of my grief,

I feel as if I should be overwhelmed."

Like the psalmist of Israel, the strong religious spirit

of Lee in the night watches, and as the army lay lapt in
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dreams of home, in his waking hours brooded over the

memory of her who had "never given him aught but

pleasure." The touch of pathos reflected in this incident

rises to the height of the sublime. At the close of the

war the people of Warren County, N. C, blasted in for-

tune and crushed in hope, erected at the grave of Miss

Lee a chaste and graceful marble monument, which was

formally unveiled on a calm and lovely day late in the

summer of 1866. The writer was present, having driven

some twenty-five miles across the country to attend the

solemn and appealing ceremony and show such honor as

lay in his power to the fair and cherished daughter of

Robert Edward Lee. To the regret of all, the General

was unable to be present, but was represented by one of

his own family circle, Gen. W. H. F. Lee. The late

James Barron Hope of Norfolk, Va., read an ode written

for the occasion, marked by his wonted felicity of style
and purity of diction. I have attended in my life many
pompous and stately dedications and ceremonials, in

which rank, wealth, art, all blended to show honor to the

illustrious dead, but none of these august pageants went
so directly to the heart as the spectacle of a desolate and
stricken people honoring the child of the hero who during

•

the long agony of years had formed their only refuge

against despair. The best life of the South was repre-
sented. The incomparable women of our own land were
the inspiration of the movement. From the abyss of

disaster and defeat, their first impulse was to guard the

resting-places of our dead, so many of whom, but for the

outstretched hands and consecrated energies of Southern

women, would long since have relapsed to the primeval
earth or mingled beyond recovery with the unknown and

unrecorded, whose names are written alone in heaven.

The South has its recreant spirits, its apostate angels,

yet how rare is the role of a traitress in our great South-
ern story! The Southern women have kept the faith.

With them the poet's dictum has no place, for "the jing-
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ling of the guinea" does not repair the sense of shame,
or "help the hurt that honor feels" in the annals of South-
ern womanhood.

It is a significant and auspicious fact that one of the

first monuments in the South erected by combined or

organized effort, and associated with the memories of

the struggle, was designed to mark the grave of a daugh-
ter of Robert E. Lee, and had its probable origin and

inspiration in the zeal and devotion of Southern women.
The monument to Miss Lee must have been designed and
executed at a very early period subsequent to the close of

hostilities. An intense solicitude for the happiness, com-

fort, moral and material welfare of his own loved ones,
rendered Lee an ideal husband and father. This tender

care and consideration marked every detail of his daily
life—it was the outflow of a noble nature, and as sponta-
neous in its action as the grace which shone through
every motion and revealed its charm in every deed of love

and courtesy, whether proffered to the man of low

degree, or tendered without compromise of dignity to

him of high estate. An admirable illustration of this

distinctive trait is suggested by the following incident :

When General Lee accepted the presidency of Washing-
ton College and made Lexington his home, in September,

1865, his family did not accompany him but sojourned
with friends until their residence was prepared for their

proper reception. The utmost care and love was

expended in contributing to this result. At last all

things were ready, and late in the autumn of 1865 the

family began their journey toward their home in the

Valley. Lexington was then difficult of access from
almost every point. It was said by some that the Lex-

ington people rather exulted in their isolation and looked

upon the advent of a railway as a means by which they
should lose their primitive charm, and become contami-

nated by contact with the external world. Mrs. Lee was
to go to Lexington by canal boat from Lynchburg, at that
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time probably the most agreeable, if not the most direct

mode of transit. We find the General laying down the

most minute instructions in regard to the route—not a

point that could contribute to her pleasure or facilitate her

trip was ignored or overlooked. Through all these

"little deeds of kindness and of love," the true greatness
of the husband shone

;
for in no feature of character does

real nobility reveal itself more effectively than in scrupu-
lous regard to the comfort, the welfare, the safety of

woman. Yet this solicitude for the comfort of wife and
child did not exhaust itself in the arrangement of details

for their safety and comfort while journeying from place
to place. It marked every phase of his life.

Stranger than all, is the complete renunciation of self

which is impressed upon every word that he writes. If

ever the poet's dream of "sublime repression" of "one's

self" is illustrated in concrete human experience, the

model must be derived from the experience of Robert E.

Lee as revealed in his correspondence with those he loved

and those who called him friend. We find him during
the campaign in West Virginia, before his star had risen,

indeed, while he was bearing the burden of popular dis-

trust, writing to Mrs. Lee and referring in tenderest

terms to his youngest son, who was still a student at the

University of Virginia. "My poor little Rob," he writes,
"I never hear from, scarcely. He is busy, I suppose, and
knows not where to direct." In another letter to Mrs.

Lee, date of Sept. 17, 1861, he alludes to the death of

Colonel Washington, the last heir of Mount Vernon, who
had been killed in a reconnoitering expedition, and from
excess of zeal had been betrayed into imprudence by
venturing within the enemy's line of pickets. General

Lee seems to have been deeply affected by this deplorable

tragedy. The feature of Colonel Washington's char-

acter which impressed him most profoundly was his

strong and abiding Christian faith. "Since I had been

thrown into such intimate relations with him," he writes,
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"I have learned to appreciate him very highly. Morn-
ing and evening have I seen him on his knees praying to

his Maker." He then introduces a most appropriate
quotation from the fifty-seventh chapter, first verse, of
the prophecy of Isaiah.

That Lee was a devout and systematic student of Holy
Scripture is revealed in his correspondence. The phrase-

ology of inspiration seems to rise spontaneously to his

recollection. This forgetfulness of himself in the most

ordinary transaction of daily life is strikingly brought
home to us in the following incident : During the cam-

paign of 1864, our army in front of Petersburg was at

times reduced to extremities for want of food. The
women of Petersburg, despite their own privations, sup-

plied General Lee's "mess" with all they could obtain.

Among the luxuries provided for the General's table was
an especially attractive peach, "the first, I think, I have
seen for two years." Yet the power of appetite did not

prevail over the characteristic sense of consideration for

the pleasure and the well-being of others. The peach
was sent with his compliments to an invalid lady upon
whose premises his headquarters were located. Most of

the delicacies furnished by the ladies of Petersburg for

the comfort of the commanding general found their way
to the hospital. What the kindness, gentleness, tact of

the ladies of Petersburg implied, can never be imagined
save by those who have put them to the test of actual ex-

periment. The writer, when a mere lad, was rescued

from the grasp of death, July, 1862, by the care, skill, and
devotion of a Petersburg family upon whose faces he

had never looked until he was brought into their home at

"Poplar Lawn," a Confederate soldier stricken by
typhoid fever, remote from his family in North Carolina.

While General Lee was engaged in superintending the

construction of sea-coast defenses in Georgia and South
Carolina in the fall and winter of 1861-62, he paid a visit

to the grave of his father, "Light Horse Harry" of Revo-
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lutionary fame, the friend of Washington, and the author
of that tribute to his memory which has passed like some

proverbial utterance into the consciousness of our race

and language.* Gen. Henry Lee had died in 1818, at the

home of his old commander, Gen. Nathaniel Greene,

Dungeness, Cumberland Island, Ga., and was buried

upon his estate. In regard to his visit to the grave of his

father, the General writes to Mrs. Lee, January 18, 1862 :

"While at Fernandina, Florida, I went over to Cumber-
land Island, and walked up to Dungeness, the former
residence of General Greene. It was my first visit to the

house and I had the gratification at length of visiting my
father's grave. He died there, you may recollect, on his

way from the West Indies, and was interred in one corner
of the family cemetery. The spot is marked by a plain
marble slab, with his name, age, and date of his death.

The garden was beautiful, inclosed by the finest hedge I

have ever seen. It was of the wild olive. The garden
was filled with roses and beautiful vines, the names of

which I do not know. A magnificent grove of live-oaks

envelops the road from the landing to the house. Love
to everybody and God bless you all." This letter is one
of the most suggestive and revealing in the rich collection

which has been given to the world by the son of Robert

E. Lee. There is a touch of pathos in the incident

recorded, which the subtle discernment and fine artistic

instinct of a master like Thackeray would have been quick
to recognize, and turn to the highest purpose. What
lover of fiction does not recall the visit of Henry Esmond
to the grave of his mother ? Yet how much more appeal-

ing is the plain, unvarnished truth of biography than all

the idealization of the novelist! Of his father, young
Lee had seen little. He was but eleven years of age at

the time of his death, and the latter days of Light Horse

* "First in war, first in peace, and first in the hearts of his country-
men."
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Harry's life had been passed remote from home. He
died among comparative strangers and was cared for

during his final illness by the daughter of that brilliant

general, Nathaniel Greene. It is at least a coincidence

that Lee and Washington each lost his father when the

lads were eleven years old. From early days the wish to

visit his father's grave had been present to his mind, and
at last, by the strange vicissitudes of war, the opportunity
is afforded. The son of Light Horse Harry stands by
the modest slab which marks his place of rest. His fame
had been obscured by a discriminating and adverse com-

ment, and the shadow of the campaign in West Virginia
still rested over him. There may have been an ineffable

solace in this hour's communion with the dead, a solace

too sacred to reveal its trace even in the sanctity of

domestic correspondence. In any event it is a revealing
touch of Lee in the relation of a son, all the more precious
from the very rarity of such revelations in the history
of one who had hardly known his father and whose
mother had passed from him just as he was entering

early manhood.
General Lee's comments upon those campaigns and

engagements with which he was not connected are not

rich in suggestion alone to technical critics of the science

of war, but are full of light in portraying the inward

nobility and grandeur of the man. In writing to Mrs.

Lee in reference to the first battle of Bull Run he says:
"That indeed was a glorious victory and has lightened
the pressure upon our front amazingly. Do not grieve
for the brave dead. Sorrow for those they left behind—
friends, relatives, families. The former are at rest.

The latter must suffer." Then follows this remarkable

prophecy : "The battle will be repeated there in greater
force. I hope God will again smile on us and strengthen
our hearts and arms. I wished to partake in the former

struggle, but the President thought it more important I

should be here. I could not have done as well as has
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been clone, but I could have helped and taken part in the

struggle for my home and neighborhood. So the work
is done I care not by whom it is done." The prophecy
was fulfilled in August, 1862, with the crushing over-

throw of Pope.
The most casual reader must be impressed with the

utter absence of malevolence, as well as the faintest sug-

gestion of those ignoble passions, envy and jealousy, in

the soul of the man as reflected through his letters. How
intense the instinct of local attachment breathing through
his current utterances. How characteristic of the South
which passed into history with Lee at Appomattox!
How impressively it rises in the simple but heroic words,
"the struggle for my home and neighborhood." The
same distinctive Southern trait shines out in every phase
of the life and career of Washington. After all, he is

"the best cosmopolite who loves his native country best."

Heaven forefend that the process of centralization, with
its complex and unresting motive powers, should ever

efface the love of "home and neighborhood" from the

consciousness of the South.

The spirit of tenderness and gentleness was conspic-
uous in Lee's whole varied and multiform life. The man
whose day had been passed from boyhood to the close of

our civil war, from his admission to West Point in 1825
till the 9th of April, 1865, in scenes and amid associa-

tions all connected more or less intimately with the pro-
fession of a soldier, was in his attitude toward those of

his own household, in his relation to wife and child, most

considerate, delicate, kindly and devoted. There
are a few names in the world record which fiction

nor halo of the ages cannot idealize, and foremost in

that goodly company stands the model husband and

father, Robert E. Lee. Let us continue the process of

self-revelation, all the more valuable and suggestive
because so thoroughly undesigned and unconscious. We
see him in the field near Fredericksburg as Burnside was
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preparing for the attack of December 13, 1862, which
resulted in such marked disaster to the Union arms.

Here, as in every exigency, Lee took no thought for self.

His care and solicitude was for others. In writing to one
of his daughters he says : "I am sorry the enemy is in

position to oppress our friends and citizens of the North-
ern Neck. He threatens to bombard Fredericksburg,
and the noble spirit displayed by its citizens, especially the

women, has elicited my highest admiration. They have
been abandoning their homes, night and day, during all

this inclement weather, cheerfully and uncomplainingly,
with only such assistance as our wagons and ambulances
could afford—women, girls, children trudging through
the mud and bivouacking in the open fields." It is well

known that during the bombardment the spires of the

churches in Fredericksburg were the special mark for the

Federal artillery. Burnside met his retribution, and the

Union dead lay three deep on the hills and slopes that

rise above this ancient Virginia town.

Yet even in the sacredness of domestic correspondence,
no shadow of vindictiveness flits across his page, only an

occasional flash of humor, as in writing on Christmas

Day, 1862, to his daughter, then at school in North Caro-

lina, he is "happy in the knowledge that General Burn-
side and army will not eat their promised Christmas

dinner in Richmond to-day." In writing to another

daughter from Fredericksburg, December 26, 1862, the

same all-pervading characteristic reveals its power. "I

wish you were with me," he says, "for always solitary,

I am sometimes weary, and long for the reunion of my
family once more. But I will not speak of myself, but of

you. I have seen the ladies in this vicinity only when

flying from the enemy, and it caused me acute grief to

witness their exposure and suffering. But a more noble

spirit was never displayed anywhere. The faces of old

and young were wreathed with smiles, and glowed with

happiness at their sacrifices for the good of their country.
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Many have lost everything. What the fire and shells of

the enemy spared, their pillagers destroyed. But God
will shelter them, I know. So much heroism will not be

unregarded."

Dreary was the outlook as painted by our chief. Yet
the climax of horrors was to come, for two years of war
finished their desolating course before Sherman and
Sheridan descended upon the Carolinas and the Valley of

Virginia. A young girl in the last stages of typhoid
fever was lifted from her death-bed by Sherman's hire-

lings, who had broken into the room in which she lay,

despite the agonizing appeals of family and friends.

Their pretext was to search for treasure which they

alleged had been concealed under bedding upon which the

dying child lay. She passed to her rest as the Northern
soldiers were engaged in their wrangle over her couch.

This incident occurred in the home of a well known and
excellent family, not far from my native town, Fayette-

ville, N. C. Such was the chivalry of Sherman ! Is not

one such example worth a thousand definitions?

General Lee's estimate of the heroism of Southern
women is in no sense an exaggeration, but is borne out

in all points by their wonderful record. A thousand
illustrations might be cited : let one for the present suf-

fice. A sister of the writer was a girl of twelve when
Sherman's hordes took possession of Fayetteville, and

swept down upon the defenseless townspeople. A gang
of vandals, while plundering and desolating our home,
seized upon a Chinese work-box, an exquisite and subtly

wrought fabric, which a near kinsman had brought from
the orient when China was almost as slightly revealed to

the American world as the Cathay of the medieval ex-

plorers. The box was an heirloom and held in special

regard for the associations that were linked with it, as

well as the fantastic grace and beauty of its con-

struction. Immediately the child rushed to the rescue,

beat off by her unaided courage attack after attack
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of Sherman's brutal soldiery, and saved the treas-

ure from their desecrating hands. The box was torn

asunder in the struggle; the curiously wrought interior

is a mass of fragments. It has never been restored to its

original form, but is preserved just as it came from the

hands of the hirelings who were not a match for the

courage and daring of a young Southern girl. As I

write there looks upon me from a painted canvas the

dreaming and ethereal face of a young lady. It is

pierced through by the bayonets of Sherman's followers

in two places, and stands as it came from their mailed

hands in March, 1865. The original of the portrait was
betrothed to the kinsman who brought the work-box
from the far-off eastern land. Such was the typical
woman of the South whom Lee eulogized, as well as

championed; whose record, he declares, has never been

excelled in all annals. Such was the typical soldier of

the Union who warred upon the mother and the child, as

well as the man in arms, in whose eye no spot was sacred.

Such was Lee, such was Sherman : "Look here upon this

picture, and on this."

But let us turn once more to the letters. The General

writes to Mrs. Lee on Christmas Day, 1862: "My heart

is filled with gratitude to Almighty God for the unspeak-
able mercies with which He has blessed us in this day, for

those He has granted us from the beginning of life, and

particularly for those He had vouchsafed us during the

past year. What should have become of us without His

crowning help and protection? Oh, if our people would

only recognize it and cease from vain self-boasting and

adulation, how strong would be my belief in final success

and happiness to our country.
* * * I pray that

on this day when only peace and good-will are preached
to mankind, better thoughts may fill the hearts of our

enemies and turn them to peace." It will be seen from
the tenor of these extracts that the General was scrupu-

lously exact in his remembrance of wife and child during
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the sacred season of our Lord's nativity. With most of

the loved ones far away, just emerging, as he was, from
the shadow of the great conflict, December 13, his heart

seemed inspired by the gracious and hallowed spirit of the

time. His religion is marked by that manliness of tone

which is reflected in every phase of his life. Every
attempt to involve him in theological controversy or dis-

putation was met with characteristic courtesy and good
humor, but resulted in failure. He accepted with invin-

cible faith the essential and abiding truths of Christianity,
and rested on them for salvation.

"On God and godlike men he built his trust."

Lee's forgetfulness of his own wants, even the most

urgent necessities, is perhaps the noblest, as well as the

most notable trait in his nature. If absolute self-re-

nunciation has ever been illustrated in human history, the

concrete example must be sought and found in the record

of his life. The private in the ranks had a claim to his

regard, and the material well-being of the army ranged
far above any dream of personal comfort. We find him

writing to Mrs. Lee, October, 1863, from Camp Rappa-
hannock : "I am glad you have some socks for the army.
Send them to me. Tell the girls [his daughters] to send

all they can. I wish they could make some shoes too.

We have thousands of bare-footed men." As I read

these lines of the peerless Confederate chief, there rises

from the deeps of youthful memory a vision of lovely and
heroic women, all ages and types, from "grandma" in

the chimney corner to the dawning maiden in her flower

and the prattling child that could hardly hold the needle,

all alike "knitting socks for the soldiers" as if the heart's

blood flowed through the fingers alone, and the whole

energy of the soul was concentrated there. Yet with all

Lee's devotion to his family, the shadow of nepotism
never rested upon his name. None of his own sons was

upon his staff", or advanced in rank or emolument by his
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agency or suggestion. His son and namesake, Robert

E. Lee, during his first period of military experience
served as a private in the Rockbridge Artillery, and never

rose to command or obtained preferment through the

influence or the intercession of his father. Lee was a

military reformer in the truest acceptation of the term,
for his reforms embraced those of his own household.

"I am opposed," he writes to Mrs. Lee, "to officers sur-

rounding themselves with their sons and relatives. It

is wrong in principle, and in that case selections would
be made from private and social relations rather than for

the public good. I should prefer Rob's [the son referred

to] being in the line in an independent position, where he

could rise by his own merit and not through the recom-
mendation of his relatives."

It will be observed by the critical reader that Lee's

letters never suggest an atmosphere of hopelessness.

They are never inspired by despair. Energy, resolution,

resourcefulness animate them to the last. Above all,

they are untainted by the cringing attitude of the apolo-

gist or the sycophant. Faith, manliness, an abiding con-

sciousness of right as illustrated in the cause to which
he wras consecrated, form their distinctive and dominant
note. It seems to the writer that the fact of Lee's own
son serving as a common soldier, and never receiving the

slightest advancement or promotion on account of his

relationship to the commanding general, is one of the

most notable incidents in his life and one of the most

striking illustrations of his ideal purity of character.

The General fitted out his youngest son for active field

service in the spring of 1862, bestowing the utmost care

upon the arrangement of every detail. He enlisted in the

Rockbridge Artillery, composed of the flower of Virginia

youth, and destined to a brilliant career. Some of them
I knew in my college days, and I bear testimony to their

character as students. Their record as soldiers is part
of our common heritage of glory. Yet of rank or posi-
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tion young Robert E. Lee heard not a word. Strangest
of all, the lowly place of the chief's own son created no

surprise and elicited no comment. It was so perfectly in

accord with the whole attitude of Lee—seeking nothing,

soliciting nothing for himself or those of his own house,

that it was accepted as a manifestation or expression of a

noble nature, not as an outburst of eccentric humor or a

device to win the ephemeral acclaim of the moment. To
use the current phrase, "it was just like Lee." and hence

caused no astonishment.

This intense solicitude which Lee displayed for the

moral and intellectual development of his children em-
braced every sphere of life and shrunk from no duty
however irksome, or drudgery however severe. There
are some who know how even parents of culture avoid

"the sad mechanic exercise" of supervising the school

tasks for the day. Such was not the type of Lee. The
tasks of the little ones were looked after with the un-

varying care and system that ran through all his actions.

His military exactness stood him in excellent stead, punc-
tual compliance with the minutest requirements of daily

routine entered into the essence of his character, and no

one was more eminently qualified for this delicate task.

He was never late at church, always prompt at meals, a

marvel of precision in the performance of every profes-
sional duty, in the camp, at post, or in the administration

of Washington College. From a purely literary point of

view, General Lee's tastes and affinities were those of a

cultured gentleman, one who blends the unbought grace
of life with the instinct of appreciation of all that is pure,

lovely and of good report in the ranges of art. His ac-

quaintance with the English Scriptures was minute and

exact, a knowledge which in itself forms a liberal educa-

tion. This familiarity with biblical phraseology is re-

flected in almost every letter to his loved ones, and is dis-

cernible even in the style of his general orders. Espec-

ially discernible is this tendency in the general order
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issued August 13, 1863. The shadow of disaster had

fallen upon the land—Gettysburg, Vicksburg in imme-
diate succession. Our reverses had come not as "single

spies," but "in battallias." The 21st of August was set

aside as a day of fasting, humiliation, and prayer. All

military duties, except such as were absolutely necessary,

were dispensed with. Divine service, appropriate to the

occasion, was performed in the respective commands, and

the observance of the day was strictly enjoined upon offi-

cers and soldiers. Extracts from the order will illus-

trate its prevailing tone and spirit. "Soldiers, we have

sinned against Almighty God. We have forgotten His

signal mercies, and have cultivated a revengeful, haughty,
and boastful spirit.

* * * God is our only refuge
and our strength. Let us humble ourselves before Him.

Let us confess our many sins, and beseech Him to give
us a higher courage, a purer patriotism, and more deter-

mined will; that He will convert the hearts of our ene-

mies
;

that He will hasten the time when war, with its

sorrows and sufferings, shall cease, and that He will give
us a name and place among the nations of the earth."

Such was the piety of Lee. Such was the attitude of our

chief toward his God. The scene rises in the retrospect

of years, for I was at the time a mere lad, still prostrate

from the wounds I had received at Gettysburg, lying in

the army hospital at Frederick, Md. Two weeks later,

before I had regained my vigor, my wound not healed, I

was driven with my comrades through the streets of Bal-

timore under the withering August sun, without food or

water, and herded with others in a warehouse which had

been improvised into a hospital for the sick and disabled

of both armies. In such circumstances the echo of Lee's

order fell upon my ears as I lay helpless and desolate in

my bunk in the gloomy tenement near Union Dock,

breathing the exhalations from the Basin, tormented with

insatiable thirst, subsisting upon coarse and repulsive

diet, remote from all I loved, or all who called me friend.
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In one instance a party of Baltimore ladies that strove to

minister to our sick and wounded in the West Building
were driven from the gate by a volley of rotten eggs
hurled at them by the attendants in charge. The intro-

duction of Baltimore into our story recalls the fact that

for some years it was the home of our hero—1849-1852.
Captain Lee, of the Engineers, his rank at that time, was
in charge of the construction of Fort Carroll, several

miles from Baltimore, and designed to form one of the

defenses that guard the approach to the city. His resi-

dence was on Madison avenue, three doors west of Biddle

street, the present number being 908 Madison avenue.
The Daughters of the Confederacy have placed an appro-
priate tablet upon the wall fronting the avenue, so that

the house may be recognized without difficulty even by
the casual passer.

During his sojourn in Baltimore, Captain Lee attended
Mt. Calvary Protestant Episcopal Church, Madison ave-

nue and Eutaw street, not then, as now, under the control

of the Anglo-Catholic element in the communion to which
it belongs. Lee was forty-two years old at the time his

life in Baltimore began— 1849. His magnetic charm
asserted its sway from the first, and more than a decade
before the rise of the great conflict he was loved and
revered by all sorts and conditions of men in the city
which was his home for the time only, in his capacity as

an officer of the Regular Army. He went to Baltimore
in the spring of 1869, his final visit. The enthusiasm
which marked his reception exceeds all power of lan-

guage. His mission was to advocate the construction of

the Valley Railroad, and he came, in accordance with an
earnest request, as one of a delegation of enlightened and

progressive citizens from the valley which was to reap
the benefits from the carrying into effect of the proposed
scheme. Lexington must be brought into the stream of
the world even if the movement involved the sacrifice of

10
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its cherished isolation and its primitive charm. The
well-being of the two institutions of learning situate there

demanded it, and so General Lee visited Baltimore, his

home of long gone years, for the last time. I looked

upon his face at the Western Female High School, then
on West Fayette street, a special meeting being held in

the interest of the railway. The business of the occasion
seemed to vanish in the overwhelming rapture which
marked the entrance of Lee. The spacious hall was
filled to the utmost with men who had followed his stand-

ard, and for once the claims of the material world passed
out of memory in the ecstatic homage bestowed upon the

man whom all adored, then, though undreamed of, not
far from the "twilight of eternal day." There was the

same nameless and resistless grace in every action, the

all-pervading consideration for others, the subordination

of self that marked the Lee of earlier days. If it were

possible to imagine the expansion of the perfect and the

ideal as incarnate in our likeness, we might be tempted to

say that he grew in sweetness, as well as light, as he
moved toward the unseen and the invisible. The same

enthusiasm, mingled with reverence, was displayed dur-

ing his entire visit. Had he been the "vanquisher of the

vanquisher of the earth," instead of a paroled prisoner
and a "rebel" in the sight of the law, he could not have
been accorded a more brilliant reception. We readily
understand the filial pride with which his biographer,
Robert E. Lee, refers to his own childhood in Baltimore.

"I was very proud of him," he writes, "and of the evident

respect for and trust in him every one showed. These

impressions, obtained at that time, have never left me.

He was a great favorite in Baltimore, as he was every-

where, especially with ladies and little children." "Es-

pecially with ladies and little children." In this one

phrase we have the key to Lee's character, the source of

his power, the secret of his charm.

There was only one point in the character of Lee which
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his son found it difficult to reconcile with his ideal of

perfection as illustrated in the life and actions of his

father. Wisely, perhaps, he refrains from any attempt
to explain the seeming touch of human frailty. During
services in church the General became very drowsy, and

even, at times, to the extreme horror of his loving biogra-

pher, would indulge in a "little nap" during the sermon.

This same weakness was characteristic of General Jackson
in a pronounced degree. Imperfect ventilation is the

most plausible solution, for the world has not yet out-

grown the superstition that during religious worship pure
air is not essential to wakefulness or to concentration of

mind, to alertness of intellect or devoutness of spirit.

We have not advanced very far in this regard since the

days of Eutychus. It would be invidious to ascribe the

drowsy tendency to the character of the sermon, for Euty-
chus fell into his deep and almost fatal sleep under the

preaching of Saint Paul. Lee's punctual attendance

upon all religious services, left its abiding impression on
the children of his household. Whether at family pray-
ers, or in some post chapel remote from home, the same

strong trait never failed to assert itself. Never on any
of the sons of men did the sense of moral and religious

accountability rest more acutely and pervasively than

upon Robert E. Lee.

A most touching illustration of our hero's knightli-
ness of soul is afforded in his letter to Mrs. Lee upon the

thirty-third anniversary of their marriage, June 30, 1864.
The circumstances in which it was written add a special
charm to the innate grace and beauty of the letter. The

campaign of 1864 was then at its climax. Grant had
crossed the James. The fate of the South rested on the

army of Lee. With the destiny of a newborn nation in

his hands, in the heart of persistent and absorbing strug-

gle with an overwhelming power, the memory of early

days, and the vision of the wife of his youth, rose before
him like an inspiration. Years and the wrestlings with
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the world that marked his soldierly fortunes had not

abated the fervor of his early affection, or withered the

freshness of his youthful heaven. The young officer of

twenty-four, who carried the heart of Mrs. Washington's
great-granddaughter, won by his all-prevailing grace and

knightliness, was now the constant and devoted husband,
in command of an army of a people newly born, looking
to him alone to assure their infant life, and win for them

by his single word a recognized place among the federa-

tions of the earth. From the front of war he writes to

Mrs. Lee : "Do you recollect what a happy day this was

thirty-three years ago ? How many hopes and pleasures
it gave birth to ! God has been very merciful and kind

to us, and how thankless and sinful I have been. I pray
that He may continue His mercies and blessings to us,

and give us a little peace and rest together in this

world, and finally gather us and all He has given
us around His throne in the world to come." Mrs.

Lee had suffered much from illness during the mem-
orable summer of 1864. Only those who can recall

the experiences of the struggle can have an ade-

quate appreciation of the privations of the Southern

people, especially during the closing periods
—

1864-65.
The vital necessities were ofttimes unobtainable, even

in cases of disease or illness. Salt, for example,
was an impossibility at many points, rye coffee and sor-

ghum were luxuries to the impoverished homes of those

critical days. Medicines, above all quinine, were oft-

times not to be secured upon any terms, and the numbers
who died not so much from maladies or from wounds, as

the lack of appropriate remedies, will never be revealed

by any process of research or investigation. Ice was not

at that time produced by manufacture, and the suffering
endured on that account alone can hardly be overesti-

mated. In accordance with the medical standards then

prevailing, cold water was rigidly interdicted in all cases

of fever. A young comrade of mine, desperately ill with
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fever and crazed by thirst, was denied a single drop to

cool his parched lips. When the attending physician had
left the hospital, my friend, in his consuming agony of

thirst, crawled down the steps to the well in the yard, ex-

hausted the contents of an entire bucket, and still lives in

vigorous health.

The accompanying letter written by the General to one
of his daughters will bring home the desperate privation
to which the people of the South were subjected. "Upon
receiving your note [announcing Mrs. Lee's improve-
ment] I immediately sent out to try to find some lemons,
but could only procure two, sent me by a kind lady in

Petersburg. These were gathered from her own trees.

There are none to be purchased. I found one in my va-

lise, dried up, which I send, as it may prove of some
value. I also put up some early apples which you can
roast for your mother, and one pear. This is all the fruit

I can get. You must go to market every morning and

try to find some fruit for her. There are no lemons to be
had. * * *

Try to get some buttermilk for her. With
ice it is delicious and very nutritious." General Lee seems
to have sympathized with General Jackson's fondness for

buttermilk, if we judge by his reference in this letter.

The difficulty of procuring lemons appeals strongly to my
own experience. A near relative in North Carolina was

nigh unto death, and her physician enjoined the use of

lemons. I explored Richmond and I found three,
touched by decay, and utterly unfit for use. On another
occasion I paid $15 in Confederate money for half a

pound of molasses candy. Board was $60 per day at the

hotels. The fare consisted in a measure of rice and sor-

ghum ; but even this was most grateful to those who had
survived the agonies of Point Lookout, Fort Delaware,
or "that chief den of horrors," geographically known as

Johnson's Island. Yet in all this suffering we find the

General writing to one of his daughters in regard to the

escape of a pet squirrel. He had probably fallen into
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the hands of some famishing "Confed" along the lines,

and his failure to return to his owner may be readily ex-

plained. Our prisoners at the North, dying by degrees
of hunger, caught and eat rats to abate their prolonged
and unresting agony. In the "pen" at Johnson's Island

a terrier was systematically employed. I speak of what I

have seen and bear testimony to that which I know. Had
it been understood that the vagrant squirrel belonged to

the daughter of General Lee, hardly a man in the army
would have laid violent hands upon him, despite the

gnawings of hunger.
I had hardly written the closing words of the incident

recorded above, in which the stray squirrel is the hero,

when the tidings flashed across the land that Miss Mil-

dred Lee, the youngest child of Robert E. Lee, had been

stricken by apoplexy and had died while sojourning with

friends in New Orleans. It was Miss Mildred whose pet

had broken bounds and was never recovered, though the

General playfully intimated in his letter that he regarded
the loss as rather a piece of good fortune than a calamity.
The gentle lady who has rejoined her father had inherited

much of his resistless grace and charm. Nine years ago
I saw Miss Mildred the central figure of an admiring cir-

cle at Charleston, S. C., a circle that retained, despite the

ravages of war and the mutations of time, some traces of

its ancient glory. With the old soldiers who had followed

our standards, she was an especial favorite; for her

frank, ingenuous manner, and that utter lack of assump-
tion which marks the high-bred woman, drew them to

her, as well as the magic of her father's name. "The pri-

vates in the ranks are those I love best," she said to an

old soldier who requested the honor of shaking her hand,

and apologized for his seeming liberty, as he was merely
a private. The Lee family circle is now almost complete in

the world of the redeemed. Three only still abide with us,

among them the General's namesake and biographer, the

"dearest Rob" whom we meet in the father's correspond-
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ence, Robert E. Lee of Virginia. All the others are with
the parent who guarded their infancy, sympathized with
a love that was more than love in the struggles of their

dawning life, prayed for them as he lay in his soldier

tent, the army snatching its interlude of sleep, the over-

whelming foe in his front, and the fate of a newborn na-

tion suspended on his sword. The exigencies of war dis-

solved the sacred unity of the family
—the father and his

sons in the field—the mother and daughters where fate

or fortune might assign their transient place of abode.

For Lee and his family there was no sacrifice too se-

vere, no toil too arduous, no homage too exalted. The

eye of the whole Southland is to-day turned to that rare

and idyllic Lexington in the Valley of Virginia, where
the body of Miss Mildred Lee will lie hard by the sepul-
chre of her father. Not far away is the stately monument
that crowns the grave of "Stonewall" Jackson, his fair

daughter by his side, sharing his place of rest. The heart

of our land is there—all that we loved, adored, idealized,

a glory that the genius of romance cannot transcend, the

transfiguring touch of poetry cannot rival. All that we
dreamed or willed or hoped of greatness, moral, intel-

lectual, political, social, is symbolized and commemorated
in the quiet mountain town, with its Arcadian sweetness,
and its rich associations with champions and heroes

whose renown circles round the grave, whose light has

passed all bounds of time or place, and charmed with its

brilliance the very souls of its enemies. "When was so

much glory ever buried in one grave," was the comment
of the Duke of Wellington, as the coffin of Pitt was laid

by the side of his illustrious father, the Earl of Chatham,
in Westminster Abbey. Yet in a remote and secluded

Virginia town lie the two foremost masters of the art of

war in contemporary ages, and one who was not an in-

spired general alone, but more than that, a selfless soul

and gentleman, in whose harmonious and symmetrical
nature envy, malice, nor even the last infirmity of noble
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mind, seems to have found no lodgment, who was the

very antitype of the chivalric imagination as it strove in

its Galahads and Arthurs to delineate the perfect and to

portray the ideal. The daughter is with her father—he

who shielded her in girlhood, studied her budding life

with the rare tenderness of which the loftiest natures

alone are capable, prayed for her in the gloom of the

night watches, remembered her at Christmas-tide with

an especial outburst of affection as he stood on fortune's

crowned neck at Fredericksburg, supervised her daily

tasks and interested his broad and far-reaching heart even

in the fortunes of her favorite squirrel.

"Eternal form shall still divide

The eternal soul from all beside;

And she shall know him when they meet."
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The war was over, the South lay prostrate, our battle-

flags were furled, and never saw the Southern sun until

they emerged from the vaults of the War Department in

accordance with a special act of Congress for their res-

toration, in March, 1905. Here as in every phase of his

active and varied life, Lee's first thought was the general

welfare, the happiness and security of the land into whose
cause he had thrown his soul with a devotion and fervor

that was only intensified, not abated by disaster or de-

feat. His own example was an object lesson for his coun-

trymen. There was no unmanly plaint, no note of repin-

ing, above all, no abasement of self before the high places
of the conqueror. He recognized the profound and far-

reaching principle that physical power can never consti-

tute a criterion of truth, and that the mere triumph of

material force can never determine the righteousness or

the equity of a controversy the germinal principles of

which may be traced to the very origin of our life as a

people whose autonomy was established by his own great

prototype, George Washington. In an epoch and country
in which brute force is rapidly becoming the prevailing

standard of right, and national faith has faded into a

tradition, and become almost a mockery, the attitude of

Lee, a pillar steadfast in the storm, is invaluable as an

ethical teaching, an example to the contemporary time,

an admonition to the ages that are hidden behind the veil.

Not a word or intimation ever fell from the lips of Lee

which implied that he deplored his course, or regarded
the attitude of the South as mistaken or unwise, because

it had been overwhelmed by disaster, as if defeat and
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overthrow were the logical and inevitable expression of

a providential retribution. That most dangerous and in-

sidious of sophistries, might is a test of right, could find

not even an ephemeral lodgment in the soul of Lee. Still,

his course of action was marked by absolute dignity, mod-

eration, and self-restraint in all the exigencies, the unfore-

seen problems, the unprecedented conditions that devel-

oped with the effacement of our Southern life, and the

substitution of strange gods upon our hallowed altars. It

was the relentless aim of the conqueror to remove all the

landmarks set by the fathers of our civilization.

Never in the annals of nations has there been placed
before the world so violent and remorseless a rending of

historic continuity. Through the stress and tension of

those years of anarchy and chaos his attitude was unvary-

ing and clearly defined. There was no touch of Quixot-
ism, no note of fantasy. He urged conciliation and mod-

eration, he advised submission in good faith to the inev-

itable, he strove to secure employment, the means of sub-

sistence for worthy Confederate soldiers; he exerted his

energies and his vast moral influence to restore the waste

places, and efface the desolation wrought by war. But

for the cohesive moral power exercised during the fear-

ful episode of reconstruction by the survivors of Lee's

army the civilization of the South would have undergone
a process of fatal disintegration, the solidarity of our

social as well as our political life would have dissolved

into fragments; we should have descended to the deeps
of chronic anarchy. That the South escaped this climax

of debasement to which it was the avowed and relentless

purpose of her enemies to reduce her, may be attributed

in large measure to the salutary restraint, the wise self-

control, the genius for organized action, the critical tem-

per that takes occasion by the hand, so eminently dis-

played by her leaders during the agony of that day.

We stood upon the verge of the precipice ;
it was the skill

and sagacity of the men trained in the school of Lee, and
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inspired by the power of his example, that rescued

us from the impending doom. In the retrospect of years
we may apprehend the fatal peril ;

we do not see save

darkly the almost miraculous escape, nor realize except in

imperfect measure the authors and the agents of our de-

liverance.

The overthrow of the Confederacy left Lee in the atti-

tude of a private citizen, if a prisoner on parole with a

charge of treason resting upon his head can be described

as a citizen. Notwithstanding his own dubious and un-

defined position, he threw his vast moral and personal in-

fluence into the scale in behalf of peace, in the advocacy of

restored order, of good will and kindly sentiment

throughout the land. "All should unite," he writes to

Governor Letcher, "in efforts to obliterate the effects of

the war, and to restore the blessings of peace. They
should remain, if possible, in the country; promote har-

mony and good feeling, qualify themselves to vote and
elect to the State and general legislatures wise and good
men, who will devote their abilities to the interests of the

country and the healing of all dissensions. I have invar-

iably recommended this course since the cessation of hos-

tilities, and have endeavored to practice it myself." It

was this same Governor Letcher, the well-known war
Governor of Virginia, whose home at Lexington was
burned by Hunter's troops in June, 1864, the family not

even being allowed time, before the torch was applied,
to rescue their ancestral portraits and most sacred treas-

ures from the fury of the flames. General Lee was

strongly adverse to the proposed migration of Confed-
erates to Mexico or South American lands in which an-

archy and unrest are the chronic state. His counsel to all

was to remain at home, to stand by the South in the day
of her calamity, to consecrate every faculty and energy
to the recovery of her material well being, intellectual

power, and political autonomy. Those who had devoted

their lives to her cause during war should be the last to
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abandon her and seek their fortunes in novel spheres or

untried fields while the land of their nativity lay prostrate
at the feet of the conqueror. All his energies were ad-

dressed to the task, stupendous and colossal, of reconcil-

ing the people of the South to the inevitable fate which
the fortune of war had imposed upon them, to inspire con-

fidence, and pluck renewed hope from the very heart of

overwhelming disaster. The frank and manly acceptance
of the situation, the lack of murmuring or discontent, the

prevailing effort to adapt life and labor to a condition

in which not only novelty, but absolute transformation
fell upon us in a moment and the continuity of our his-

tory was broken at a blow, these amazing and unparal-
leled results, may be attributed in large measure to the

self-restraint, wisdom, statesmanship illustrated in the

attitude assumed by Lee during the days of darkness.

Like his prototype, he had proved himself not only "first

in war," but "first" in the more critical ordeal of "peace"
that blotted out for all time the hopes, the dreams, the

ideals of a nation. Had the tolerant and enlightened pol-

icy that he advocated commended itself to the triumphant
government at the national capital, the infamy of recon-

struction would never have blighted all hope of restored

good will, of genuine harmony, or union save such as is

physical, and is maintained by the cohesive power of steel

and iron. The shame of those years lies at the door of

the conquerors alone.

For some months after the surrender at Appomattox,
General Lee sojourned quietly with his wife and daugh-
ters at Richmond. It was said at the time that a body of

Federal soldiers passing through the city recognized his

face as he stood by a window, and cheered him to the

echo. City life was not in accord with his tastes and tem-

perament. Like Washington, he regarded the country as

the ideal home, and longed for the sweetness and repose
which are found in the associations of rural life alone.

His Southern origin and education are reflected strikingly
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in this trait of character, for the charm of our olden so-

ciety was found in large measure amid plantation scenes,

in the hunt and the chase, remote from the streaming roar

of great cities. The idyllic flavor of our Southern coun-

try homes can be imagined only by the generation which

has sprung to life since it passed into irreclaimable

shadow. Even in its decay some traces of its ancient

light and sweetness still abide. Yet this dream of years
was not to be realized even after the rude imperious surge
of war had swept over him, and for the first time in all

his manifold career he was merely a private citizen. He
who had been the inspiration of our armies was to become

the inspiration of our youth, and end his life as a college

president at Lexington, in the Valley of Virginia. From

every point of view such a close was appropriate, harmo-

nious, an ending as seemly and graceful as the climax of

a noble drama.

The neglect of the higher culture, indifference to ad-

vancement along the lines of scholarly progress, is the

persistent and reiterated libel of the critics of the North

with regard to the people of the South. The charge is

utterly unsustained by the record from the era of our

colonial life to the times of which we form a part. The
last position of honor and dignity held by Washington
was that of Rector of William and Mary College, founded

in 1693 ;
his bequests in the interest of education are part

of our national history. The comprehensive culture of

Thomas Jefferson has no parallel in the history of Amer-
ican statesmanship. His far-reaching mind seemed to

take all knowledge for its province ;
he was the herald of

the higher intellectual training in America, and embodied

his dream in a concrete form by the creation of the Uni-

versity of Virginia in 1825, then, as in our own day, the

inspiration of the exact and specialized phases of scholas-

tic development in the South. Lee stood in the line of

succession with the great chiefs of the nation in the in-

terest he had always displayed in the advancement of edu-
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cation, with Washington, Jefferson, and all the sovereign
champions of the ancient Southern era. Nor was he de-

void of special adaptation in gifts of nature, or in profes-
sional experience, that qualified him for his new work.
For several years he had been superintendent of the Mili-

tary Academy at West Point, 185 2- 185 5, and had left

the deep impress of his character upon this training school

and nursery of the American soldier. The routine at

West Point and the whole conception of education was

essentially different from that which prevailed in the ad-

ministration of a typical college, but Lee's versatility of

genius could easily adapt itself to conditions however op-

posed, and he who had inspired the future leaders of the

army with pure and heroic ideals could bring the same re-

sistless moral power to bear upon the crude and thought-
less lads who composed the student body now committed
to his guidance. It was in the summer of 1865 that he
was elected to the presidency of Washington College.
After mature deliberation he accepted the offer, and
toward the end of September he set out for Lexington
alone, mounted upon Traveler, a horse almost as famous
as his master, and reached his new home after a journey
of four days. There were some among his friends who
regarded his acceptance of the position as rather a com-

promise of dignity
—almost a condescension. Not so the

General himself. The reputation of the institution was

principally local, and in common with all Southern col-

leges it had been desolated by the pitiless storm of war.

Its endowment was in a precarious state, the student body
was reduced to a handful, its buildings had felt the touch

of Hunter's savage soldiery. From all points of view the

situation seemed gloomy, the future unrelieved by hope.

Still, the record of the college had from early days been

admirable. It had grown from a classical academy known
as Liberty Hall to the rank of a college; the excellence

of its teaching attracted the notice of Washington, who
bestowed upon it a liberal endowment—hence the change
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of name to Washington College. As academy and as

college the institution had always maintained a high
scholastic character. If its renown was confined to the

country surrounding Lexington, the teaching was marked

by thoroughness in every detail. Gen. D. H. Hill was at

one time professor of mathematics. The boys who en-

tered the University of Virginia from Washington Col-

lege, such as the Estills, Fishburnes, Massies, were distin-

guished by the excellence of their scholarship and the ex-

actness of their training. Upon a commencement occa-

sion, Gov. Henry A. Wise, while addressing the graduat-

ing class at the Virginia Military Institute, said, "Now,

young gentlemen, you have completed your course here,

across the way there is one of the best colleges in Vir-

ginia. Go over there and take another course." The
Governor's estimate was correct. Despite the judgment
of many of his friends, and the circumstance that places

of greater dignity and richer emolument were at his dis-

posal, the General, after mature reflection, did not hesi-

tate. To such a mind, the luster of exalted station, rank,

riches offered no charm.

The revival of education in the land over which the

war cloud had passed was to be Lee's crowning and con-

summate work. For four years it had fallen into deca-

dence
;
the lad in his teens was with Lee in the field

;
the

lecture-room was often transformed into a hospital. The
brief term of years remaining to Lee was to be conse-

crated to the cause of education in the South. And so

Lee and Washington College, afterward Washington and

Lee University, were linked in harmony. There were

many distinctive traits in the character of Lee which ren-

dered him an ideal college president. No wiser selection

was ever made in the history of American academic life.

There were first, the unvarying regard to system, the sol-

dierly habit of promptness that never failed and that per-

vaded every sphere of action, the minute observance of

ii
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detail, the embracing eye that esteemed nothing too in-

significant for its inspection or too complex to be assimi-

lated in all its phases and relations. More than these,
there was the moral light and charm that cast its radiance

about his name. With Lee's accession to the presidency
the institution rose like a phoenix, and its fame passed at

a bound beyond the circumscribed limits which shielded

it from contact with the great centers of life and thought
that lay in the untraveled world far from its mountain
barriers. Young men who had followed Lee, the boy of

fifteen and the vigorous youth who had succumbed to

despair six months before at Appomattox, all were there.

The adjacent South, and the distant States that lie along
the Gulf of Mexico, Maryland at the one extreme, Louis-
iana and Texas at the other, were present in the academic

body drawn to Lexington by the magic spell of the Con-
federate chief. Even the triumphant North was not un-

represented in the host of students which was attracted to

an obscure and unheralded college as by some resistless

and invincible force. It would be in every sense errone-

ous to assume, that Lee had no innate or acquired apti-

tude for the position of college executive apart from the

luster of his name, his professional training, and his

strange magnetic power. Though in no technical sense a

scholar, his literary sympathies were acute and delicate,

his intellectual appreciation fine and discerning. His

early associations, especially in Washington, had brought
him into cordial alliance with the most cultured element

then represented in our public life, notably with Hugh S.

Legare, of South Carolina, the crowning type of broad

and subtle attainment in the sphere of national politics.

The correspondence of Lee reveals in its most unguarded
features the tone and style of an educated gentleman, to

whom grace and ease of language come as a birth-right
or inheritance, not as an acquisition wrought by toil and
the arduous struggle against native environment. His
lucid and manly English is an antithesis to the diction of
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Grant with its characteristic confusion of the auxiliaries

shall and will, the shibboleth of the uncultured and un-

discriminating writer. It is a notable fact in the life of

Lee that his nature with its heroic mould and classical

grace fusing into harmony, appealed strongly to the im-

agination of scholars, students of the antique world, im-

bued with its spirit, who seemed to recognize in our chief

a revival, a reappearance of the wise and master lights
that are the inspiration and the ideal of the student, the

consecration and the dream of the poet. Notably is this

power of Lee's over the imagination of the lovers of the

classical world illustrated in two instances most worthy
of record, especially in connection with his history as a

college president.

Some three or four years after the war, Professor

George Long, one of the foremost representatives of clas-

sical scholarship in England, presented General Lee a

copy of the second edition of his "Thoughts of Marcus
Aurelius." The first edition had been appropriated by a

Northern publisher, who, in utter disregard of the rights
of the translator, dedicated the work to the New England
sage and oracle, Ralph Waldo Emerson. So gross a lib-

erty was indignantly resented by Professor Long, who as

speedily as possible issued a second edition with the ac-

companying preface, "I have never dedicated a book to

any man, and if I dedicated this, I should choose the man
whose name seemed to me most worthy to be joined to

that of the Roman soldier and philosopher. I might dedi-

cate the book to the successful general who is now Presi-

dent of the United States, with the hope that his integrity
and justice will restore peace and happiness, so far as he

can, to those unhappy States which have suffered so much
from war, and the unrelenting hostility of wicked men.
But as the Roman poet (Lucan) says, 'Victrix causa dels

placuit, scd victa Catoni.' And if I dedicate this little

book to any man, I would dedicate it to him who led the

Confederate armies against the powerful invader, and
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retired from an unequal contest defeated, but not dishon-

ored; to the noble Virginian soldier whose talents and
virtues place him by the side of the best and wisest man
who sat on the throne of the imperial Caesars." Profes-

sor Long was an eminent type of that pure and catholic

classical attainment which is even in our own time, the

distinctive glory of Oxford and Cambridge. In his earlier

years he had been professor of ancient languages in the

University of Virginia, one of that goodly company of

scholars which it was part of the wise and far-reaching

policy of Jefferson to associate with the institution whose
creation was the last achievement of his broad and versa-

tile genius.
The second edition of Long's "Marcus Aurelius," with

the noble tribute to our hero, has by some mysterious in-

tervention of arbitrary power disappeared from the sight

of men. I have the English scholar's edition of the im-

perial sage, but the preface has vanished, and no one can

speak assuredly with regard to its fate. That it was sup-

pressed through the agency of the Government, admits

of no question
—the only doubt is in reference to the

method. "Victrix causa" could not brook the peerless

tribute of the English scholar even to a vanquished foe.

This, however, was not the only instance in which the

finely touched spirit of classical scholarship in our an-

cestral land recognized in Lee a revival or reappearance
of that heroic type which poetry has idealized and ro-

mance has glorified in Achilles, in Arthur, in Galahad or

in Sidney.
General Lee's admiration for Homer was not the out-

come of mere taste, or even the strong bias of an intellect

susceptible to the forces through which poetic culture

finds expression ;
it was the touch of nature that brought

him into kinship with the genius of the Homeric world,

the congenial fellowship in whose company "thought

leaped out to wed with thought, ere thought could wed
itself with speech." It was then not a mere chance that
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Lee should have been more than usually affected by a

tribute from another master of classical scholarship in

the form of a dedication of his translation of the Iliad of

Homer. Philip Stanhope Worsley, Fellow of Corpus
Christi College, Oxford, forwarded the translation to Lee

through the hands of the General's nephew, Mr. Edward
Lee Childe, of Paris, the intimate friend of the English
scholar. A letter marked by exquisite grace of style and

delicacy of thought accompanied the gift, in which the

translator set forth the impelling motives that induced

him to dedicate the work to Lee. It is evident that the

Oxford scholar who lived and moved in the world of an-

tique heroes was drawn to Lee as a kindred soul, the long-

sought realization of an unfulfilled ideal. He writes to

Mr. Childe:

"My Dear Friend : You will allow me in dedicating
this work to you, to offer it at the same time as a poor

yet not altogether unmeaning tribute of my reverence for

your brave and illustrious uncle, General Lee. He is the

hero, like Hector in the Iliad, of the most glorious cause

for which men can fight, and some of the grandest pas-

sages in the poem come to me with yet more affecting

power when I remember his lofty character and unde-

served misfortunes. The great names that your country
has bequeathed from its four lurid years of national life

as examples to mankind can never be forgotten, and

among these none will be more honored, while history

endures, by all true hearts, than that of your noble rela-

tive. I need not say more, for I know you must be aware

how much I feel the honor of associating my work, how-
ever indirectly, with one whose goodness and genius are

alike so admirable. Accept this token of my deepest sym-

pathy and regard, and believe me,
"Ever most sincerely yours,

"P. S. Worsley."
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The fly-leaf of the volume contained the accompanying
inscription,

"To General Lee,
The Most Stainless of Living Commanders

And, Except In Fortune, The Greatest,
This Volume Is Presented

With The Writer's Earnest Sympathy
And Respectful Admiration."

The accompanying stanzas, written by the same hand,
and reflecting the same pervading grace, were placed im-

mediately below the dedication :

"The grand old bard that never dies,
Receive him in our English tongue ;

I send thee, but with weeping eyes,
The story that she sung.

"Thy Troy is fallen, thy dear land
Is marred beneath the spoiler's heel—

I cannot trust my trembling hand
To write the things I feel.

"Ah, realm of tears ! but let her bear
This blazon to the end of time

;

No nation rose so white and fair,

None fell so pure of crime.

"The widow's moan, the orphan's wail,
Come round thee; but in truth be strong—

Eternal right, though all else fail,

Can never be made wrong.*&•

"An angel's heart, an angel's mouth,
Not Homer's could alone for me

Hymn well the great Confederate South—
Virginia first, and Lee."

The spontaneous and delicate tribute of the Oxford
scholar drew from General Lee a reply characterized by
his prevailing grace and courtliness. Homer as Englished
by Worsley had gone straight to the heart of him who
was the visible embodiment of the heroic dream world.
A greater than Hector or Achilles was here: the actual
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had transcended the ideal, the concrete life the preluding

type. Mr. Worsley, then in frail and enfeebled health,

received a most cordial invitation to visit the General at

Lexington. His version of the ancient epic was the de-

light of the evening hours in the Lee home. We may
feel assured that as our chief of men, the perfect anti-

type of the heroic vision, read aloud the English render-

ing, there fell upon the ear a strain and harmony ranging

infinitely above the "faint Homeric echoes" which Tenny-
son, with mock modesty, imputed to his own epic, Morte
d'Arthur. If ever the "Ionian father of the rest" "spoke
out loud and bold" since the age of his Elizabethan Ten-

derer, George Chapman, it was when Worsley's version

was read at his own fireside and to his own home circle

during winter evenings by Robert E. Lee. The verses of

Worsley, succeeding the dedication of his Homer to Lee,
were reprinted in a special edition by loving and invinci-

ble Confederates at Charleston, S. C, all the resources of

the typographer's art being called into service to assure

grace, beauty, perfection in every phase. I cherish my
own copy as a peculiar treasure, a ring of gold linking
our hero to that antique world whose votaries and ora-

cles have discovered in him the measure of its greatness.

Let us turn from these marks of love and appreciation
which the cultured and discerning mind of English
scholars was lavishly bestowing upon our chief. Well

might he be described in the terms applied by a brother

poet to Sir Walter Scott as the "whole world's darling."
The affluent horn of fortune shed her tokens of loving
favor upon the head of a hopeless cause, the leader of an

army whose flags were furled, the idol of a people whose
dreams and longing had passed forever, it might be, into

the despairing agony which forty years ago rested upon
the heart of the South. Those lights of the European
world who from their renowned abodes of learning

singled him out as the object of their homage, might well

apply to themselves and to the prompting of their action
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toward the peerless soul that dwelt apart, the words of

one of Tennyson's heroes, "For the deed's sake have I

done the deed." Never was homage more spontaneous,
tribute more ardent, than that rendered by masters of the

classical realm to a vanquished leader, a paroled prisoner,
and a traitor in the sight of the law.

Lee became more and more absorbed in the complex
routine involved in the care and oversight of the college.
He strove to establish friendly relations with each stu-

dent, to assure every one of his personal interest in his wel-

fare, moral and material and intellectual. To the expan-
sion of her educational ideals and the uplifting of her in-

tellectual life he looked as the effective and only means of

restoring the South to her former dignity and influence

in the confederation of States. His scheme of educa-
tional development embraced every phase of the far-reach-

ing subject. "The thorough education of all classes of

the people is the most efficacious means, in my opinion, of

promoting the welfare of the South. The material inter-

ests of its citizens, as well as their moral and intellectual

culture, depends upon its accomplishment." Letter upon
letter, having the same general import, setting forth his

enthusiastic interest in the cause of education in the

South, might be cited. More earnestly and appealingly
than mere written expressions of interest, his five years
as president of Washington College bear witness for him.

It is a notable fact that more than one of those who
achieved fame under the banners of the Confederacy was

engaged in educational labors and went from the class-

room or the laboratory into the heart of the conflict.

Jackson was an obscure teacher in the Virginia Military
Institute from 185 1 to 1861. The world has never pro-
duced an instructor in elementary mathematics who sur-

passed his brother-in-law, D. H. Hill, in grasp of the

subject and clearness of demonstration. Lee himself had
served three years as superintendent of the Military

Academy at West Point, 1852-55. As a college presi-
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dent, Lee was representative of a type which has faded

into obsolescence in our own day. The traditional head

of an academic corporation as it was constituted in the

Oxford or Cambridge of a vanished era is known no

more. Lee belonged, in sympathy and association at least,

to that dream world of ennobling attainment of which
men such as Arnold, Jowett, Pattison were exemplars.
The mere contact with a man of Lee's type was an in-

spiration, an incentive—it was in the deepest sense a lib-

eral education; for here was the incarnate ideal face to

face with the crude lad from the remote rural regions, or

the young soldier fresh from the field, who had known
his college president only afar off as master of the host,

and now looked upon him as he appeared with inflexible

promptness at morning service in chapel, or devoted

himself with mingled dignity and grace to the multiform

duties and toilsome tasks involved in his administrative

station. He had led the flower of our land from glory to

glory, and had achieved for the Army of Northern Vir-

ginia a record to which the world presents no parallel for

creative power, resourcefulness, and daring guided by

genius in all the chronicles of war. And now he was to

lead them in another sphere, to illustrate the crowning
grace of moral force, and with his ideal conception of

duty, to be the instrument of turning many unto right-
eousness. For more than once in our great Southern

story, "the path of duty was the path to glory."
Lee would find no recognition or fellowship in the cate-

gory of college president as the term is understood in the

materialistic life which dominates our contemporary civ-

ilization. The typical college president of to-day does not

know the students, he is brought into no relation or asso-

ciation with them as individuals
;

to him they are simply
the aggregation of humanity, the indiscriminate mass

which frequents the college during the successive years of

academic life. Moral, spiritual, intellectual power,

brought to bear upon the student body and emanating
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from the president, is perhaps not dreamt of in his phi-

losophy. To this type Lee did not belong. The attitude

of the college executive as it is with notable exceptions
recognized in our academic life would have been impossi-
ble of assumption by one who looked upon every lad at

Washington College as committed to his personal care,
the object of his special solicitude, the subject of his daily

prayers, who knew the names of all, their weakness and
their strength, their individual frailties, their peculiar

temptations. The president who was never once late at

prayers, whose pure and unobtrusive piety was reflected

in the dull routine of daily life, was a shining light in

which the college students rejoiced only for a season.

Lee's life at Lexington ran over a period of five years,

September, 1865—October, 1870, a lapse of time hardly
sufficient to effect more than merely to begin the colossal

task of restoration, to reestablish a continuity that had
been dissolved by the desolations of war, to revive the cul-

ture centers that had paled their uneffectual fires, to bring
some semblance of order from the chaos that had con-

verted sanctuaries into stables, and turned academies and

colleges into barracks and hospitals.

"As our vineyards, fallows, meads, and hedges,
Defective in their natures, grow to wilderness,
Even so our houses, and ourselves and children
Have lost, or do not learn, for want of time,
The sciences that should become our country."

Such was the problem which Lee and the leaders of the

South confronted at the close of the conflict. The con-

tinuity of national life had been snapped at a blow. Not
all the effacement of material fortune, the vanished home-

stead, and the spoiling of household goods could be named
as the small dust of the balance when compared with the

setting up of strange gods upon our altars, the remorseless

crushing of moral as well as intellectual ideals, the death
of a people's hopes. That the South emerged triumphant
from the frenzy of reconstruction, and fell not into the
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unresting anarchy of the Latin races which lie nearer the

equator, is a marvelous attestation of the political genius
and vitality of the men who were trained in the school of

Lee. It was during this epoch of storm, of insolence and

arrogance, of unbridled vengeance, as the South lay pros-

trate, that Lee was devoting his energies to the restora-

tion and expansion of Washington College as a factor in

the educational revival of his own people. It should never

be forgotten that he did not live to see the dawn of the

new day—some of the wildest orgies of reconstruction

ran their course after his death. Mr. Davis was for two

years a prisoner at Fortress Monroe—a vicarious suf-

ferer for an entire nation, released at last with vauntings
of magnanimity by the Government at Washington which
dared not try him by judicial process for the crime im-

puted to his charge. Yet during those five years of gloom
and shadow, the cloud unrelieved by scarcely a touch of

silver lining, Lee walked alone with God, no word of un-

manly repining, or despair born of sorrow proceeding
from his lips. Not this alone—no trace of malevolence
or vindictiveness reveals itself even in his correspondence
with those of his own circle.

There were two atrocities of which he spoke, not with

bitterness, but with severity born of righteousness
—the

murder of Mrs. Surratt and the atrocious desolation of

the Valley of Virginia by the troops under the command
of Hunter. The voice of Christendom has long since vin-

dicated his moral sense in regard to both these crowning
infamies; and even the historians and chroniclers of the

North strive to bury their sense of shame by rigidly ex-

cluding all reference to the very name of Mrs. Surratt

from school books, manuals of literature, or biographical
works. If ever the poet's ideal was concretely exhibited

to the world, and "the self-knowledge, self-reverence, self-

control," which "alone lead life to sovereign power," set

visibly before us, it was in the closing stages of Lee's

career, when all the waves and billows had gone over him,
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when hope, in so far as it relates to the present world,
had lost her youth, and he endured alone as seeing Him
who is invisible. Such was the nature of his life at Lex-

ington. Is it not an inspiration to the people of the South,

an ideal which outruns the richest dream of fancy or

vision of romance ?

Especially is it to be noted, that during these dreary

years of untempered humiliation and gratuitous agony,

Lee never for a moment lost faith in the abiding right-

eousness of the cause he had championed. He kept the

faith, and was in heart and conviction more intensely a

Confederate when he died at Lexington in 1870 than

when he declined the command of the armies of the Union
in 1861.

"Because right is right,

To follow right, were wisdom in the scorn of .onsequence."

That Lee was an ideal college president, we have

striven to show from the simple record of his five years'

service in that capacity. The source of his excellence and

the secret of his power proceeded in large measure from

the commanding moral influence which appeals more ef-

fectively to the susceptible and plastic nature of youth,
than treatise or dissertation, scholastic reasoning, or dem-

onstration. Here was the living truth, embodied in a

magnetic personality, whose grace and unconsciousness

of art carried all before it. To use the illustration of

Tennyson, it was truth made into "current coin," incar-

nate in a living parable, and "entering in at lowliest

doors." Only the most hardened reprobate could be im-

pervious to the charm of such a life. To the mind of the

present generation the query might suggest itself. How
would Lee adapt himself to the vast collegiate and uni-

versity corporations that have grown into life during the

last thirty years, with their swarming hordes of students,

individuality submerged, athletics the dominant note, the

young barbarians all at play, and on high days butchered
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to make an academic holiday ? Above all, how could his

pure and righteous soul have brooked the cowardly and

brutal custom of "hazing" almost universally prevalent in

the contemporary college, and tolerated by the connivance

of presidents and regents, or passed by in unmanly silence

lest protest or remonstrance should offend the youthful

savages who are sapping the foundations of civic virtue

and rendering the centers of our highly intellectual cul-

ture a reproach in the eyes of Christendom ? The entire

atmosphere of the modern college would have seemed an

alien world to Lee. The moral elements which dominated

Washington College were such as have formed the guid-

ing principle of our Southern educational life from the

day of its origin
—

-personal accountability, the assumption
that every student is a gentleman and that his line of con-

duct in every relation will be in accord with those recog-

nized and unvarying laws that in all circumstances deter-

mine the character of the gentleman. He who violated

this prevailing code inflicted his own penalty, as he was

placed under the ban of the student body, and his caste

forfeited beyond the possibility of retrieval. That our

contemporary collegiate life and all its ideals would have

seemed an alien world to our hero is merely a demonstra-

tion of the process of disintegration and decadence

through which our entire educational polity is passing un-

der our own eyes. That Diana of the Ephesians, the

great goddess of material power, is exalted upon all our

academic altars—college presidents burn incense before

her image from morning to evening ;
she is the tutelary di-

vinity and the patron saint of our modern culture.

In such an atmosphere the soul of Lee could not have

breathed. The vital spark, the heavenly flame would

have faded into eclipse. The moral temperature which

prevailed in his unheralded college at Lexington was as

pure and bracing as that which swept down from the

mountain walls that engirdled the quaint idyllic town,
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with its charming aloofness, the resting-place of Jackson
and the home of Lee.

Except in so far as the tradition is conserved in the

academic centers of the South, the type of college presi-
dent represented by Lee has passed forever into history.
To some, it may be trusted, it still commends itself as an

inspiration and an ideal. Apart from questions of ad-

ministration, forms of organization, all that has regard
to the mere mechanism of education, we still cling tena-

ciously to our conviction that the ancient Southern col-

leges, as illustrated in their best and purest types, and in-

cluding Washington College, were, in the finer ele-

ments of spiritual and intellectual training, essentially su-

perior to their ambitious, aspiring, and materialized suc-

cessors of the modern day. If this be treason, then make
the most of it.

In all his official relations to the students of the col-

lege General Lee was marked by the same delicate regard
for the sensibilities and sensitiveness of youth. He real-

ized and illustrated in his daily attitude toward others

Cardinal Newman's fine definition of the gentleman as

one who never willingly inflicts pain. His comments

upon the conduct of others were expressed with that

courteous and temperate language which characterized

him even in circumstances of extreme provocation. A
Confederate commander of rare ability, but addicted at

times to the use of violent and profane words, was play-

fully referred to by the General, as "my bad old man."
It was this affluent gentleness that linked all hearts to

him with "hoops of steel," and caused the officer of ex-

alted rank, as well as the lowliest private, to feel that the

fate of the universe was in some way involved with the

fate of Lee. The commander referred to above voiced the

prevailing sentiment when he exclaimed upon hearing of

Lee's surrender, "Well, Gabriel, now blow your horn."

This same general could not rest under the imputation of

defeat for our arms, but replied with characteristic ve-
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hemence to some one who spoke of the South having
been "whipped," "No, sir; we were not whipped, we
wore ourselves out whipping the Yankees."

It was a formidable ordeal for a student to be sum-
moned to appear before General Lee. An alumnus of

Washington College has left on record an account of his

experience. His boyish escapades and repeated absences

from class had caused him to be summoned to the presi-
dent's office. Stricken with terror as he was ushered into

the august presence, all his skilfully devised excuses van-

ished in a moment, and overwhelmed with confusion he

improvised a story of "a violent illness," a statement so

perfectly contradicted by his appearance that he imme-

diately substituted another in regard to having left his

boots at the shoemaker's, etc.
;
when General Lee, whose

fine sense of humor was equal to any emergency, inter-

posed, "Stop, Mr.
, stop, sir; one good reason is

enough." As a rule a single summons to meet the Gen-
eral in his office was quite sufficient. Only the most hard-

ened natures would dare to run that gauntlet a second

time. The stereotyped college complaints of injustice or

partiality in the administration of the institution appear
to have been almost unknown. The moral influence of

the president was so great that it dominated the academic
life and exalted him above the touch of suspicion itself.

A strain of invincible courtesy pervaded the blood of

all the Lees. Of each one the poet's dictum held good :

"Not being less but more than all

The gentleness he seemed to be."

Some years ago a party of lads was trespassing upon
the grounds of Gen. Custis Lee, and availed themselves

of the luscious apples that hung from the trees in the or-

chard. Suddenly the general appeared upon the scene,

and the company scampered in all directions. Instead of

the indignant protest which was looked for, the General

said, "Oh, young gentlemen, help yourselves, help your-
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selves." The spirit of the father reflected its fine pure
light through his children. That such a soul should draw
all men unto him affords no cause for surprise or com-
ment. When I was a prisoner at Johnson's Island a de-

tachment of captured "Confeds" was brought in from
the battlefields of Virginia. As the party entered the

"pen," there appeared one who in form, figure, and ex-

pression bore a striking likeness to our hero. A simul-

taneous cry as of despair went up, "My God, there is

General Lee !" It proved to be a captain from our army
in the West, and renewed hope succeeded the momentary
agony of despair.
The General's youngest surviving son and namesake,

Robert E. Lee, of West Point, Va., is graced by the

hereditary note of all prevailing courtesy. I have not

looked upon his face since April, 1861, when, a lad of

scarce seventeen, I passed from academic scenes and
scholastic routine to my novitiate as a soldier in the ma-
larious atmosphere of the Virginia peninsula. I recalled

myself to his consciousness by a request for specific and
detailed information in reference to points of family his-

tory which were not accessible to me. The reply came in

due time, explicit, minute, most kindly in tone, compre-
hensive in courtesy. As long as the memory, or even the

tradition of Lee survives in the South, the ideal of gentle-
man can never fall into shadow or sink into decadence
and eclipse. Along with this omnipresent courtesy, there

pervaded the nature of Lee an aversion to notoriety which
marked every phase of his life, as commander of a host,

president of a college, or a Virginia gentleman living in

the sweet seclusion of his own home, listening to the rus-

tic murmur of his burg, shielded by mountain barriers

from the streaming roar and unrest of the untraveled

world that lay beyond. Whatever notoriety he acquired
was in the strictest sense thrust upon him

;
his antipathy

toward it rose almost to a degree that might be described

as morbid, if touch of angularity or idiosyncrasy could be
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traced in a nature whose almost perfect symmetry was its

matchless glory. For him "fame was no plant that grows
on mortal soil." If it were possible to imagine a nature

exalted to a point at which the glory of the world pales
into insignificance, it was set before us in the life and
character of Lee. He shrank not from the fierce light
which beats upon thrones and powers, from the relent-

less scrutiny which is the unfailing portion of rank, and

station, and genius. The ephemeral luster of the world,
the fancied life in other's breath, had for him no charm.
To walk with God, to live in the circle of home and fire-

side, to tend with unfailing and delicate care his wife who
endured a long agony of martyrdom from rheumatism, to

enter into the pursuits, plans, and even the amusements
of his children, praying for them in the gloom of the

night-watches, as the exhausted army lay around him,
such was the inner life of him whom the whole world of

culture delighted to honor.

The very seclusiveness of our hero rendered him all the

more an object of attraction, not to the mere intruder,
dominated by no higher motive than the gratification of

curiosity, but to the rare and discerning circle which can-

estimate true greatness and receive the vitalizing power
that springs from contact with its noblest types. From
interviewers or representatives of the press he shrank
with especial aversion. The most courteous of natures, he
turned resolutely from the notoriety which would be the

inevitable outcome of any utterance on his part, however
innocent in character or harmless in import. Among
those who called upon him at Lexington was Swinton,
the historian of the Army of the Potomac, a Scotchman

by birth, who had passed some years of his early life as a
teacher at Greensboro, N. C. The historian of the Fed-
eral army seems to have inspired General Lee with a re-

pugnance that betrays itself in language so thoroughly at

variance with his wonted manner that we cannot fail to

12
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suspect some reason which does not appear upon the sur-

face. "Mr. Swinton has paid his visit," he writes. "He
seemed to be gentlemanly, but I derive no pleasure from
my interviews with bookmakers. I have either to appear
uncivil, or run the risk of being dragged before the pub-
lic." Many years after this letter was written, and long
before it had ever seen the light, I learned that Mr. Swin-
ton was addicted to periodical spells of debauchery, and
that he indulged in them with the utmost system and re-

gard to method. "Now, boys, I am going to get drunk,"
was his warning note

;
then came the attack. His literary

work was executed during intervals of sobriety, and he is

said in his rational moods to have been laborious, indus-

trious, and thorough in execution. A suspicion of his

real character may have revealed itself to the penetrating
instinct of General Lee, hence the expression of aversion,

amounting almost to disgust, that reveals itself in speak-

ing of the visit. It is but simple justice to add that one
of the finest tributes ever paid to the infantry of Lee's

army is from the pen of Swinton. Despite his infirmity,
he possessed the fine discrimination of his race, even when

investigating the record of an enemy. Under more aus-

picious conditions he might have developed into a sort of

"Sherlock Holmes," for his discernment and keenness of

perception are beyond all question. Lee, by a sort of in-

tuition turned away from him with that invincible aver-

sion which a pure and stainless soul feels in the presence
of a detective, who for his own ends and in the garb of

courtesy thrusts himself into the retirement of his fireside

and trespasses upon the sanctity of his home. Says Swin-
ton in his "History of the Army of the Potomac," in com-

menting upon the army of Lee : "Who that once looked

upon it can ever forget it?—that army of tattered uni-

forms and bright muskets
;

that body of incomparable

infantry, the Army of Northern Virginia, which for four

years carried the revolt on its bayonets, opposing a con-

stant front to the mighty concentration of power brought
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against it; which receiving terrible blows did not fail to

give the like, and which, vital in all its parts, died only
with its annihilation."

Swinton became a professor in the University of Cali-

fornia and died in 1892. General Lee's repugnance to

him does not argue or suggest austerity ;
it was the nat-

ural reserve of a true gentleman, and, above all, a strong
reluctance to be drawn into the light of notoriety, to give
vent to a word or intimation that might still further in-

flame the triumphant North with its policy of proscription,
and vindictiveness against the prostrate and despairing
States of the South. During the five years of life vouch-

safed to Lee subsequent to the overthrow of the Con-

federacy, his attitude was marked by a degree of pru-

dence, discretion, self-restraint, unsurpassed in the annals

of the world. A hasty or intemperate utterance on his

part would have thrown the North into a hysteria of ran-

cor and of rage. Yet even the inquisitorial and pervasive
malice of his enemies, unresting and unrelenting in their

quest, has never traced to his lips a single expression that

could be turned to partisan advantage, or even by perver-
sion used to justify the frenzy and madness which marked
the crowning infamy of reconstruction. The blood that

mingled with this long carnival of crime rests upon the

hands of the conquerors alone. This amazing self-re-

straint, even in circumstances of extreme provocation,
ran through all the acts and attitudes of Lee. When
Pickett reported to him on that bodeful day at Gettys-

burg, July 3d, 1863, "General, I am cut all to pieces," he

betrayed not the slightest irritation or resentment, uttered

not a single word of condemnation, nor even of com-
ment. A nature pervaded by the most acute sensibility,

and touched by finest sympathy for the wrongs of the

humblest soldier in the hour of supreme crisis, he was

"Like a statue, solid set

And moulded in colossal calm."
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The passive as well as the actual virtues blended in his

character, and in his five years of life at Lexington he en-

dured in the strength of that "living will," which abides

when "all that seems shall suffer shock," sustained by
the "faith that comes of self-control," upheld by the

truths that never can be demonstrated,

"Until we close with all we love,

And all we flow from, soul in soul."

Lee's strong love of country life, so characteristic of

his Southern origin, must have rendered Lexington a

congenial home, a sort of Arcadia to him. All traces of

its primitive charm have not yet faded into shadow. It is

still far withdrawn from the streaming roar of great
cities. The light of the ancient South still rests upon it.

Lee could indulge in the amplest measure his love of ex-

ercise in the vitalizing air, mounted on Traveler, who had
borne him for years as he swept with majestic grace by
the imperial host, surpassing even Shakespeare's knightly

hero, who was wont "to witch the world with deeds of

horsemanship."
Not far from the college was the first resting-place of

Jackson, and the figure of Lee standing by, as he was ac-

customed to do, has been rescued by art from oblivion

and wrought into the consciousness of the Southern race.

A friend who accompanied Lee on one of his visits to the

grave of Jackson described it as the most impressive scene

in his varied experience, rich in all the elements that con-

stitute moral grandeur and moral sublimity. And so the

Lexington life glided tranquilly by, and the fame of the

college passed into all civilized lands. So circumscribed

was its reputation that when Lee became its head North-

ern journals asserted that he had been elected president of

the University of Virginia. It was difficult to overcome
this misconception. Of Jefferson's foundation they had
at least some vague impression; the existence of Lee's

modest and obscure college at Lexington was not even
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known. All this, however, was speedily changed; the

renown of the remote institution over which our chief

presided passed over seas and continents, and its head was
the recipient of such marks of homage and reverence from
the leading centers of English culture as have never been

bestowed upon the representatives of any American col-

lege or university, in the North or in the South.

Of Lee's marvelous physical power and grace much

might be said. He was a magnificent horseman and it

was an inspiration to see him on horseback. Not only did

Traveler know his master, as every horse does by the in-

stinct of his kind, but there seemed to be a thorough un-

derstanding, a sort of confidential relation, existing be-

tween the animal and his rider. An incident will illus-

trate this—an incident related by his son and biographer.

During his Lexington life the General on one occasion

escorted to the canal boat a young lady who had been the

guest of his daughters, and was on her way home. Dis-

mounting and tying Traveler to a post, he was bidding-

farewell to the lady, when all at once it was announced
that the horse had broken loose and was making his way
up the road, his speed only stimulated by the crowd that

vainly endeavored to stop him. The General quickly
came ashore, requested the crowd to stand aside, and ad-

vancing a few steps "gave a peculiar low whistle. At the

first sound Traveler stopped and pricked up his ears. The
General whistled a second time, and the horse, with a

glad whinny, turned and trotted quietly back to his mas-

ter, who patted and coaxed him before tying him up

again." I have among my treasures a hair from the tail

of Traveler. When has a horse achieved such fame?
Alexander's Bucephalus may be touched by the spirit of

myth or legend, but Traveler is as veritable a reality as

the peerless man who rode him. To look upon him borne

along by the noble steed whose story is linked with his

own, was a concrete embodiment of those dreams and vi-
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sions fashioned by the spirit of the chivalric imagina-
tion.

"This gallant had witchcraft in it:

He grew unto his seat ;

And to such wondrous doing brought his horse,
As he had been incorps'd and demi-natured with the brave beast.

So far he topp'd my thought,
That I in forgery of shapes and tricks,
Come short of what he did."

Skill in horsemanship was part of our Southern life.

Each sex excelled in the graceful accomplishment, but

Lee represented the art in its ideal stage of development.
Sir Lancelot could not have outshone him in knightly
charm as, mounted on Traveler, he swept through the

lines on some gala day, such as that memorable occasion

at Orange Court House, in the autumn of 1863, when he

passed along the front of his incomparable host a distance

of nine miles, leaving several of his staff far in the rear,

moving like a star of chivalry, stopping to jest with the

young girls or tease some aspiring young officer about

the lady in whose fortune he was especially interested.

For Lee was intensely human
;

his sympathies were as

broad as the universe : no vicissitude of fortune ever

narrowed the range of his affections, or shed a trace of

austerity or stoicism over his all-embracing human heart.

In him, as in the hero of "In Memoriam," "God and na-

ture met in light." General Grant fell into a grievous
error when in his Memoirs he attributes to Lee a stern

and impassible character. He is as wide of the truth as

he proved himself in the famous letter to General Hal-

leck of May 11, 1864, the day preceding the assault upon
our lines at Spottsylvania C. H., and three weeks before

the Federal repulse at Cold Harbor, June 3. These two
memorable expressions, not the vague utterance of cur-

rent rumor but proceeding from Grant's own pen, dem-

onstrate beyond reasonable question his weakness as a

discerner of character and his deficiency in strategic fac-
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ulty to so marked an extent as entirely to abrogate for all

time his claim to be ranked among the foremost masters

of the art of war. Grant writes to Halleck at the date

referred to, May n, "I am satisfied that the enemy are

very shaky, and are only kept up to the mark by the

greatest exertion on the part of their officers." The let-

ter had hardly passed from his hands, before his vast

surging columns reeled back from Spottsylvania under

the resistless fire of Lee's "shaky" infantry. As a Fed-
eral colonel, now an eminent jurist, described it to the

writer : "the destruction wrought by your infantry fire

was so terrible that our men didn't see the propriety of

staying there and they left." Then followed Cold Har-

bor, with its harvest of blood, and Grant recoiled again
before the sanguinary leaden stream of our "shaky" line,

his entire plan of campaign was deranged in an hour, and
the Confederacy for the time was successful.

Let us return from our digression to what we may re-

gard as the purely human or manly phases of Lee's char-

acter. Lee's skill in horsemanship was not only a part
of his education or inheritance as a Virginia gentleman of

the ancient type, his training at West Point and in the

regular service imparted an additional charm caught from
the art of the schools. A friend of mine who occupied a

position of trust and confidence which brought him into

habitual relation with Lee during the entire war has de-

scribed the care and skill with which the General taught
him the art of "backing into line" as it is technically
termed

;
and added, "I can back my horse now from my

office on St. Paul street to Druid Hill Park,—a distance

of at least two miles,
—by the method General Lee taught

me. The first time I see you in the park I will give you
an illustration." The friend in question, a devoted Con-

federate, and a highly esteemed lawyer, revealed other

phases of Lee's lofty and ideal nature. During the spring
of 1864, when the final campaign was at hand, General

Lee, accompanied by my friend, made frequent and criti-
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cal topographical surveys of the country on which he

knew that the great game of war would be played. One

day was passed on Slaughter or Cedar Mountain, some
miles from Culpeper, the scene of Jackson's victory over

Pope, August 9, 1862, in which engagement the heroic

Winder met his fate. From the summit of the mountain
the country expands into a vision of beauty, the view em-

bracing a vast area of Piedmont Virginia and ranging on

toward the mountain walls which guard the distant Val-

ley. The General completed the first stage of his survey,
then invited my friend to share the luncheon which he

had brought from camp. This he did upon the occasion

of every visit to the mountain. As they rode from point
to point, his companion, not only a subordinate but a

mere youth, fell to the rear. He was met by the invariable

request, made without the slightest trace of condescen-

sion, "Come, D., and ride along beside me." None of

the loftiness of asserted or even implied superiority
marked the attitude of that imperial soul. At what a

pole of contrast stands our Confederate chief to the

anointed head of the house of Hohenzollern, the Emperor
William II of Germany. It was upon a certain occasion,

not especially ceremonial or formal in its nature, the

future overlord being then Crown Prince, that his

mother, the Empress Frederick, presumed to walk by his

side and lay her hand upon the arm of her son. The
future Kaiser cast her haughtily off, stalked on in af-

fronted majesty, remarking as he did so, "I represent the

person of the Emperor ;
I walk alone." Some years ago,

as a railway train was passing near the base of Slaughter

Mountain, a head emerged from a car window and in a

Northern voice the question was asked, "What place is

this?" To which the reply came quick and clear, "This

is the place where Jackson gave Pope h-11." The geo-

graphical description seems to have been sufficiently ac-

curate, and the interview was not prolonged.
Several summers ago I spent an afternoon on
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Slaughter Mountain and enjoyed the hospitality of the

cultured and charming family whose name is impressed

upon the lonely and isolated peak that looks majestically

down upon historic fields of strife and ancient Virginia

homes like Salubria, which run far back into colonial

days and have survived the storm of war. It was at

Salubria that Thomas Jefferson was a frequent guest;

there is the spinet tracing back for more than a century ;

on the estate is the desolate grave of Lady Spotswood,

who, after the death of her martial and valorous husband,

married Parson Thomson, yielding rather to the per-

sistent logic than to the charms and graces of her suitor.

Not far away is the home of Major Lacey, where Jack-
son's portrait greets you as you enter the spacious hall;

for it was to Major Lacey that Jackson came to seek

critical information in regard to the topography of the

country not long before the campaign of Chancellors-

ville.

My friend spent more than one day alone on the moun-
tain with Lee. It was indeed a mount of privilege, to

have been in contact, remote from all other association,

with the foremost spirit of the age! Lee's fine manly
characteristics, his perfection of development in all phases
of physical life, asserted their power even in the most

trying and critical conditions. As our army was falling

back from Gettysburg, Lee with his staff was resting by
the Potomac, then swollen by heavy rains, the night had

set in and the darkness was intense. Suddenly in the all-

shrouding gloom there dashed by a squad of horsemen at

full speed. Not a face could be distinguished
—it might

be friend or foe. Yet Lee's quick and discerning ear was

not deceived. "That rides like Stuart," he said, and sure

enough it proved to be General Stuart who had passed
when the veil of night was so dense that no eye could

pierce it, and Lee recognized him by his style of riding.

Lee's life at Lexington afforded rare opportunities for

the gratification of all those manly traits, which were de-
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veloped to so lofty a point that he would have ranged
with the immortals had he never led an embattled host,
or set a squadron in the tented field. What a sphere for

the energies of Traveler the roads of the Valley must
have been ! The residence of Lee at Lexington seems to

have cast a golden glow over hills and peaks, and mingled
the charm of romance with the grace and grandeur of
"the art of God." It by no means exceeds belief that at

some unrevealed day the very association of Lee will

idealize Lexington and the Valley; it will become a

shrine for all lands, like that of Charlemagne at Aachen,
Arthur at Glastonbury, Becket at Canterbury, Washing-
ton at Mount Vernon. The prophetic faculty of a South-
ern poet, Dr. Frank O. Ticknor of Georgia, has already
leaped to this result.

"This wondrous valley ! hath it spells
And golden alchemies,

That so its chaliced splendor dwells
In those imperial eyes?

"This man hath breathed all balms of light,
And quaffed all founts of grace,

Till Glory, on the mountain height,
Has met him face to face.

"Ye kingly hills! ye dimpled dells!
Haunt of the eagle-dove,

Grant us your wine of woven spells
To grow like him we love!"

This bewitching skill in horsemanship was not the charac-
teristic of the great chief alone; it is a family charac-

teristic, and General Fitzhugh Lee, who has just rejoined
his uncle in the world of light, was a superb master of
horse. Many an old soldier of the Army of Northern

Virginia will recall his campaign as a candidate for Gov-
ernor of Virginia, when, mounted upon his uncle's sad-

dle, he traversed the State, all aflame with enthusiasm in

his cause
; how the press and the partisans of the North

gave vent to an agony of outraged loyalty in regard to
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the "treasonable and traitorous saddle" on which he rode,

and "Fire Alarm" Foraker shivered the tingling stars

with his invectives against the reappearance or resurrec-

tion of our chief, in the person of his nephew, who in-

herited some touch of that subtle charm which sat upon
his peerless kinsman like an ethereal grace.
The college moved on harmoniously, and its fame

spread abroad more widely as the speeding scholastic

years ran their course. If there was any point in the

character of Lee as an administrative officer in educa-

tional spheres that was obnoxious to criticism, it was
the extreme gentleness, the all-pervading sympathy, the

intense human-heartedness which revealed itself in every

phase of his varied career, and was at times urged against
him as commander of the army. He could not bear to

inflict pain upon others, whether soldiers who violated

the articles of war, or escapading young men who

neglected tasks and avoided chapel. We find him on one

occasion writing to the friends of a negligent and indo-

lent student, that "unless Mr. improves, his sweet-

hearts in Baltimore will not have occasion to mourn for

him long"
—a kindly and gentle reminder, written with

the hope of averting a serious result.

Apart from the routine of official duty and the sweet-

ness and light of his own fireside, his favorite recreation

was on the back of Traveler, for mounted upon a horse

he seemed endued unto his native element. Upon one

occasion he writes that he rode Traveler from Lexington
to Staunton—a distance of about forty miles, for the Val-

ley railway was then in the future. This charming aloof-

ness of Lexington from the great stream of the external

world was the occasion of one of the few attempts at wit

which are recorded of General Jackson. While an in-

structor in the Military Institute he asked a cadet in class,

"Mr.
, why is it impossible to send a telegram from

Lexington to Staunton?" to which the young man, after

several bungling attempts at explanation, replied, "There
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is something in the atmospheric conditions which makes
it impossible." "No," said Jackson, "it is because there

is no telegraph between Lexington and Staunton." Upon
another occasion a mischievous cadet was imitating, dur-

ing recitation, the yelping of a dog ;
on observing which

Jackson simply remarked, "Ah, young gentleman, I see

that we have a puppy in the class."

Lee's home circle at Lexington must have possessed
a great charm. Men whose light had gone out into all

lands, scholars, nobles, masters of the material world,

were drawn to the quiet dreaming borough in the Val-

ley inaccessible by rail, removed from the madding
strife of great cities, guarded by mountain walls like those

around about Jerusalem, all impelled in their quest by
a resistless longing to look upon the face of Lee, and

perhaps to stand reverently with him at the modest grave
in which Stonewall Jackson rested until his translation

to the spot crowned by the soaring monument beneath

which he and his daughter lie side by side. It is a strange

psychological phenomenon that the head of a cause which

was crushed, and of a people whose hopes were dead,

should have drawn, by some mysterious spell, men of all

nationalities, types of all classes, representatives of all

spheres in which human energy asserts its power, the

world of culture and the world of action
; poets, dream-

ers, lovers of the heroic past, students of the "painful

earth" like Tyndall, who laid bare her secrets; guides
and leaders of the financial realm, who entered into and

possessed the domains revealed by the triumphs of sci-

ence. Yet all these were drawn as by some resistless

gravitation toward Lee, and united in the homage be-

stowed spontaneously and lavishly upon the head of a

cause whose very name is a synonym of failure, disaster,

and despair.
In the conduct of his life at Lexington, as in all stages

of his crowded and complex career, Lee was a model

which our own generation may adopt with infinite ad-
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vantage from every point of view. Family prayers were

never dispensed with, or ignored in the Lee household;

they were part of the divine order, and Lee, whether at

some far-off post in the remote West, on the verge of

desperate battle, or in the sweet retirement of his home,
never entered upon the labors of the day without espe-

cially invoking the guidance and protection of God.

George Washington reads the burial service at the im-

provised grave of Braddock in the wilderness
; Lee main-

tains the family altar in his own home with inflexible

devotion unto the end. Such were two extremes of our

ancient Southern civilization.

The personal letters of General Lee written during this

Lexington period are especially rich in revelations of his

inner life and his real greatness. The eye of the writer

is not fixed upon posterity ;
his style is not disturbed by

visions of critics, or pragmatic and irresponsible review-

ers. His real grandeur can never be apprehended in its

richness until we see him as he unconsciously portrays

himself—
"In these fallen leaves which kept their green,

The noble letters of the dead."

He does not fall into that characteristic vice of the typical

letter-writer, the assumption that the person addressed is

familiar with all the facts in regard to which he is most

anxious to be enlightened, leaving him as thoroughly in

the dark at the end as at the beginning of the letter. To
illustrate: In a letter written to his daughter, Miss

Mildred Lee, then a young girl, the letter being dated

January 8, 1870, he enters with the utmost minuteness

into the current Lexington news
;
the dances, the parties,

the latest engagements, the cadet hop at the Institute, the

young men who had been on visits to their sweethearts,

the improvement of the sick, and even the welfare of his

daughter's favorite cats. To himself there is hardly more

than a casual reference. He took no thought for self:
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the supreme aim was to gratify the dear child to whom he
wrote.

The very simplicity of Lee's English style reveals the

purity of his taste, and the atmosphere of culture in which
he moved by right of sympathy, as well as by virtue of

inheritance. That he had absorbed the spirit of our
masterful Elizabethan classics, notably of Shakespeare,
is evident from the felicity and the relevancy of his al-

lusions, woven into the language of his broad and multi-

form correspondence. He seems to have been very
familiar with Hamlet and Othello. Occasionally a word
appears in his correspondence or his conversation that is

archaic or ancient in character. For example, he often

gave his horse a "breather," as he called it
;
that is, vig-

orous exercising, a good run, in common phrase. East-
ern Virginia, in which his early days were passed, is rich

in survivals of Elizabethan English, abiding from the set-

tlement of the original colonists during the seventeenth

century, and "breathe" or "breather" in the sense em-

ployed by Lee would have been familiar as a household
word to Shakespeare, Sir Walter Raleigh, or the great
Earl of Fairfax, who discovers more than one point of

resemblance in taste and temperament to our Confederate
hero. The very term "breathe" in its older acceptation,
as Washington or Lee understood it, has been revived by
that great master of our olden English, Lord Tennyson,
in more than one characteristic creation of his sovereign
art. It was the impression of assiduous reading of the

Scriptures which, more than all other forms of literature,

is reflected in his correspondence with family and friends.

Scripture diction seems to have been wrought into his

habitual language. It was not so much conscious quota-
tion as the use of a speech which had become a part of his

vernacular, and rose spontaneously to his lips. His offi-

cial orders are pervaded by its spirit ;
it breathes through

nearly every letter designed for wife and child. Sad is

the falling off among the representatives of light and cul-
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ture in the generation of which we form a part. The
tone, manner, style of biblical English is fast falling into

obsolescence; perhaps nothing is so rarely recognized or

accurately apprehended as an allusion or reference, his-

torical, verbal or allegorical, drawn from the store-house

of the Scriptures.
In no respect does the life of Lee address itself more

appealingly to the rising generation than in its powerful
and impressive inculcation of the vanishing grace of

reverence. In triumph and in defeat, in the hour of dark-

ness, and at the climax of fortune, at Fredericksburg or

at Appomattox, reverence and trust sat upon him like a

grace. In him "mind and soul, according well," made
that vast and perfect harmony idealized by Tennyson,
preeminently the champion and exponent of the reverence

which Lee symbolized, for it was the inspiration of

his life.

"Let knowledge grow from more to more,
But more of reverence in us dwell,
That mind and soul according well,

May make one music as before,
But vaster."

Not only did proofs of love, homage, and devotion

from all lands and from all ranks fall like largess upon
Lee during his five years at Lexington ;

there came

tempting offers from powerful corporations, of rich emol-

ument and merely nominal duties, of liberal income not

earned by personal toil and consecration to the welfare

of his employers
—in other words, he was to be com-

pensated for the use of his name alone. To all such

tempting inducements Lee turned a deaf ear. For him
there could be but one reply. It was upon one of these

occasions referred to that he is reported to have made the

declaration which has become historic, "My name is all

I have left, and that is not for sale." Not long did it

require for Lee to say in effect and with overwhelming
emphasis, "Get thee behind me, Satan * * * for thou
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savorest not -the things that be of God, but those that be
of men." Not all the world and the glory of it could
have drawn Lee from Virginia and the South. In the

great centers of wealth and power he would have felt

himself in an alien sphere. Their streaming roar would
have been intolerable to one who had inherited the Eng-
lish gentleman's love of rural association, brought from
the motherland to colonial Virginia, and as strong in the

blood of the Fairfaxes and Washingtons as in Lee him-
self. His constant yearning seems to have been for a

farm in the secluded country, where he could earn a sup-

port by the cultivation of the soil. Even Lexington, with
all its Arcadian flavor, was hardly secluded enough to

fulfill the dream of one whose heart longed for fresh

woods and pensive streams, remote from the throbbing
world.

When asked by a young kinsman, "What fate is in

store for us poor Virginians?" he replied, "You can work
for Virginia to build her up again, to make her great

again. You can teach your children to love and cherish

her." His answer was the dominant note of the supreme
doctrine of "States' rights," the creed which lies at the

base of our life in the South. Love of home, of section,

of State, of ancestral land above all, for such preeminent
affection, instead of lacking the universal catholic spirit,

is its essence as well as its inspiration. These simple
words of Lee to his young cousin embody a subtle and

all-embracing principle. In the present crisis of our

Southern civilization they appeal to us like the warning
voice of some great prophet famed in ages old. Let not

the monition of our chief fall upon dull and unheeding
ears. Let us "work for the South, to build her up again,
to make her great again. Let us teach our children to

love and cherish her." Such in a high and exalted sense

was Lee's final message to his own people. It was in a

measure his farewell address to the nation that he strug-

gled to bring into assured and abiding life, to invest with
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autonomy, to win for it by legitimate war, not by bar-

barous conquest, an enduring rank among the crowning
federations of the earth. Chief, cause, and people fell

together, and their dreams of political supremacy have
faded into eclipse. Though our hopes be dead, let us not

fail to cherish the solemn injunction laid upon us by this

man who led our armies and embodied our aspirations,
who was the personal expression of all we thought and

loved, achieved and longed for, that was holy in aim,
ideal in character, making for righteousness.

"For all we thought and loved and did,
And hoped and suffered is but seed,
Of what in him is flower and fruit."

One strong proof of Lee's versatility of intellect was
the readiness with which he adapted himself to the new
conditions of life imposed upon him by his acceptance of

the presidency of Washington College. His entire career

had been passed in military service, he had achieved bril-

liant fame in the war with Mexico, and had for three

years been Superintendent of the Military Academy at

West Point, from 1852 to 1855. All this, years preced-

ing the oncoming of our national strife. His manner of

life from his youth had been in a sphere essentially op-

posed to that which prevails in the typical American col-

lege, yet with that power of adjustment to novel environ-

ments which is an unfailing mark of genius, he went from
the command of an army in the field to the presidency of

a prostrate and dismantled college. All at once it sprang
to life, as if touched by the wand of a magician. It

revived like the dry bones in the prophet's vision, and

leaped to vigorous, expanding vitality as if the breath

from the four winds had descended upon it. Lee fell

into line as naturally and gracefully in his strange sphere
as if his days had been passed in the cloistered aloofness

of academic association, rather than in the duties of a

13
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soldier. The selection of our chief as president of a col-

lege, impelled as it naturally was by considerations of a

sentimental though exalted nature, was a brilliant stroke

of fortune. Lee's rare discernment of character drew to

Lexington the finest flower of scholarly culture; men
such as Allan and William Preston Johnston, as well as

those steadfast pillars of the academic staff, who had
stood firmly by the college during the long-drawn ordeal

of fire and blood. In the field of jurisprudence, oracles

like Tucker expounded the subtle mysteries of code and

precedent, "the lawless science of our law." The Nel-

sons, the Campbells, Whites, Harrises, Kirkpatricks, all

carried with them the element of intensiveness, and

"Thorough" was the prevailing note.

A generation died since Lee was gathered to his

fathers, October 12, 1870, yet the impress of his spirit

still abides with the modest, unassertive institution which
blends his name into harmony with that of his prototype,
the founder of our Southern civilization. The men who
have in large measure succeeded the collegiate staff con-

temporary with Lee have fallen heir to the traditions of

those that went before them. Small in material re-

sources from a financial point of view, insignificant when

compared with the affluent and expanding wealth of

Northern universities and colleges, it upholds the vital

power of pure scholarship, and its accredited representa-
tives achieve honorable renown in the foremost centers

of true learning, in which the conceit or illusion of knowl-

edge has not usurped the reality. Lee was by no means

the only hero of the civil war who became a college presi-

dent upon the establishment of peace, but his record in

his untested and novel sphere is all the more enviable by
contrast with the dismal failures of others whom nature

had not endowed with his sovereign grace of adaptation

to strange faces, other minds, conditions at variance with

his arduous professional service, indeed, with the whole
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tenor of his preceding life. For those who failed where
Lee succeeded, we can at least invoke the charity of si-

lence. And in this connection I wish to enunciate a propo-
sition which I am inclined to suspect will place me on the

foremost files of the heterodox, if it does not win for me a

conspicuous rank in the academic index. I am more

firmly assured as years speed by, and educational revolu-

tions of the most radical character are taking positive
form under our eyes, that the training of our Southern

colleges of forty years ago, when Lee rode on horseback

to Lexington to enter upon his novel duties, was for the

higher and nobler aims and ideals of culture, superior in

every essential sense to that type of educational develop-
ment which has blossomed into vigorous life during the

decades of which we form part. I would not exchange
the older M. A. degree of the University of Virginia for

all the complex distinctions and differentiated honors be-

stowed by our modern universities. This, at least, had

a well-defined character, and represented the highest
achievable result of American university attainment. In

days nearer our own the universities have put scholarship
behind them, rather as a temptation to be resisted, than

as an incentive or an inspiration to be eagerly sought,
and assuredly won, however arduous the quest. The

"jingling of the guinea" is the dominant note of our con-

temporary educational chiefs. The true scholar is bid-

den like some demon of the abysmal world, to "get be-

hind" our collegiate heads, who, instigated by a species

of educational simony delude themselves into the fantasy
that learning, like the grace of God, may be bought for

gold, or acquired through the medium of endowments
and securities. Of this class was not the president of

Washington College, Robert E. Lee.

If the tree is known by its fruits, and the best product
of the tree, its richest fruit, is chosen as the criterion of

judgment, the ancient colleges of the South, from Wil-
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liam and Mary to Washington and Lee, are unsurpassed
in the long record of our higher education. It must not

be inferred from the tenor of our comments that Lee was
in any sense a part of that petrific and fossilized world

upon whose nerves the very suggestion of progress or

advancement acts like the taste of blood upon the sensi-

bilities of the famished tiger. So far from it, none of

all the sons of genius was ever more completely endued
with the very essence of rational progress, with that

moral sanity which is the cohesive power, as well as the

vital flame of a great and all-embracing spirit. He was
not a visionary iconoclast, a modern school executive,

eagerly grasping the obsolescent novelties of other

dreamers
;

in every manifestation of his greatness he was
as creative and original as Dante or Shakespeare, stand-

ing in his proper strength alone before God, not a reflec-

tion, not a model remodeled, not the type of a merely

galvanic life, but the breather of an ampler day for ever

nobler ends. While the world marveled at the supreme

daring of the campaign at Chancellorsville, it was Lee

who with Jackson guided the whirlwind of battle; the

seeming recklessness was the certitude of intuition, that

transcendent power which overleaps experience, passes

the bounds of time and space, and rushes to the goal, as

if led by the finger of God.

Not far from Baltimore, the city of my adoption, is the

Confederate Home, situate in the lovely rural region

which encircles the metropolis of the South. It is a type

in the highest phase and purest acceptance of many
kindred institutions that love, loyalty, and inflexible de-

votion have reared in our Southland as places of honor-

able refuge, in which those who esteemed life and worldly
fame as nought, if they might win political autonomy
for their own country, may find shelter and sanctuary.

It is an inspiration, as well as a revelation, to mingle with

the inmates of this home, to note their ripe and compre-
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hensive intelligence, their critical acquaintance with the

great streams of tendency that dominate our modern life,

and hear their comments upon the unparalleled drama of

war, in which every man was an actor. To see this fast-

fading line on Memorial Day at Loudon Park, as they
move toward the resting-places of their comrades who
have rejoined Lee and Jackson, is one of those special

inspirations to which no land nor age nor image of war
can suggest a parallel. The Home is rich in memorials
and treasures hallowed by contact with the master spirits.

There are rare and almost unknown portraits of young
Confederate chiefs; there is the camp-stool on which

Jackson sat during his interview with Lee at the second

battle of Bull Run, and fell asleep as was his wont in

church, and as he did on that critical night at Malvern
Hill.

None of the lads trained in the school of Lee at Lex-

ington have forsaken their first love, or lost their first

estate. They have not trampled under their feet the food

of angels for the husks that the swine should eat. "Duty,"
as Lee wrote to his son, "is the sublimest word in our

language;" but it was with him no scholastic dogma, no
abstraction of moralists

;
it was a living flame, a vital

force, the "Stern Daughter of the Voice of God." If

ever the teaching of our sovereign master of ethical pre-

cept and romantic fervor applied with preeminent power
to one of the sons of men, and was illustrated in his life

and character, the model reveals itself in the person of

our Confederate hero.

"Stern Daughter of the Voice of God !

O Duty ! if that name thou love

Who art a light to guide, a rod
To check the erring and reprove;
Thou, who art victory and law,
When empty terrors overawe;
From vain temptations dost set free ;

And calms't the weary strife of frail humanity !
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"Stern Lawgiver ! yet thou dost wear
The Godhead's most benignant grace;
Nor know we anything so fair

As is the smile upon thy face :

Flowers laugh before thee on their beds
And fragrance in thy footing treads

;

Thou dost preserve the stars from wrong ;

And the most ancient heavens through Thee are fresh and

strong."

And if the path of duty proved to be the path to glory,

glory was never the goal, fame never the quest. For a

finely tempered spirit, such as Lee's, "Fame is no plant
that grows on mortal soil." If the brilliance of the holy

grail sat upon his head, it rested there as it rested upon
Percival or Galahad, symbolic of transcendent purity,

and though won, never pursued; though vouchsafed,
never sought. No better illustration of his loftiness of

soul, gentleness of heart, and strength of devotion can

be cited than the tender and delicate care he bestowed

upon Mrs. Lee, the victim of rheumatism, that tenacious

and aggressive disease, before whose assaults the most

resolute nerves are sometimes prostrate. During his Lex-

ington life he was unrelaxing in his care, wheeling the

invalid gently in her chair, and striving in every way to

temper the pain and comfort the wife of his youth; for

with Lee the fervor of love was not chilled by the flight

of years : she was to him the Mary Custis of his early

days, whose heart he had won when a young lieutenant

of twenty- four. Their wedding in June, 1831, might
well have inspired, as Professor Trent has intimated, the

blithesome note of some modern Suckling, if it did not

evoke some loftier and holier strain, such as the nuptial

songs of Spenser, or the still statelier flight of the epi-

logue to Tennyson's "In Memoriam." Lee never ceased

to be a lover.

It was during his life at Lexington that Lee suffered

only as a great and all-embracing soul can suffer, from

sympathy with Mr. Davis, toward whom his feelings
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were those of strong attachment, and of whose rare and
varied intellectual power he had the strongest apprecia-
tion. The fate of the Southern President long trembled

in the balance, and the malignant attitude assumed toward
him has never been surpassed in the history of war. It is

the wildest of absurdities to speak of a magnanimous or

tolerant spirit on the part of the Federal Government.
The hopelessness of the case against him, at the bar of

reason and equity, as well as in tribunals of the law, alone

averted the doom which the triumphant North would
have eagerly meted out to him who was a vicarious suf-

ferer for the imputed or alleged treason of an

entire people. It would have been equally con-

sistent and rational to hang the humblest private
in Lee's army as to execute Jefferson Davis. Still

the cloud hung about our Southern leader, and Lee,
who himself was a prisoner on parole and re-

mained such until his death, was intensely concerned for

him. With the burden of the college resting upon him,
examinations and commencement at hand, he writes to

his daughter-in-law, Mrs. W. H. F. Lee, in May, 1868,

"God grant that the trial of Mr. Davis may be dismissed."

When asked for his judgment of Mr. Davis and of the

part played by him as President of the Confederacy, he

promptly replied, "If my opinion is worth anything you
can always say that few people could have done better

than Mr. Davis. I know of none that could have done

as well." It was during his attendance upon one of the

sessions of the court which was to try Mr. Davis upon the

charge of treason that General Lee saw a stalwart negro

juror soundly asleep in his seat as he was vindicating
the cause of the Confederate President with his wonted
manliness and ingenuousness of action. The General

remarked, his keen sense of humor asserting itself, that

had he ever been animated by oratorical aspirations, this

incident would have dispelled them for all time.

The trial was deferred from term to term, and the
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travesty of justice at last sunk under the weight of its

own absurdity. Yet during all the strain upon mind and
heart that marked the final years of his life, Lee's mar-
velous faculty of self-repression never for a moment
faltered or relaxed. That his suffering was intense as

well as continuous, admits of no rational question. The
vindictive temper of the conquerors grew with the in-

creasing years, and the climax of reconstruction had not
been attained when Lee fell asleep at Lexington, Oc-
tober 12, 1870. His fine discernment foresaw the ordeal

of fire, the furnace heated seven times, through which
the South was doomed to pass ere the day of her redemp-
tion should appear. Yet in the heart of the flame, when the

strife was fiercest, he stood firm. His vivacity, spright-

liness, far-reaching sympathy, especially for the younger
generation, never revealed themselves in finer and purer

light than during these fading days when his own great
and catholic soul was slowly sinking under the concen-

trated agonies of an entire people. It was, in my judg-
ment, the silent and unbroken agony to which he suc-

cumbed, rather than to any mere physical or bodily mal-

ady. These may have served as stimulating or accel-

erating influences, but the great first cause, to which all

others are subordinate and secondary, was moral and

spiritual, and traces its inspiration to the intense suffer-

ing of a nature touched above all others by the disasters

and the despair of those to whom he had devoted his

powers and dedicated his rare and comprehensive genius.
Lee died of a broken heart, broken for others, not for

himself. In all the records of those five closing years
there is not the faintest shadow of personal disappoint-

ment, of vanity wounded by defeat, of professional hu-

miliation, of that last infirmity of even noble mind, the

hollow wraith of dying fame. Napoleon at St. Helena

devoured his own heart by brooding over the retribution

that had fallen upon him. The fiery spirit, beating

against its prison bars, sank under the intensity of its
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own agony, the violence of its own struggles. Yet from
Lee's lips no recorded malediction escaped during the

period of his residence at Lexington, no anathemas

against the power that was pursuing the people of the

South unto political death. Still the unabating tension

was pressing out the life, for it found no relief in utter-

ance, it was never relaxed by outbursts of senseless rage
or impotent violence. It did not even seek for sympathy,
at least from men : his communion with God is shrouded
in sanctity. In all such instances there is but one result.

"Give sorrow words;
The grief that does not speak
Whispers the o'er-fraught heart and bids it break."

Attacks of violent cold left their impress, the signs of

physical decay revealed themselves, and a trip to the

South was urged by the General's medical advisers as a
means of restoring his failing strength. Amid all these

presaging indications of the coming of the end, his

vivacity, geniality, and blithesomeness seemed unflag-

ging. His last letters overflow with his characteristic

suavity and self-forgetfulness ;
he seemed to take thought

only for others. Yet above this brightsome exterior, and
the invincible longing to minister unto others rather than
to be ministered unto, to dispel their anxiety and drive

away their gloomy forebodings in regard to himself, there

rested the dark impenetrable cloud of an overwhelming
sorrow. The trip to the South was undertaken, but Lee

himself, we are persuaded, was assured that the end was
near. We are inclined to believe that the real motive
which prevailed upon him to acquiesce in the preparations
for the journey was not the possible restoration of his

own health, but the gratification of a long and ardently
cherished desire to visit the grave of his daughter.

General Lee's physicians were probably aware that

assured restoration was not to be looked for, and the

Southern tour was resorted to as a desperate expedient
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that, if judiciously carried out, might prolong his earthly

life, but by no possibility could have as its result perma-
nent reestablishment of his wonted strength. In any

event, if the doctors were deceived in their diagnosis,

there is the strongest reason to believe that Lee thoroughly
understood the situation, and was perfectly conscious

that he was rapidly moving toward the twilight of eternal

day. His malady was moral rather than physical, and

the violent cold contracted during the winter, possibly too

the derangement of the heart to which reference has been

made, were not the primary or the essential agencies in-

strumental in his death. These were rather the outward

and visible expression of the inward and invisible sor-

row, the grief that was borne in silent majesty, in almost

god-like isolation, that never once sought utterance or

relief, through the universal medium of human speech.

I have intimated that the inspiration of Lee's last visit

to the South proceeded from an entirely different motive

than the recovery of his own health. In this, as in all his

actions, self played no part. The "sublime repression"

of personal aims, aspirations, yearnings which Tennyson
accentuates as the distinctive glory of his ideal hero,

was exhibited in the character of our Confederate chief.

The resistless power that drew Lee to the Carolinas and

Georgia once more, was the long and ardently cherished

desire to visit the grave of his daughter, Miss Annie Car-

ter Lee, who died at the White Sulphur Springs, Warren

County, N. C, on the 20th of October, 1862. Miss Lee

was in the flower of dawning womanhood, and died away
from home and family, though most tenderly cared for

by the ladies of North Carolina during her illness. Her
death fell like a blow upon her father, then in the critical

stage of one of his most remarkable campaigns. The
colossal weight of our newborn Confederacy rested upon

him, he was "the pillar of a people's hope," yet in the

silence of the night-watches, as the army enjoyed its

hardly earned rest, he meditated like the psalmist, and
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his heart turned to the lonely resting-place of his child,
she who perpetuated the name of his own mother, Annie
Carter. It was then no illusive dream of reinvigorated
health that led Lee to the South. The strong and all-

prevailing motive was the gratification of the longing of

years to look upon the place of her rest. When con-

templated from this point of view, the incident constitutes

the most pathetic and appealing episode in Lee's life.

When I endeavor to recall the occasion of his daughter's
death, far from home and family, and borne to her grave
with hardly one mourner of her own name following,
mother and sister cut off by the impassable barriers of

war, the father and brothers in the forefront of the battle,

the scene rises to a height of a fine drama and the words
of Laertes at the burial of Ophelia come to me :

"Lay her in the earth,
And from her fair and unpolluted flesh

May violets spring!"

The end, however, is not yet. Scarcely had the storm
of war passed over when the ladies of Warren County,
among whom Miss Lee had lived and died, despite the

wreck of their fortunes and the death of their hopes, de-

vised a plan to designate her grave by an appropriate
and becoming monument. The harrying of the South,
the complete extinction for a period of material resources,
rendered an aspiring or ambitious design unattainable

and impossible of realization. An artist of local fame

wrought a modest and graceful monument, which marks
the resting place of our hero's idolized daughter. The
Ode, written bv James Barron Hope of Norfolk, Vir-

ginia, and read on the occasion of the dedication of this

monument, was a masterpiece.
The origin and completion of the monument to Miss

Annie Carter Lee, especially in view of the circumstances

under which the monument assumed a definite form and
was carried out to an assured result, constitutes one of
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the most pathetic and appealing- episodes in the life of our
Confederate hero. For this reason, together with the

facts, that nearly all those concerned in its erection have

passed to their rest, and that accurate accounts of the

several stages in the development of the enterprise are

rare and difficult to obtain, I have dwelt upon the incident

with unusual minuteness of detail. Mr. Hope's Elegiac
Ode, written especially for the occasion of the formal
dedication of the monument, should be shielded with
zealous care from the touch of time. The design was con-

ceived during the progress of the war, and an enfeebled

Confederate soldier whose name was Crowder, and whose
vocation was that of a stone-mason, was especially de-

tailed to carry the plan into execution. This disabled

soldier, utterly unfit for active service, had applied to

General Lee for instructions as to the proper mode of pro-
cedure in order to procure a final discharge from military

duty. In reply he received a letter containing specific

directions, with a line or two of kind and cheering words
added in Lee's own handwriting. The letter he pre-
served with religious care. The comprehensive tender-

ness and sympathy of our chief embraced the humblest

of his followers. In the mean time, Mr. Joseph S. Jones
of Warren County, N. C, one of the first to conceive the

design, if not the original projector, applied to the Con-
federate War Department for a special detail of Zerral

Crowder, the disabled soldier, in order that he might
devote himself to the construction of the monument, a

request which was promptly and cheerfully complied with.

The result was accomplished in due time, and the im-

pressive ceremonies connected with its dedication took

place under a serene and cloudless Southern sky on the

8th of August, 1866. The monument, which stands in

the ancestral grave-yard of Mr. Joseph S. Jones, is

Graeco-Egyptian in style; a Doric base surmounted by
an obelisk. To adopt, as most appropriate, the language
of the committee of ladies in their letter to General Lee,
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"It is a plain and simple shaft, sculptured from [their]

native granite by an invalid Confederate soldier, whom
General Bragg in his kindness detailed for this purpose."
"The whole structure rises to the height of about sixteen

feet, and in its severe simplicity harmonizes well with the

adverse destiny of those by whose affection it has been

erected." The monument bears the accompanying in-

scription : "Annie C. Lee, Daughter of General Robert

E. Lee and Mary Custis Lee. Born At Arlington, June
1 8, 1839, And died At The White Sulphur Springs, War-
ren County, N. C, October 20, 1862.

"
'Perfect And True Are All His Ways,
Whom Heaven Adores And Earth Obeys.'

"

As illustrating the spirit of Southern women, their de-

votion to Lee and to the cause of which he was the ideal,

as well as the embodiment, I quote the following lines

from the invitation of the committee on the monument to

General Lee : "Through the kindness and mercy of your
Heavenly Father, your gallant sons fought the good fight
even to the end, and you were spared amid the shock of

battle and its horrid carnage for four long years. Spared
to us, a grateful people, who feel linked to you in the

closest ties of friendship, and the closest bonds of

sympathy. We cannot honor you with too deep a rev-

erence, nor love you with an affection too pure and fer-

vent. You have a home in every heart, a welcome in

every household, and the whisper of your name echoes

a thousand blessings upon you and yours."
The Ode is inserted in full.

"Upon my journey hitherward I crossed
A shining stream, born of the silver rills,

Which, in the distant purple ridge, are lost

Amid Virginia's hills.
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"Onward it flows, nor once its force abates,
That gleaming river, kissing cliff and lea,

A bond, dear friends, between our Mother States,
It sweeps on to the sea.

"Enriching all your spreading lowland fields,

Enriched in turn by bearing on its breast
The bounties which your agriculture yields
From glebes with wealth oppressed.

"And on that tide which from Virginia starts—
Born where the mountain streamlets fret and foam,

This wealth in part sweeps on to Norfolk's marts,
The city of my home.

"But there are other bonds, far stronger ties

Than ever mutual traffic can create
;

Here rises sculptured proof before our eyes
Of love from State to State.

"Here Carolina comes, her brave cheeks warm
And wet with tears, to take in charge this dust,

And brings her daughters to receive in form
Virginia's sacred trust.

"Poor in all else, but rich in graves, my State
Folds Carolina's children in her breast,

And fronting- with a royal brow her fate

She watches where they rest.

"Her daughters to those hushed encampments go,
Where soldiers sleep, but where no banner waves—

Both States like sisters pierced by common woe
Now guard each other's graves.

ii

"And in this graveyard we have food for thought,
Here too are problems which must give us pause—

Problems which God's wise Providence has wrought
Through His benignant laws.

"We stand here in this Summer's silence deep
Like swimmers halting on the sudden brink

Of some dark river, whose mysterious sweep,
Though voiceless, bids us think !

"In the cold earth these seeds went to decay.
Then, lo ! there came a God-directed change—

A change which carried on by night and day,
In workings hid and strange—
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"Brought forth great glory to the face of earth,
In pomp of trees, and blooms, and waving corn,

Which in decay will find a second birth

Of dissolution born.

in

"And as we view each green pathetic sod
Mounded in order like successive waves,

Crested with marble; or with grass from God
To beautify the graves :

"Some here whose hearts have been of tears the wells,
Whose dreams have changed from rose to sober brown,

Might envy those who foundered 'neath these swells

Which show where they went down.

"And, hence I said, thinking of youth's wild dreams,
Its lights and shadows made of hopes and fears,

That, Death, oh, friends ! is kinder than he seems
And not the King of Tears.

rv

"Think not I take a false view of this life;
I trust I read it as is meet and fit:

I try to understand the pain and strife

Wherewith 'tis all o'erwrit.

"And through our journey each must bear his load
From the flushed morn 'till even's sober hours,

And thorns will pierce us all along the road
Where we had looked for flowers.

"But he who these sharp lessons rightly heeds

Accepts the thorns in place of painted bloom,
And learns through all the anguish, as he bleeds,
To hold the silent tomb.

"But as the bed, where chastened is our pride,
Made pure by sorrow and affliction's rod.

Our frames, like seeds, shall lay their husks aside
That they may grow t'ward God.

"He chastens us as nations and as men,
He smites us sore until our pride doth yield,

And hence our heroes each with hearts for ten
Were vanquished in the field;
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"And stand to-day beneath our Southern sun

O'erthrown in battle and despoiled of hope.
Their drums all silent and their cause undone,
And they all left to grope

"In darkness till God's own appointed time

In His own manner fully passeth by.

Our Penance this. His Parable sublime

Means we must learn to die.

"Not as our soldiers died beneath their flags,

Not as in tumult and in blood they fell

When from their columns, clad in homely rags.
Rose the Confederate yell.

"Not as they died, though never mortal men
Since Tubal Cain first forged his cruel blade,

Fought as they fought, nor ever shall again
Such leader be obeyed !

"No, not as died our knightly soldier dead,

Though they I trust have found above surcease

For all life's troubles, but on Christian bed
Should we depart in peace,

"Falling asleep like those whose gentle deeds
Are governed through time's passion and its strife,

So gently that we might erect new creeds

From each well-ordered life.

"Whose saintly lessons are so framed that we
Mav learn that pain is but a text sublime,

Teaching us how to learn at Sorrow's knee
To value things of time.

"Thus thinking o'er life's promise-breaking dreams,
Its lights and shadows made of hopes and fears,

I say that Death is kinder than he seems,
And not the King of Tears.

"Mark you each separate spear of tufted grass !

Behold each flower which opens astral eyes !

See how they point like the Host at mass
Toward the quiet skies.

"Why shrink then from the tender grave aghast?
Why shed hot tears above its friendly sod?

For is it not, insooth, oh friends ! the last

Great charity from God?
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"Let perfect faith bind up each bleeding heart,

Smile through your tears upon its grassy slope,

Since Christ hath slumbered may we not depart
Sustained by Christian hope?

vi •

"The realms of Nature and of Art are rich

In images of blessed peace and calm
In which this yard may well be figured

—which

May soothe us like a Psalm,

"Chanted at evening by the silver notes

Of singing children watched by Mother's eyes,
When some confession of the Hebrew floats

Toward the tranquil skies.

"
'Tis like an abbey with the monks in cells,

The nuns invisible, all pale and fair,

Where no Laudamus on the silence swells—
All still as if at prayer.

"And as the abbey in the days of old

Offered repose to men when sore oppressed,
So doth the charitable grave unfold
For us a bed of rest.

"Thus musing o'er life's problems in my dreams,
This radiant hope dispels my timid fears,

And whispers Death is kinder than he seems,
And not the King of Tears.

"There is no death : surcease we have from strife.

There is no death : absence there is I know.
There is no death, but everlasting life.

Banish that word of woe.

"In speaking of the pure in life, for He
Whose Son for us was nailed upon the cross

Hath told us surelv : 'For the good set free

This life were but a loss.'

"Such language comes within the Evangel's scope,
Which tells us of our tender Master's care

Who died to give us an undying hope,
And stimulate to prayer.
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VII

"Four summers now have waked the songs of birds,

Made violets blow and stained the roses red

Since first we heard the unenlightened words
That .rmnie Lee was dead.

"Heed not the words which those pain-stricken said,

The lips of those who spoke them were enticed

In grief's first passion to declare her dead
Who was the 'Bride of Christ.'

"Ye then who whispered it within your halls,

Might envy her of whom ye heard the tale,

That she within this monastery's walls

That day put on her veil.

"Yes, you, my friends, who stand with me to pay
Your homage to the dust beneath this sod,

Might envy her who journeyed that day
To meet a smiling God.

"With all her wealth of womanhood—her truth—
Her innocence and purity of life—

In the full promise of her golden youth,
With all perfection rife.

"She felt the sorrows of this troubled sphere.

Escaped the tumults which distract the land
;

A radiant Angel whispered in her ear,

And God stretched forth His hand.

"We think on life's harsh facts and broken dreams,
Its lights and shadows, made of hopes and fears,

And feel that Death is kinder than he seems,
And not the King of Tears.

"Gazing around upon this tranquil scene,
Where shady woodlands stretch in vernal pride,

Where wave the fields in tender hues of green,
With life on every side,

"We read a lesson in God's open Book;
All the fair pages with one great text is rife,

And though we run we yet read in one look

That death but leads to life.

"The trees which lift their crests against the sky,
The harvests rippling in the heated breath

Of every breeze which Morn or Noon swept by,
Themselves were born of death.
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"The acorn held yon oak—the cone yon pine—
The flinty corn contained its tassel's mane,

These in the earth through God's all wise design,
Have for a season lain.

"Her gentle spirit now is throned above,
And hence, I say, you need not tell in tears

Beads counted on the Rosary of L,ove
For her beyond the spheres.

"Against such candid spirits whose worst ends
Had Virtue's sanction, death cannot prevail,

And so I said to you but now, oh, friends !

That here she took the veil.

VIII

"Here, in this cloister, hushed by a great spell
The monks and nuns all find surcease from care

And rest themselves, each in a narrow cell,
All still as if at prayer!

"And though the abbey in the days of old
Was a retreat to soothe the troubled breast,

Still it had days of purple and of gold
To break its tranquil rest.

"On some high festival the minster's stalls

Were broken in their customary calms,
And long processions from its sacred walls,
Poured out with chanted Psalms.

"Mitre and_ crosier 'mid the vocal bands
O'er which the gazer saw their banners toss,

While borne aloft by consecrated hands
Blazed the atoning cross.

"On the Last Day, as the Apostle tells,
God gathers all from graves of land and sea,

Then monks and nuns will quicken in their cells

Day of Grace, and Day of Wonder !

To immortality.

"And there amid the radiant, white-stoled nuns,
In a great sea of glory and of grace

From God[s own smile, brighter than many suns
Shall shine this maiden's face.
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IX

"And as the long procession
Rises up with swell on high

Their hymn of intercession

For the souls not born to die :

Christe Mediator Nostcr!

Day of Grace, and Day of Wonder!
Amid elemental thunder
Christ hath burst the grave asunder,
And ascended to the sky!

There He standeth—there He bleedeth,
There He with the Father pleadeth,

Praying that we may not die,

Knowing what each sinner needeth,

Tenderly He intercedeth

That death of death may pass us by.

"And as we, in terror quaking,
Start at that august awaking,
There shall rise from all who've slumbered,
With this Sainted Maiden numbered,
Loud and long the imploring cry :

Christe Mediator Nosier!
'Save us, Master, or we die.'

"And our Master then will hear us,

Tenderly He will draw near us,

Gracious He will then upbear us,

Those who did not sin to die.

"Christe Mediator Noster,
We beseech Thee guard and foster

Those who loved her, and who lost her

In Thy wise beneficence :

Silent under Thy infliction

Give them, Christ, Thy benediction !

Hear this humble supplication
From the wrung heart of a nation

Thou hast stricken to the dust !

"Father of our second birth

As we give our swords to rust

In Thy hands we put this trust :

As thou guardest her in heaven,
Guard the parents upon earth."

We have now the explanation of Lee's acquiescence in

the proposed trip to the South. He himself intimates as
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much in two of his letters written while the details of the

journey were being completed, with that soldierly pre-
cision and minuteness which distinguished him to the end.

In a letter written to Miss Mildred Lee, March 21, 1870,
he expresses his reluctance to undertaking the trip, inso-

far as it related to his own recovery or improvement. He
thinks that he should "do better" in the quiet and rest-

fulness of his home, but acquiesces on account of the

tender solicitude shown for his recovery by family and
friends

; and, above all, this being the paramount and de-

termining motive—the thought of seeing that lonely

grave. "I wish," he says in this same letter, "to visit my
dear Annie's grave before I die. I have always desired

to do so since the cessation of active hostilities, but have
never been able. I wish to see how calmly she sleeps

away from us all, with her dear hands folded over her

breast as if in mute prayer, while her pure spirit is trav-

ersing the land of the blessed. I shall diverge from the

main route of travel for this purpose, and it will depend
somewhat upon my feelings and somewhat upon my pro-

curing an escort for Agnes, whether I go further South."
On March 22, 1870, he writes to Gen. W. H. F. Lee:
"I shall go first to Warrenton Springs, N. C, to visit the

grave of my dear Annie, where I have always promised
myself to go, and I think, if I am to accomplish it, I have
no time to lose. I wish to witness her quiet sleep, with
her dear hands crossed over her breast, as it were in mute

prayer, undisturbed by her distance from us, and to feel

that her pure spirit is waiting in bliss in the land of the

blessed." In each of these letters the impelling and es-

sential motive of the trip is clearly intimated.

Lee himself was not far from the eternal twilisrht.

His sagacious and discerning judgment had not been de-

ceived by his medical advisors. Our modern Arthur
was well aware that the island valley of Avilion was not

remote; the blade Excalibur must soon sink in the mystic
mere, and the mystic barge soon be in waiting.
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Only a few details have been preserved of Lee's last

journey to the South. The universal homage accorded

to him at every point was such as has never been bestowed

upon any American, not even perhaps upon Washington
himself. From all forms of public demonstration he

shrank with characteristic reluctance. The General, ac-

companied by his daughter, Miss Agnes Lee, reached

Richmond, March 27, 1870. On the 29th he writes to

Mrs. Lee ;
and on April 2 we find him at Savannah, Ga.

From this latter point he writes to Mrs. Lee in regard to

his sojourn at Warrenton, N. C., and the realization of

the long-cherished dream. Pleasure and sadness seem
to have blended in the visit

; retrospect and prospect
—the

memory of the loved one came back from all the mystic
founts that rise before us at the resting-places of those

who are gone into the world of light ;
and then the father

was thoroughly conscious that the time of reunion was
near at hand. Little more than half a year had vanished

into the past, when Lee and his daughter met beyond the

vail.

Miss Agnes writes from Savannah, April 3, a more
detailed and circumstantial account of the General's visit

to Warren County. The gift of elaborating, of present-

ing details in attractive form, of seizing and portraying
the essential features, are eminently reflected in the let-

ters of Miss Agnes Lee during this visit to the South

with her father. The General and his daughter met the

ladies who had cared for Annie Lee, and who erected the

monument. It was in the heart of the Southern spring,
the period which to my imagination recalls our lost Eden
to life. The exuberant floral wreath of our Southland

was lavished upon the General and his daughter. Mr.

Hope, who like the pre-Raphaelite apostle, Dante Gabriel

Rossetti, combined the shaping spirit of the poet with the

artistic mastery of the pencil and the brush, reproduced
the monument and its surroundings in the form of a
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painting, and to this Miss Agnes Lee refers in terms of

commendation for its fidelity to truth.

Some days were passed in Savannah, but the details of

the visit are few and limited. The same spontaneous

homage, the same unfaltering affection, the same instinc-

tive and pervading courtesy met the General and his

daughter everywhere. All classes and conditions vied

with one another in the manifestation of reverence and

love, of devotion to a cause and of affection for its

champion. It was a triumphant procession, a victorious

march from first to last.

The glory of the Southern spring-tide seems to have

appealed to both the General and his daughter with pe-

culiar power. To those born and bred under austerer

skies, the spring season in the far South is one of Nature's

unique revelations of her own incomparable power and

winsomeness. The Northern tourist, escaping from the

bleak and desolate winter that shrouds New England,

plunges eagerly from the sleeper as he touches the en-

chanted borders of Carolina and Georgia and grasps the

jasmine and honeysuckle, then in the natural richness of

their fleeting life, and with laden arms rushes back to his

train as if he had captured the rarest of trophies. The

idealizing grace of poesy has not failed to glorify this

queen of the seasons as it asserts its fascination, and we
are disposed to be grateful that Lee's final visit to the

people who loved him fell during this most auspicious

and congenial period of the speeding year. Miss Agnes
seems to have been overwhelmed with the floral beauty,

the rare and wanton prodigality of Nature. She de-

scribes the scene with an artistic appreciation. And a

poet who had then recently passed to his rest in the ad-

joining State of South Carolina, has wrought its glory
and its charm, its appealing beauty and plaintiveness into

lines that rush to memory by some magical association,

for our bard, too, was a Confederate, and threw all the
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passion of his soul into the cause of which Lee was the

inspiration, as well as the idealization.

"Spring, with that nameless pathos in the air

Which dwells with all things fair,

Spring, with her golden and silver rain,

Is with us once again.

"Out in the lonely woods the jasmine burns
Its fragrant lamps, and turns

Into a royal court with green festoons

The banks of dark lagoons.

"In the deep heart of every forest tree,

The blood is still aglee,
And there's a look about the leafless bowers
As if they dreamed of flowers.***********
"In gardens you may note amid the dearth

The crocus breaking earth;
And near the snowdrop's tender white and green,
The violet in its screen.

"At times a fragrant breeze comes floating by,
And brings you know not why
A feeling as when eager crowds await
Before a palace gate.

"Some wondrous pageant; and you scarce would start,

If from a beech's heart,
A blue-eyed Dryad, stepping forth should say,
'Behold me ! I am May.'

"*

Savannah was not the only Georgia city which lavished

its love and homage on Robert E. Lee. Similar demon-
strations marked his visit to Augusta; his entire South-

ern tour was rather the triumphal march of a conquer-

ing hero than the reception of a fallen leader by a people
whose dreams of national autonomy had vanished in the

vast, whose flags were furled, whose hopes were dead.

The officers and men who had clung to his standard and

wrested victory from disaster were eager to renew their

allegiance and pledge once more their faith. Above all

*Timrod's "Ode to Spring."
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was the invincible devotion of the women of the South.

Their faith has never faltered, their zeal has never grown
cold, even when men, the slaves of venal instinct, or the

parasites of all dominant power, have lost their knight-
liness and proved recreant to the cause of which Lee was
the ideal and the inspiration. When has a Southern

woman lost her first estate and proved false to the land

of her nativity and the truth embodied in its cause? No
marvel, then, that such incomparable heroism "elicited the

highest admiration" of Lee. This invincible faith which

characterized the attitude of the women of the South
toward Lee was one of the distinctive and essential

sources of his moral and intellectual strength. It fol-

lowed him to the climax at Appomattox, and rising from
the burial of hopes and the desolation of fortune, like the

eagle renewing his strength, it gave a fresh earnest of

devotion in the chaste and graceful shaft which marked
the lonely grave of his fair young daughter.

There was on Georgia soil a spot which, though re-

mote and isolated, possessed for Lee a peculiar sacred-

ness, an especial sanctity. It is true that he had looked

upon it during his first visit, when in command of the

defenses of the Southern coast in the winter of 1861-62.

Reverence, especially for those who have passed into the

heavens in advance of us, who have preceded us to glory,
was wrought into the very soul of Lee. And once more,
after eight thrilling and historic years, he stands at

the sepulchre of "Light Horse Harry." The grave was
decorated with flowers by Miss Agnes Lee, was found

"in good order," though Cumberland Island had been

laid waste and desolate, and the house in which our Rev-

olutionary hero died, the property at one time of our

foremost Revolutionary general save Washington him-

self, Nathaniel Greene, had been burned to the earth by
the torch of the Federal soldiery. The impression left

upon Lee's spirit was strong and deep, for he was per-

fectly conscious that it was the last time that he should be
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able to pay this tribute of respect to the memory of his

father. Scarcely more than six months had passed over,
when father and son, who had hardly known each other

during their earthly life, met in the sphere of the re-

deemed.

And at this point and suggested by this characteristic

incident, I venture to express hope which I trust will not

be construed as either visionary or Utopian. The ashes

of Lee's father have lain in their remote and isolated rest-

ing-place since his death in March, 1818. The circum-

stances of his death, his long years of enfeebled health, his

separation from wife and children in the hopeless quest
of health I have described. His part in the riot at Balti-

more, during the war of 1812 (August, 18 12), at which
time he received injuries from whose effect he never re-

covered, reflects the characteristic nobility of the Lee
nature. He was wounded while struggling to defend the

inmates of the house at which he was a visitor from the

assault of a frenzied mob. The house which was the

point of attack has within recent memory undergone a

process of reconstruction, and the skeletons of some of

those who fell in the encounter have been brought to light.

Robert E. Lee was then a child in his sixth year. Apart,

however, from this episode which shows his nature,

"Light Horse Harry" was one of the most impressive,
as well as fascinating figures that our Southern civiliza-

tion has given to the world. To the ordinary imagination
he appeals as a brilliant cavalier, a dashing commander
of horse, and a favorite of Washington's, our great chief

according to tradition having been in his youth an ardent

lover of Miss Grimes, "the lowland beauty" who was
the mother of Henry Lee.

It was the belief of the time that Washington cherished

a peculiar tenderness for Lee, inspired by the remem-
brance of his own early affection for his mother. Leav-

ing out of consideration all such incidents or episodes as

may savor of romance or sentiment, as a simple historic
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fact Henry Lee was one of the foremost characters de-

veloped during our Revolutionary and Colonial era. The
war with the mother country opened when he was but

nineteen years of age; he entered the service as a cap-
tain of cavalry, and fame as a military leader came to him
from the first. His culture was that of the eighteenth

century gentleman of the purest social rank. His scholas-

tic training was received at Princeton; his literary ac-

quirements were comprehensive as well as versatile
;
there

is no military commander of the Revolution who excels

him in the extent and the accuracy of his attainments.

Had he fallen under the eye of Thackeray, that master

of the re-creative element in fiction would have cast the

luster of his genius over him, and Lee would have ranked

with Esmond in the category of matchless soldiers and

peerless gentlemen. His letters to his son, Charles Car-

ter Lee, an elder brother of Robert, then a student at

Harvard, are models of grace, of fine literary perception,
of tactfulness, philosophic wisdom, and purity of dic-

tion, such as would have adorned the style and illustrated

the charms of our Augustan age. His "Memoirs of the

War in the Southern Department of the United States,"

which was edited by his illustrious son during his final

years at Lexington, is entitled to take rank as a classic in

the literature of soldierly achievement. Even a casual

reading of his letters reveals the training he had received

in the school of Pope, Steele, and Addison. The

unbought grace of life shines through the style; the touch

of the Tatler and the Spectator is discerned, in the trend

of thought, as well as in the suavity and polished ease

that mark the vocabulary of this most accomplished of

Revolutionary soldiers. His narrative of the final cam-

paign of the Revolution rises to an interest that is more
than dramatic as he dwells upon strategic movements in

parts of Virginia such as Orange and Fredericksburg,
which nearly a century later were to become the scene of

some of those masterful achievements that have cast their
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radiance over the name of his son. He feels perfectly
assured in regard to Robert, he writes to his elder

brother, Charles Carter Lee, from the West Indies,

because he is in the care of his mother. The boy never
looked upon his father again ;

for not long after the date

of this letter, Henry Lee died at Dungeness on Cumber-
land Island, March 25, 1818, at the age of sixty-one.

During his final illness, remote from home and family,
he was nursed with tender care by Mrs. Shaw, the daugh-
ter of General Greene, his former commander.

Nearly ninety years have passed into history, the storm
of war burst upon the lonely island, and while the grave
escaped the hand of the spoiler, the house in which Lee

died, a home rich in Revolutionary associations, was

destroyed by Federal soldiers. Ought not the dust of

"Light Horse Harry" to lie as near as practicable to the

grave of his immortal son ? Is it not reasonable to hope
that such a result may be accomplished ? The country is

intent, and justly too, upon the transfer of John Paul

Jones from his recently discovered grave in the French

metropolis to a final sepulture upon American soil. All

that is mortal of "the father of our Navy" will be

greeted with a tumult of acclaim, with enthusiasm born
of patriotism, and inspired by a sense of grateful appre-
ciation. Yet the father of one of the foremost men of all

this Western world, a perfect flower of American

civilization, lies in a lonely grave upon a remote and
isolated island apart from every one of his own house-

hold and all that bear his imperishable name.
Records and letters relating to the closing stages of the

Southern tour are limited in number, and lacking in de-

tailed and circumstantial accounts of places or incidents.

This absence of minute narrative may be attributed in

large degree to physical depression, for Miss Agnes Lee,
under favorable auspices, was never wanting in the char-

acteristic charms of a lady correspondent, vivacity, blithe-

someness, explicit and definite statement—in brief just
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the elements that one seeks and finds only in a lady's
letter.

Not long after the visit to Cumberland Island, about

the middle of April (1870), the General and his daughter
turned their faces toward Virginia, stopping at Charles-

ton and Wilmington on the route. At Charleston they
were the guests of a gentleman who had two sons at

Washington College, and were received with that stately
and comprehensive courtesy which neither the desola-

tions of nature, the frenzy of war, nor the touch of fast

speeding ages has effaced from the social forces that

dominate this typical city of the old South. The Gen-
eral attended service at St. Michael's Church and was

assigned to the pew which had been occupied by George
Washington upon the occasion of his memorable visit to

Charleston, not as the idol of a fallen cause, but as the

creator of a new national life, with the halo of achieve-

ment and the glory of Yorktown resting over him like

transcendent light. Yet the reception bestowed upon
Lee probably surpassed in fervor that of which Washing-
ton was the recipient, while it did not equal it in mere

spectacular or ceremonial splendor. The people of

Charleston were at this period just entering the fiery

furnace of reconstruction, their hopes were dead, their

future was hidden behind the cloud, they lived in dreams
and retrospection; for the memory of their past alone

abode with them. Of that past Lee was the loftiest con-

crete expression, the purest ideal
;
toward him all hearts

went forth as to a prophet or apostle whose very presence
was an inspiration, a healing benediction to his people
in the climax of adversity, and moving as it were into the

ghostly sphere of untempered and absolute despair.

They could say, truly,

"Our only wealth is in tears and flowers,
And words of reverend praise.
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"The past is now like an Arctic Sea
Where the living currents have ceased to run,

But over that past the fame of Lee,
Shines out as the 'Midnight Sun.'

"

St. Michael's, at which Lee worshiped, is in the front

rank of historic churches so far as they exist in our fresh

and dawning American life. It was completed in 1761,
and is in a measure modeled upon St. Martin's In The

Fields, London, one of the famed structures that sprung
into grace and beauty by the inspiration of Wren, after

the desolating fire of 1666. To all representative

Charlestonians, it is a center of civic, as well as ecclesi-

astical and historic pride. It was a shining mark for the

Federal artillery during the siege of 1863-65, looking,
as its soaring spire does, far out into the broad expanse
of the harbor

;
and more than once vast shells, hurled by

distant batteries, have been plucked from its walls, and

gathered from its foundations as the process of restora-

tion or reconstruction laid bare their hiding-places
beneath the sacred altars. Cyclone and seismic force

have buffeted the ancient structure, but it still endures.

Its chimes are known in all lands, and have been glorified
in romance, and idealized in song. Within its grounds
lie men whose fame is a part of our national record—
jurists, poets, statesmen, centers of light and powers that

made for righteousness. Yet the golden day in all its

calendar was that on which Lee crossed its threshold

and was assigned to the seat which had been reserved for

George Washington.
We next find the General at Wilmington, the guest of

Hon. George W. Davis, who had been Attorney-General
in the Cabinet of President Davis. In all points, Mr.

Davis represented the purest ideals of the Southern life

which has fallen into shadow, and General Lee assuredly
found his home a congenial resting-place.

It was during his sojourn at Wilmington that General

Lee met once more his friend of former years, Bishop
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Atkinson, whom he had known during his life in Balti-

more, 1849-52, the Bishop being then Rector of St.

Peter's Episcopal Church. Not long after peace had

been formally restored, the first Convention of the Pro-

testant Episcopal Church in the United States in which

the Church in the South had been represented for four

years, met in the city of Baltimore. A bishop represent-

ing one of the Northern dioceses introduced a resolution

in the nature of congratulations upon the success of the

Union arms, the restoration of the national authority,

and the overthrow of the Confederacy. Bishop Atkin-

son, with characteristic dignity and manliness of bearing
entered his protest against the contemplated action. He
declared that he could not concur in the resolution, for,

though acquiescing in the situation as determined by the

arbitrament of war, he had hoped and prayed for a differ-

ent result. The resolution was withdrawn, and the rift in

the lute was soon healed so that its music broadened into a

deeper and nobler harmony. We can readily imagine that

a heroic nature like that of Bishop Atkinson must have

appealed resistlessly to the fine spirit of Lee. To one of

his ethereal temper, the worshiper of expediency, the

cringing sycophant, the recreant who prostrates himself

before the altar of absolute and triumphant power, must

have seemed the most odious and revolting of all the

types and incarnations which human depravity is capable
of assuming.
From Wilmington the General and his daughter move

northward and are found at Norfolk as the guests of

friends who deemed themselves honored and their home
vested with a sort of sanctity from the fact that Lee

passes over its threshold. Such was the prevailing
sentiment of the South. "General Lee called to see us,"

was the remark of one friend to another upon the occa-

sion of Lee's visit. "Then your house is forever

honored," was the immediate reply. When, in all ages,

has such surpassing wealth of affection been lavished
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upon a single man by every class, condition and estate,
the noble and the peasant, the child in arms, the oracle

and the sage, the sovereigns of scholarship across the seas,
the humble private in the ranks, the servitor who sub-

sisted by his bounty, the creatures like Traveler, who
responded to his kindly and imperial sway.

It is evident that the General was conscious that his

malady could have but one issue. He intimates this on
more than a single occasion, and during his sojourn at

Wilmington he frankly avowed his opinion that the de-

rangement of the heart with which he was affected was

beyond all power of relief from medical treatment. In

accordance with his own request, every form of cere-

monial or public demonstration was avoided during his

visit to the hospitable and warmhearted metropolis of

North Carolina.

From ancient Norfolk, rich in Revolutionary
memories, loyal to the heart in its devotion to the tradi-

tions and ideals of the South in her golden age, the Gen-
eral prepares for a visit to those stately Virginia homes
which are the pride and the glory of the James River,

Upper and Lower Brandon, and Shirley, the last having
been the girlhood home of his mother, Annie Carter, and
invested with sacred interest to Lee as the place at which
she was married to "Light Horse Harry." The Bran-

dons, the home of the Harrisons, had been rescued in a

measure from the desolating touch of the Federal spoiler

by the special interposition of Mr. Lincoln. At Lower
Brandon President W. H. Harrison sojourned periodi-

cally during his dawning youth and the stately homestead
was exempted from ruin by the emphatic mandate of

one of his successors. In wealth of historic association

the James is unique among American rivers; its natural

charm and beauty is the appropriate counterpart to that

richness of reminiscence which invests its shores, and
traces its origin to the planting of our English civilization

at Jamestown in May, 1607. To Lee the trip must have
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appealed with especial power; it was the very heart of

ancestral Virginia; its early stages, its original founda-
tion had thrilled the imagination of Shakespeare and
evoked a tribute unique in all his drama. To the soul of

Lee, however, prominent and transcendent was the

thought that it marked the childhood home of his adored
mother.

From the James River, the General traveled by way of

Richmond to the White House on the Pamunkey, at that

time the home of his son. Gen. W. H. F. Lee. At this

point he was joined by Mrs. Lee, who had come from

Lexington to meet him. The White House belonged to

the Lee family by rightful inheritance, for it was part of

the estate of Mrs. Martha Custis, the great-grandmother
of that same Mary Custis whom young Robert Lee mar-
ried at Arlington, June 30, 1831, and who now has

rejoined the General in the halls of her own ancestors.

Not far away, at the colonial Church of St. Peter's, in

January, 1759, the marriage of Washington to Mrs.
Martha Custis was celebrated with all the mimic pomp
and spectacular splendor in which our ancestors exulted.

The association of the two foremost names in American

history with this Virginia home, invests it with a sanctity
that time cannot wither, and clothes it with all the halo

and brilliance that spring from romance. During his

stay in eastern Virginia, the Brandons, Shirley, the White
House, the same unflagging love and devotion were mani-
fested on all sides. Crowds flocked to the landings of

the steamer in order to look upon his face, old soldiers of

the Army of Northern Virginia thronged to testify their

love and loyalty, the children were inspired by a simple

glance at the ideal gentleman, and strangers from Eng-
land counted it the most auspicious day in their calendar

when they came into contact with this model of manly
grace, of "simplicity sublime," and felt as if they had

gazed upon the countenance of an angel. Yet despite

15
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this exuberant wealth of affection, the General showed no

sign of marked or essential improvement. From home to

home he went, friends, kindred, all, including a visit to

his youngest son and namesake, Captain Robert E. Lee,
at "Romancoke" on the Pamunkey, some fifteen miles

from the White House. The floral richness that reigned
at Brandon and the White House appealed deeply to the

General and Mrs. Lee, the latter observing that she "had
not seen so many wild flowers since she left Arlington."
Minute descriptions are given by each of the rare prodi-

gality of nature. One seems almost to be hand in hand
with Milton dreaming over Lycidas with that idealization

of the flowery realm which is one of the special notes the

poet gives to glory.
In all that emanates from Lee this strong touch of

nature love reveals its power. He yearns for a country

home, rural associations
;

the traces of his English an-

cestry and his life as a gentleman of Virginia are account-

able for this marked characteristic. To Lee the stream-

ing roar of great cities would have been not only uncon-

genial, but almost intolerable.

By May 23 (1870) the General had accomplished his

tour of lower Virginia and was at Richmond on his way
to Lexington. He had completed his visit to "Rob" at

Romancoke, and after a second brief sojourn at the

White House was spending a few days in the former

capital of the Confederate States. From this point he

writes to his daughter, Miss Mildred Lee at Lexington.
Some of his wonted vivacity and blithesomeness shines

out in this letter. The same regard for precision, the

same scrupulous adherence to detail, and above all, the

same supreme consideration for the comfort and the

wishes of others, are exhibited in every utterance. He is

evidently skeptical, if not hopeless, with reference to his

own recovery, and indulges in a touch of most amiable

pleasantry with respect to an impending medical consul-

tation, describing it as "a grand medicine talk" that was
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to take place on the next day. And now Lee is at home
again, the summer has come, and there is the annual
routine of college examinations, commencement, and the

wonted hospitable functions of the season confronting
him. The Southern tour had been productive of no re-

sult, save that exhilaration of spirits and brightness of

heart which spring from renewed associations, from the

consciousness of universal love, from the assurance of all

prevailing devotion to the cause to which his life had been
a consecration, and whose downfall was destined to prove
the essential agent in precipitating his death. It is said

that upon a certain occasion, Lee being asked by a friend

in regard to the state of his health, he laid his hand upon
his heart and replied, "The trouble is here." It is evi-

dent that he was not referring to any physical infirmity
or derangement, but to that crushing weight of moral
and mental distress endured for his own people, under
which the strong man was bowing himself. Physical
tendencies may have been stimulated, their energy in-

creased by this depression, but they were not the deter-

mining power that brought Lee to the grave. The effi-

cient cause lay in a purer and higher sphere than the

material or visible agencies that are the instruments or

the accessories of death.

The college session reached its close, the commence-
ment had passed, the last at which Lee was to preside.
As soon as the final labors of the scholastic year were

done, we find him in Baltimore for the purpose of seeking
medical advice, a course adopted doubtless more in defer-

ence to the wishes of his loved ones than suggested by
even a hope of final recovery. During the trip the Gen-
eral suffered acutely from the intense July heat, a result

in a measure to be ascribed to the gradual failure of his

own resistive energy and power of endurance. Elabo-
rate directions were laid down by his physician, Dr.

Thomas H. Buckler, who traced his infirmity to "rheu-

matic excitement," and did not discover any essential or
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even serious derangement in the condition of the heart.

As a result of the prolonged examination, the extreme

heat, and the fatigue of his journey, he was late "in get-

ting up" on a certain morning—he could not arise until

8 A. M. He was an ardent advocate of early rising, and
not only advocated it, but illustrated his theory in his

daily life with unvarying faithfulness. He knew that his

family would enjoy his seeming deflection from his own
rigorous habit, but perhaps even their loving eyes failed

to discover how deep and how vital was the cause that

lay behind.

The General took advantage of this his last visit to call

upon many of the friends of former years whose homes
were easily accessible from Baltimore and Washington.
It was during this his last visit to the scenes and places
endeared to him by the memories of his youth that Gen-
eral Lee was the guest of his near kinsman, Mr. Cassius

Lee, of Alexandria. He doubtless enjoyed that sense of

freedom, that lack of conventional restraint of which one

is never so thoroughly conscious as amid the associations

of childhood, and the friends of early days. His wonted
reserve was thrown aside and inspired by that feeling of

restfulness and security which springs from the charm
and sweetness of early friendship, and he spoke with

marked freedom in regard to several of the most critical

incidents connected with the campaigns of the Army of

Northern Virginia. Would that some Boswell had pre-

served for us an accurate and minute account of these in-

valuable utterances. His position in regard to the battle

of Gettysburg was at least made perfectly clear and is a

matter of historic record. General Lee thought and said

that if Jackson had been at Gettysburg we should have

gained a victory; "for," he added, "Jackson would have

held the heights which Ewell took on the first day.

Ewell," he added, "was a fine officer, but would never

take the responsibility of exceeding his orders, and hav-

ing been ordered to Gettysburg, he would not go farther
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and hold the heights beyond the town." This fatal error,

together with Longstreet's delay in going into action,

lost us the victory when it was already blazoned on our

banners. No discriminating mind can impute to Lee the

responsibility of our disaster at Gettysburg. If his in-

tentions had been carried into effect, the battle fought in

accordance with his plan, the result would have been one

of the most brilliant achievements of which the Army of

Northern Virginia holds record. To the cause of the

Union the issue would have proved far more disastrous

than Cold Harbor to Grant, or the assault at Fredericks-

burg to the hosts which Burnside advanced into the very

jaws of death.

It was during the course of the conversations at the

home of his cousin that Lee expressed his judgment of

McClellan, and with marked emphasis pronounced him

"by all odds the greatest of the Federal generals." In

order to illustrate the exigencies to which even our com-

manding officers were sometimes reduced, his cousin,

Mr. Cassius Lee, remarked that he (Lee) would never

have starved in the Confederate service if he could have

gotten "bread and milk," to which the General replied,

"No, but frequently I could not get even that."

The children of the household were profoundly im-

pressed with Lee's affability, his minute and accurate re-

plies to all the eager questions that spring from the insa-

tiable curiosity of the dawning mind. Toward them his

bearing was characterized by the same unvarying and

persuasive graciousness, the same exact and compre-
hensive courtesy which marked his attitude toward older

people. What a training-school in the art of good breed-

ing, to have lived under the same roof, sat at the same

board, gone in and out with Robert E. Lee. For, leaving
out of consideration every other element of his unique

character, he remains one of the foremost gentlemen his-

tory has known. If his martial record were effaced, if

he had never set a squadron in the field, he would none
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the less retain his ascendency, and command our hom-

age as the "whole world's darling," for grace, courtliness,
and all the ideals of which chivalry dreamed clothed him
with transcendent brightness, as if the Grail itself had
descended upon him, and cast its mystic radiance about
his head.

During his final visit to the South the General came
into contact with one of the teachers of his early days at

Alexandria. The meeting to which he refers in his con-

versation at the home of Mr. Cassius Lee impressed him
most deeply, for Lee's sense of reverence embraced even

the instructors of his childhood. In this as in other

essential regards, he was not a typical American. To
his former teacher, Mr. William B. Leary, he writes with

a sense of grateful appreciation, placing his services

heartily at his disposal. It is said that one of the teachers

of Sir Philip Sidney especially requested that his relation

to Sir Philip should be commemorated upon his tomb-

stone. With infinite pride Mr. Leary might have linked

his own name in a similar manner with Lee's name, that

it might live with the eternity of his fame. Toward the

closing days of July we find the General at Lexington
once more. Friends poured out their love upon him as

he moved from point to point, from homestead to home-

stead, reviving early associations, living over the life of

boyhood and that epoch of his manhood which presaged
in its dawn the consummate splendor of his matured

ripeness. The extreme heat, as well as the fluctuations

of temperature, bore heavily upon him, so that despite
the enjoyment of the trip from a social standpoint no

essential change for the better was discernible in his

health. Still, he addressed himself to his multiform

labors with characteristic energy, prominent among these

being the proposed demolition of the Episcopal Church
at Lexington, of which he was a vestryman, and the

erection in its stead of a larger and more modern struc-

ture, now the Lee Memorial Church. While absorbed in
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the plan for the reconstruction of the church, the General

received a cordial invitation from his Baltimore physi-

cian, Dr. Thomas H. Buckler, to accompany him upon a

tour of Europe, Paris having been for years the Doctor's

proper home, and he was now upon the eve of his return.

This invitation General Lee naturally felt constrained to

decline, for the demands upon his energies at Lexington,

leaving out of consideration the state of his health, were

too varied and exacting to render his acceptance

practicable or even possible. We of the South that had

known him, loved him, and honored him, could not fail

to regret the necessity laid upon him. Those who have

been thrown into the stream of European life are thor-

oughly aware of the homage that would have been

lavished upon him in the centers of old-world culture,

especially in England and Scotland.

The following incident will illustrate the magnetic
charm of Lee's name among those who are not in accord

with our views in regard to the great struggle. Miss

Mary Lee, daughter of the General, was stopping at a

hotel in Naples. While reading one night, she accident-

ally set the mosquito netting on fire and it was destroyed
before the flames could be extinguished. Miss Lee
offered to pay the full value of the net, but the landlord

was so rude to her that the guests, Northern as well as

Southern, interfered in her protection and finally left the

house. The landlord afterward pursued Miss Lee with

letters, from place to place, imploring her forgiveness. At

last, while Miss Lee was in London, the Neapolitan hotel

proprietor called upon her, prostrating himself before her

and imploring her pardon, declaring that he was a ruined

man, as the fame of the incident had destroyed his busi-

ness and his only hope lay in her forgiveness. In every

part of England, especially, my correspondent declares,

Miss Lee was received with marked respect; "no matter

where she went, every door was open to the sesame of her

name."
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The critical analysis of his campaigns in Virginia has

brought into requisition the literary art, as well as the

technical skill of officers in the foremost files of renown
in the service of the German empire, and in the armies of

England,—Borcke, Scheibert, Henderson, Battine,
—all

of whom have assigned him a surpassing rank in the brief

but sharply defined array of great world champions.
Several summers have sped into the past since a colossal

portrait of Lee was a center of attraction in the.metropo-
lis of Scotland, and tourists from all lands looked upon
the face of the Confederate chief, while they thronged the

boulevards of Princess street with its gardens of rare and

unique beauty, as the rhythmic and knightly figure of

Lee rose to view not far from the statue of Scott, in the

heart of associations and memories re-created by historic

imagination and glorified by the genius of romance.
Had Lee been able to accept the invitation of Dr. Buckler,
his reception in Europe would have been such as has

never been accorded to any American in any capacity since

the origin of our nation. Still, the fates had decreed

adversely, and Lee never crossed the Atlantic.

The summer dragged its slow length along, and the

General remained at Lexington after his return from

Baltimore, until about the 9th of August. We find him

during this interval strenuously exerting his energies in

behalf of a well-known officer of the Confederate Govern-

ment, whom the war had left penniless. Lee's delicate

but earnest action in the case revealed the nobility of his

nature in its finest light.

About the 10th of August we hear of the General at

the Hot Springs, whither he had gone in quest of relief

from his tenacious and unrelenting enemy, the rheuma-

tism, which it was hoped might be benefited by the

famous waters. No essential benefit was derived from
his sojourn at the Springs, and he seemed thoroughly
aware of this. Then, too, the strain of society bore

heavily upon him, and he longed for the tranquil seclu-
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sion, the sweetness and charm of his home at Lexington.
As a consequence, we are not surprised to find him there

early in September, ready to resume work in the college.

With his all-pervading sense of duty he could not be con-

tent unless his personal care was bestowed upon every

detail, however minute or seemingly insignificant. Lee
never waived or transferred responsibility. With him

every element and every effort, as in some piece of art,

"was toil cooperant to an end." And so, with death

confronting him, he was punctually at his post, preparing
for the coming of the scholastic year.
The routine labors of his last collegiate session had

hardly passed the preliminary stage and assumed a defi-

nite shape, when the blow fell upon Lee, September 28,

1870. His last letter was written on the morning of that

bodeful day and was addressed to Mr. S. H. Tagart, of

Baltimore, a genial gentleman who was in earnest sym-

pathy with the cause of the South, and whose home had
been honored by receiving Lee as a guest. There is a

peculiar interest attaching to the letter on more grounds
than one. Not only is it invested with a historic sanctity
as the last penned by its author, but there marks every
line an air of reviving hope, a note of blithesomeness, the

suggestion of a new life dawning, which is strangely and

prophetically significant. A tone of melancholy, despite

all efforts to control its expression, had revealed itself in

all of the correspondence which has been preserved to us

from these days that prelude the coming of the end. Yet

upon the very threshold of eternal day he seems thrilled

with new vigor, animated by some strange current of

reviving vigor, his "pains are less, and his strength

greater." He looks forward with eagerness to another

visit to Baltimore during the fall in the interest of the

Valley Railroad, and has in reserve the pleasing episode
of meeting his friends in the city which for years was his

home. The sprightly vein that touched his style in a

time when hope had not lost her youth, is apparent once
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more in this last written utterance. It seemed as if the

veil which had shrouded his face for years was rent at

the last, and he stood, as it were, transfigured with the

brilliance and halo of the new and broadening light into

which he was unconsciously but rapidly entering.

"Thy spirit ere our fatal loss

Did ever rise from high to higher;
As mounts the heavenward altar-fire,
As flies the lighter thro' the gross."

The story of Lee's last days and his death, October 12,

1870, has been told time and again, until it has passed
into the consciousness of the South. The most accurate

and authoritative account is probably that contributed by
Col. William Preston Johnston to "Personal Reminis-
cences of General Robert E. Lee,'- by the Rev. J. W.
Jones, D. D., published in 1874. Colonel Johnston was
a member of the faculty of Washington College, and one
of those who watched at Lee's deathbed. He was the

son of that brilliant and rising soldier Gen. Albert Sidney

Johnston, who fell in the dawn of his powers, April,
1862. Colonel Johnston at a later day became president
of Tulane University, New Orleans, and has passed
from us only within recent years. In every sense he was

eminently prepared to chronicle the meeting of our chief

with the Last Enemy. In our preceding narrative we
have described at length the several agencies which were

regarded as instrumental in producing the death of Lee;

exposure during the war, dating back as far as the Fred-

ericksburg campaign in the winter of 1862; the con-

tracting of acute sore throat, resulting "in rheumatic in-

flammation of the sac inclosing the heart." As a conse-

quence of this illness, his physical vigor was impaired,
and severe exertion of any kind, whether on foot or

mounted, was attended by pain, especially by difficulty in

breathing. In October, 1869, another attack of inflam-

mation of the heart-sac occurred, accompanied by mus-
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cular rheumatism of the back, right side, and arms.

This renewed attack impaired the vigor of the heart

action, the rheumatism was stimulated
; weariness, lan-

guor, depression, all affected him; and the deepening
flush upon his face revealed its own story. The trip to

the South, so earnestly urged by his medical advisers,

and the sojourn at the Hot Springs, have been described

in detail. Their only effect seems to have been an exhil-

aration of spirit, a transient cheerfulness, a brooding

warmth, especially discernible in his last letter (Septem-
ber 28), all of which recalled and suggested the Lee of

vanished years. These, however, were merely the

flashes of eternal day, the spirit soaring "from high to

higher." His recovery was beyond human skill. Lee

knew this. Never for an instant was he deceived in re-

gard to his condition. The end had no terrors for him,

and when the last enemy asserted his mastery it might
have been said with surpassing truth, as well as felicity of

application : Verily, "he died like a man and fell like one

of the princes."

In view of his physical weakness, Lee with his fine

and comprehensive delicacy seriously contemplated the

tendering of his resignation as president of the college,

lest his declining vigor might interfere with the efficient

discharge of his duties. He yielded, however, to the re-

monstrances and protests of faculty and trustees, who
felt that his mere name was a tower of strength. And so

he retained his position and kept on with the work until

the rising of the bodeful day that heralded the coming of

the end. Its near approach marked no decay of energy,

no abatement of zeal
;
on the contrary, his ardor and en-

thusiasm for the development of the college seemed to be

intensified, and his power of application to details en-

hanced, as he stood almost within the valley of the

shadow. His seemingly vivid and quickened vigor

misled some who stood in intimate relation to him, in

reference to his physical condition. In them hope sprang
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up once more that length of years, broader range of use-

fulness and honor were in reserve for him. Lee himself

was not deceived. He worked while it was called to-day,
assured that the night which would envelop his earthly

sphere of activity was almost at hand.
Until September 28, the day on which he was stricken,

Lee remained at his post. He displayed even more than
his wonted energy, devoting himself assiduously to every
detail of collegiate administration. It would seem that

the coming of the end inspired him with a zeal and reso-

lution to leave no feature of his administrative labors in-

complete or lacking in perfection of arrangement as they
were transferred to the hands of him who might assume
their direction. Here, as in all the phases of his change-
ful and checkered life, the methodical instinct of the sol-

dier fell into harmony with his ideal conception of duty.
For him it was not only "the sublimest word in our lan-

guage," it was the supreme moral force which guided
him to the end, even as he stood eye to eye with the last

enemy. Lee was not in the category of those "who slept
and dreamed that life was Beauty, who woke and found
that life was Duty." With him life and duty were con-

vertible and correlated. This result he attained not by
rousing from a delusive dream; but by his own moral

intuitions, by the transcendent power of the absolute

truth.

On the afternoon of September 28 the General was

present at a meeting of the vestry of Grace Episcopal
Church. The day was damp and chilly, and a great flood

was setting in, the most notable in its desolating effects

that had occurred in this region of Virginia for a century.
Had this visitation of the mighty waters been contempo-

rary with the age of Shakespeare, it would have been glor-
ified in song, as the memorable flood of 1594 is introduced

with characteristic power of delineation and minuteness

of description by our sovereign dramatist, in Mid-Sum-
mer Night's Dream. It may be that some masterful
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poet of the future will seize upon the incident of the flood

simultaneous with the passing of Lee, and interpret the

phenomena or the portents of nature as presaging the

death of princes, and as investing with preternatural

grandeur and impressiveness the ascent into the heavens

of our Confederate chief. The church in which the

session was held was cold and damp, and the General sat

with his military cape cast loosely about him. In a con-

versation that preceded the transaction of the business for

which the meeting was assembled, he displayed his

wonted sprightliness and recalled the Lee of former

years. He indulged in reminiscences of Chief Justice
Marshall

;
and of Bishop Meade, who cherished for our

hero a devoted affection, and was accustomed to address

him as "Robert." Deeply is it to be deplored that no

accurate record has been transmitted to us of this last con-

versation.

The proposed reconstruction of the church and the

increase of the pastor's salary led to a prolonged dis-

cussion, General Lee acting in the capacity of chairman.

There was the sum of one hundred dollars still wanting
to make good the proposed increase in the salary of the

rector. This he offered to contribute, simply remarking
in a tone scarcely audible, "I will give that sum." He
showed traces of weariness as the long-drawn session ap-

proached its close, and his face was marked by a strange
and unnatural flush; but no alarm was expressed, for

none imagined or suspected that the flush was the reflec-

tion of the new and rising light. The evening fell, the

vestry adjourned, and Lee went to his home hard by.
It was the last occasion on which he was present at a

public meeting or performed an official act. More char-

acteristic than all is the circumstance that this had rela-

tion to the cause of religion, and to the means of subsist-

ence provided for him who was its agent and minister.

When the General reached home tea was waiting and
the family expecting his return. He was such a marvel
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of punctuality in every sphere of his daily routine,

whether in his home life, or in his official administration,

that Mrs. Lee was surprised and asked him the cause of

the delay. He made no reply to her question, but taking
his place at the table, stood in order to ask the divine

blessing upon the evening meal. The attempt was use-

less : he was speechless, the voice was hushed, and with

that amazing self-control which marked him even in the

eye of death, he took his seat calmly, betraying no agita-

tion, and maintaining his characteristic dignity, though

perfectly assured that the time of his passing was nigh
at hand. A look of acquiescence, of resignation to the

infinite will clothed his face, and had the voice been able

to frame an articulate utterance, they who gathered
around him in loving anxiety would have listened to

those words that in all ages have risen to the lips of

martyrs and heroes, of confessors and champions of the

truth, "Into thine hand I commend my spirit: thou hast

redeemed me, O Lord God of truth." His doctors came

hastily and all that love could suggest or skill inspire was

done. According to the diagnosis of the physicians,

"the symptoms of his attack resembled concussion of the

brain, without the attendant swoon." There was marked

debility, a slightly impaired consciousness, and a tendency

to doze, but no paralysis of motion or sensation, and no

evidence of suffering or inflammation of the brain. The

case was treated as one of "venous congestion, and with

apparently favorable results. Yet, despite their propi-

tious auguries drawn from his physical symptoms, in

view of the great mental strain he had undergone, the

gravest fears were felt that the attack was mortal."

That it was mortal Lee knew from the first. To him it

was no sudden or unforeseen shock. And for him,

"To die is landing on some silent shore,

Where billows never break nor tempests roar;

Ere well we feel the friendly stroke 'tis o'er."
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Yet with his abiding respect for law and authority, he
submitted to the treatment prescribed, and carried out

with fidelity and exactness the instructions of the physi-
cians. When some objection was made to a certain

medicine, perhaps as nauseous, possibly as unnecessary,
the General replied, "I must take it, the Doctor has

ordered it." Throughout his illness, at least during its

earlier stages, he remained in command of his faculties.

His occasional aberrations of mind were due to the in-

fluence of the medicines administered, not to failure of

mental power. Like that grand heroic figure of the

eighteenth century. Dr. Samuel Johnson, he desired to

meet and did meet his Creator with an unclouded intel-

lect. Above all, the supreme nobility of his moral nature

prevailed unto the end. Through the temporary obscura-

tions of mind induced by remedies, the clear light of the

great spirit shone like a halo. Even when death was

asserting the mastery over the physical organization, as

well as the intellectual perceptions, the supreme idealism

of his moral nature still revealed its power.

During the afternoon of October 10 his symptoms
assumed an alarming character; "the pulse became feeble

and rapid, his breathing hurried, with other evidences of

great exhaustion. About midnight he was seized with
a shivering from extreme debility, and the attending

physician felt constrained to announce the danger to the

family. On October n he was evidently sinking; his

respiration was hurried, his pulse feeble and rapid.

Though less observant, he still recognized all that ap-

proached him, but refused to take anything unless pre-
scribed by his physicians. It was now certain that the

case was hopeless. His decline was rapid yet gentle ;

and soon after nine o'clock on the morning of October
12 he closed his eyes and his soul passed peacefully from
earth."
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"He is not dead ! There is no death !

He only went before
His journey on when Christ The Lord
Wide open held the door.

And a calm celestial peace is his :

Thank Heaven ! forevermore."

There scarcely exists a rational doubt that the death
of Lee had its origin primarily and essentially in causes

that lie within the moral sphere. Whatever may have
been the nature of the disease contemplated from the

standpoint of medical science, rheumatism, derangement
of the heart, concussion of the brain, these were only the

physical expression, the material medium by whose

agency the great soul of our hero gave utterance to the

moral agony which was slowly, resistlessly crushing out

the life. In this regard his self-restraint, his absolute

mastery of his own will is without a parallel in the annals

of the world.

In no incident of his career did the loftiness of Lee's

nature assert itself more impressively than in his attitude

toward his colleague and former classmate, General

Joseph E. Johnston. During the crisis of the cam-

paign of 1864 General Johnston was removed from the

command of the army opposing the advance of Sherman
at Atlanta. Against this ill-timed and disastrous step

Lee protested with an earnestness which he had probably
never displayed in regard to any action of the Confeder-

ate Government during the progress of the war. "If

General Johnston is not a soldier," said Lee, "America
has never produced one. If General Johnston is not

competent to command that army the Confederacy has

no one who is competent." His protest was unheeded,
his remonstrance disregarded, and the fatal result has

long since passed into history. Had it been Lee himself

whose fame and command were at stake, the silence

would never have been broken by a word of remonstrance

or even. a.n. intimation of disapproval. The voiceless
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agony that he endured for the errors, the blunders, and
the malevolence of others died with him

;
the sublime re-

pression of self failed not even unto the end.

Thoroughly did Lee merit the tribute bestowed upon
him by the former President of the Confederate States at

the Memorial Meeting held in Richmond, November 3,

1870. Said Mr. Davis:
"
'Hitherto men have been hon-

ored when successful
;
but here is the case of one who,

amid disaster, went down to his grave, and those who
were his companions in misfortune have assembled to

honor his memory. It is as much an honor to you who

give as to him who receives; for above the vulgar test

you show yourselves competent to judge between him
who enjoys and him who deserves success. * * *

He sleeps with the thousands who fought under the same

flag, and happiest they who first offered their lives; he

sleeps in the soil to him and to them most dear. That

flag was furled when there was none to bear it
;
around it

we are assembled, a remnant of the living to do honor to

his memory, and there is an army of skeleton sentinels to

keep watch above his grave. This good citizen, this gal-
lant soldier, this great general, this true patriot, had yet a

higher praise than this—he was a true Christian. The
Christianity which ennobled his life gives us the consola-

tory belief that he is happy beyond the grave.' As the

voice of the orator rose and fell like the vibration of a

bell, of perfect modulation, it sounded like a dirge for the

glorious dead and an invocation to the faithful living."*

i-" **' *-* ^£ *\f "'*

During the five years of his Lexington life, though all

the surge of passion flowing from the war was at its

climax, and the fadeless infamy of reconstruction was

attaining its fulness of time, Lee not even in the sanctity

*"Life of General Joseph E. Johnston," by General Bradley T.

Johnson, pages 259-260.

16
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of his own home, in the communion of his own fireside,

gave vent to an intemperate or acrimonious sentiment or

uttered a single phrase which the implacable malice of his

enemies could by sophistry or by distortion pervert to the

accomplishment of their own base and ignoble ends. At
what a pole of contrast does he stand in this regard to his

triumphant antagonist. Lee had long entered into rest,

and the white heat of the conflict might have been tem-

pered by mere lapse of years at the time that Grant issued

his "Memoirs," 1885. Yet Grant's comments upon the

personal character of Lee approach painfully near the

language of hate, and are marked by a lack of dis-

cernment and discrimination that must forever exclude

him from the catalogue of the truly great. In his esti-

mate of Lee, not merely blindness in part, but total eclipse

of judgment, seems to have fallen upon the champion of

the cause of the Union.

All the stages of Lee's last illness were marked by the

harmony, the self-restraint, the perfect equilibrium that

graced every act of his life, whether on the dubious verge
of battle, on the neck of crowned fortune, in the agony of

Appomattox, or in the sweet aloofness of his home at

Lexington. It formed the appropriate and decorous

climax of a drama, such as the world has never seen, such

as defies the imagination of the artist, and sets at naught
all the spectacular pageantry and reproductive splendor
of the modern stage. The faith that comes of self-control,

the will strong as the result of a long life of discipline,

unvanquished in the grasp of death ;
the character, like

that of the Captain of his salvation, perfect through suf-

fering. Death seemed to have wrought no change, for

as he lay in the darkened room, a darkness made scarcely

visible by the shadows of the lamp, or the glowing em-

bers that teach light to counterfeit a gloom, all the

knightly grace and beauty of his features retained their

power; there was no fading away of luster, rather the

coming of the end seemed to clothe with a strange and
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undiscerned radiance the form and face whose symmetry,
massiveness, grace in every detail set forth the perfect
miracle of perfect manhood. Truly it may be said of

Lee, "Death has made his darkness beautiful with thee."

As he approached the last stage, his mind, always nor-

mal, except when affected by the medicines administered,

naturally wandered to those scenes of strife in which he

had been the sovereign actor. "Strike the tent; tell Hill

he must come up!" uttered with emphasis by a strange
coincidence being almost the same words that fell from
the lips of Jackson during his last moments—"Tell A. P.

Hill to hurry up, to hurry up!" His utterances, though
few, were coherent and continuous. While his silence

was for the most part unbroken, when he spoke, his lan-

guage was rational, relevant, and appropriate.
When unable to reply to questions prompted by love

and affection, his gestures or his expression indicated that

he understood their import. When his son, General Cus-

tis Lee, made some reference to his recovery, he merely
"shook his head and pointed upward." To other sugges-
tions of reviving health he gave no sign of reply save to

shake his head slowly and close his eyes. His great heart

was broken with the overthrow of the South, for which
he gave his life as thoroughly and cheerfully as those

who fell in the forefront of battle, or died of long-drawn
torture inflicted by captivity in the hands of the enemy.
During all the stages of his final illness not a single ex-

pression of impatience, petulance or anger fell from his

lips. And of Lee, it may be said with intensity of em-

phasis, such as applies only to a rare and august company
in the hero roll of the world, "The sufferings of this pres-
ent time are not worthy to be compared with the glory
which shall be revealed in us." The civilized world joined
in expressions of reverence and acts of homage as his

great light sank. Scarcely a jarring note fell upon the

prevailing harmony. Former foes joined in the all-em-

bracing eulogy; for a moment rancor and malice faded,
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envy and hatred for a space seemed to have been stilled
;

even the official slanderers of the South had apparently-

proclaimed a truce until the burial of our peerless cham-

pion. The finely cultured instinct of British journalists
and reviewers discerned in our hero all the chivalric ideals,

concretely realized, personally incarnate. There rises

like a transcendent sun over the peaks and walls of the

Valley, the long-sought Arthur, and the dream of the

ages, passing from shadowy legend into achieved result,

assumed in him the roseate luster of the golden day.

"Nothing is here for tears, nothing to wail
Or knock the breast, no weakness, no contempt,
Dispraise or blame—nothing but well and fair

And what may quiet us in a death so noble."
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We have followed the several stages of our hero's life

from his birth, January 19, 1807, to his death, October

12, 1870. Every phase of his character has passed in re-

view before us, The Man, The General, The Father, The

Husband, The President of a College, the gentleman who

might be described in the language applied by Words-

worth to Sir Walter Scott as "the whole world's darling."

No one of our delineations has approached the matured

splendor of the truth, for who can portray the perfect as

it is vouchsafed to us in those rare and isolated examples
that confront us at intervals of a thousand years? It

were the part of wisdom, perhaps, when we encounter it

to be silent, and reverently bow the head. The contempla-
tion of a nature such as Lee's acts like a moral power, and

elevates the spiritual ideal of every one who is brought
within the range of its influence. A certain conscious-

ness of moral elevation and exhilaration is the result.

That which the genius of chivalry embodied in types and

shadows rises from the dream-world into the sphere of

concrete experience, as the foremost soldier of our mod-

ern day, is all courtesy and gentleness to his foes, and in

the face of such provocation and justification as civilized

war has rarely known refused to inflict vengeance upon
those who had desecrated the home of his wife and vio-

lated the sepulchres and the sanctuaries of his kindred and

his countrymen. "War is hell," said the Northern hero,

Gen. W. T. Sherman. "I could not do it, I could not do

it," replied Lee, when asked why he did not retaliate for

the atrocities and infamies of Federal commanders. "If

you don't take down that d—d rebel flag, we'll blow it to
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hell with bullets!" said the commander of the Grand

Army of the Republic to a Southern lady living in a

Pennsylvania town, who on Decoration Day, May 30,

1905, displayed a diminutive Confederate flag over the

door of her own home. "We were always taught to sa-

lute the enemy's flag before a battle," said Robert Lee as

he raised his hat and bowed, while a young girl flaunted

the Stars and Stripes in his face during the advance of

our army to Gettysburg, June, 1863.
It is our conviction, based upon a wide and compara-

tive reading, and observation extending through many
lands, varying eras, and historic conditions, antagonistic
as well as dissimilar in their nature, that no such charac-

ter as Lee has been revealed to the world in any stage of

its development, ancient or modern. It is the perfect
flawlessness of his nature that appeals most powerfully
and fascinates most strongly. All the affluent malice of

his enemies has never imputed to him an ignoble act or

an unchivalric motive. If we except Grant's strange
and undiscriminating estimate, Lee as viewed even by
hostile and implacable eyes is among the foremost of

those august and abiding figures upon whom the touch of

the ages has no power, save to broaden its moral and in-

tellectual stature. Scarce more than a generation has

passed since he was laid to rest at Lexington ; yet never,

perhaps, has fame expanded more rapidly and with such

enhancing pace, into richer and finer light. Those of us

who were his contemporaries could not rise to the height
of his greatness in the sphere of strategy, in the converse

that drew to him the "men of rathe and riper years," and
that nameless but all prevailing charm which attracted

the child to his arms, and fixed the eyes of princes, po-
tentates, lords of the intellectual world upon his remote
and sequestered home in the Valley of Virginia. The ap-

preciation of such a character as that of Lee is one of the

long results of time. The ages that come after us will

note the ceaseless broadening of his fame; we are yet in
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the elementary stages of the greatness that is awaiting
him with the revealing power of the centuries now hidden

behind the cloud. Still we may descry dimly, as through
a glass darkly, the incomparable grandeur of the future

Lee. It is true in a measure that already
—

"The past does win
A glory from its being far,

And orbs into the perfect star

We saw not when we moved therein."

With greatness of the very highest type, like that of

Lee, ceaseless advance is an invariable, perhaps an inev-

itable characteristic. Envy, malice, and those mysterious
fluctuations of sentiment and opinion which seem almost

to baffle rational analysis or philosophic solution, may
check and retard, but they do not repress its growth.
Our Confederate hero has his partial analogue in the

ideal statesman of our sovereign poet. It is fame like

Lee's that Milton had in contemplation when he described

it as "no plant that grows on mortal soil." With Lee the

line of advance is clearly defined in a felicitous though un-

conscious prophecy. Of whom can it be said with in-

tenser emphasis or profounder truth,

"Moving up from high to higher,
Becomes on Fortune's crowning slope
The pillar of a people's hope,
The center of a world's desire."

The character of Lee, contemplated from the stand-

point of religion, presents a fascinating field of investiga-

tion, rich in suggestion, inspiring in example. His na-

ture was catholic in the deepest and truest sense of the

term. While devotedly attached to his traditional faith,

there was never the faintest trace of intolerance displayed
toward the religious attitude of others. The cast of his

mind rendered him incapable of bigotry, and every at-

tempt to involve him in theological controversy resulted in

signal failure. He parried the attack with wonted sweet-
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ness of temper, declined it with gracious courtesy or with

some happy sally of his abounding good humor. Yet his

piety was of the intensest type and his critical familiarity
with the text of the English Scriptures has been demon-
strated more than once in the course of our narrative. It

reveals itself in the unguarded style of his private corre-

spondence, as well as in the exact and professional phrase-

ology which marked his official orders issued to his army
in camp, upon the verge of conflict, in the hour when for-

tune sat upon our banners, or when victory had faded

from our eyes. The same note ran through all—the un-

varying strain of faith, of reverence pervaded every ut-

terance. One of the last acts of his military career was to

present a copy of the Bible to a young man attached to

his service at headquarters, Appomattox, April 9, 1865.
The recipient of the gift cherishes it with peculiar affec-

tion, for it contains the autograph of Lee.

A life and character such as that of Lee is a demon-
stration of immortality which far transcends in vital

power all the dialectics of the schools. If abstraction

fails, the concrete proof is before our eyes. No man, un-

less he be hopelessly reprobate, can contemplate the reve-

lation set before us in the person and work of Robert Ed-
ward Lee and doubt of the doctrine, whether it be true.

We have already referred to the erroneous impression
which prevails in regard to the range and the accuracy of

Lee's attainments apart from his professional field—the

sphere of military science. It is an error to assume that

his acquirements were restricted to the art of war. In

the ranges of literature he seems to have fallen heir to the

finely cultured tastes of his father, "Light Horse Harry,"
and to have been in sympathy with Addison and Pope.
Most suggestive is it to the student of psychology as illus-

trated in literary evolution, to find Lee, the father, warn-

ing his son, Charles Carter Lee, against the use of fiction,

and Lee, the son, perhaps sixty years later, warning his

young daughter, Miss Mildred, against the same ten-

dency. "Read history, works of truth, not novels and
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romances," he writes to his child. "Get correct views of

life, and learn to see the world in its true light." Have
we in this instance the law of heredity exhibited in the

family of the Lees, and applying in the sphere of literary

affinities ? The caution in each case was perhaps directed

against the abuse of fiction, rather than its use; against
indiscriminate indulgence, rather than designed as an ab-

solute, untempered prohibition. In any event, and upon
any supposition, the coincidence of opinion between Lee
the father and Lee the son is eminently suggestive.

Stranger than all, it seems to me, is the fact that Lee's

edition of the works of his father, "Memoirs of the War
in the Southern Department of the United States," pub-
lished in 1869, has excited so small a share of that intelli-

gent interest which the nature of the theme, the character

of the author, and the fame of the editor should naturally
have aroused. He that questions the fine literary instinct

of Lee, the son, should read his edition of his father's

"Memoirs." It combines in harmony all the loftier ele-

ments of pure literary achievement—the English is chaste,

simple, vigorous, the discernment of the editor is reflected

in every utterance and every estimate of men or of events.

The surpassing interest of the narrative receives an addi-

tional charm from the very touch of its commentator;
for when has such a hero been the biographer of

such another, and that his own father? The story of

Lee the elder is invested with an especial fascination

apart from the record of his warlike exploits. His

mother, an early love of Washington, himself a favorite,

almost a pet of the General, probably the most broadly
cultured gentleman of the colonial army, and the father

of Robert E. Lee. If we except Lee the younger, when
have more brilliant stars blended in a single crown than

in that of "Light Horse Harry?"
No fact associated with the career of Lee is a cause of

more just and profound regret than his inability to write

the history of his campaigns from Richmond to Appo-
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mattox. Even had the task been entered upon, death

would have intervened before its completion had been at-

tained, and in the absence of his own records, all of which
were inaccessible to him, from his retreat at Lexington
the work would have been impossible of accomplishment,
even though life and vigor had been vouchsafed for many
years longer. With his official documents destroyed or

buried in the vaults of the Government at Washington, a

continuous narrative, sustained, comprehensive, minute,
was beyond the possibilities. Of this Lee was aware, and
with his characteristic sanity of judgment he relinquished
all serious thought of engaging in an undertaking the

failure of which was foredoomed. Still, the loss to the

literature of war and to the cause of historic truth can

never be appreciated, save as we recede from the conflict

of which Lee was the supremely brilliant and majestic

figure. The story of his own campaigns narrated by the

foremost captain of modern times would have been

marked by a fascination, a magnetic charm above ro-

mance. The moral power of Lee's narrative, however,
would have proved its essential strength; the cultured

and discerning mind would have accepted its views and

acquiesced in its conclusion with invincible faith, for

not even the malice of his enemies has cast the faintest

shadow upon Lee's absolute integrity. Contemplated
from every point, the absence of a history inspired by Lee

himself, setting forth in detail the record of his achieve-

ments, is a disaster to the world. More painfully does

the want of such a narrative appeal to us as we note the

frequent undertone of disparagement and depreciation
which is impressed upon the Memoirs of Grant when re-

ferring to the character or the strategy of his great an-

tagonist. This strain of depreciation runs through
Grant's entire story. The work is not avowedly, but

really, a systematic endeavor to cast into eclipse the bril-

liance of Lee's fame, to place our hero on the roll of com-

mon men. Whatever may have been its inspiring force,
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it is a melancholy display of human infirmity, an assault

upon the renown and the genius of an adversary who had
lain in his grave for more than a decade, conceived, as

well as executed, by one who himself stood upon the very
threshold of the world behind the vail. Even if it had
its origin in the desire to pander to the passions or the

malice of our foes, it failed signally of its aim, for the

glory of Lee brightens with the passing of the years, and

broadening over seas and lands alien to us in speech, in

tradition, in ideals, is girdling the whole round earth

with its power.
Not a word in disparagement of any Federal comman-

der fell from the lips of Lee or has been left on record as

emanating from him. He judged his adversaries with

his characteristic subtlety of discernment, and his esti-

mates of their capacity will be accepted as final and abid-

ing by historians of the Northern school. His exposure
of the strategic weakness of Hunter, in a letter addressed

to that notable vandal in 1865 or 1866, is an exhibition of

fine and delicate irony, of which Lee was eminently capa-
ble when occasion demanded its use. Hunter had pre-
sumed to write to General Lee asking his approval of his

method of conducting his campaign in the Valley in June,

1864, and the letter was elicited in response to that re-

quest. It was so crushing and effective in its keen, cour-

teous and trenchant sarcasm that a nature even as ignoble
as Hunter's must have been "tented to the quick." Of
Lee's power in the sphere of historic narration the prin-

cipal proof lies in his edition of "Memoirs of his Father."

This at least affords an illustration of his capacity as a

writer of English
—

chaste, lucid, direct, effective.* It is

* General Lee not only advocated, but practiced directness and sim-

plicity of expression. After the Seven Days' battles at Richmond,
June, 1862, a member of his staff submitted to his criticism an ac-

count of the battles which he had prepared for the press. It was
returned with the comment, "Now, Colonel—cut out those adjec-
tives." He was evidently aware that there are circumstances in

which the adjective is the deadly foe of the substantive.
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the style that has in all times marked the great portrayers
of military achievement from Thucydides and Caesar to

Napier and Henderson. Had Lee been added to the long
and illustrious roll, he would have stood in the front rank

;

for in none of the masters of war were the essential

characteristics of the true historian more perfectly dis-

played and more harmoniously combined than in the

moral and intellectual nature of the Confederate leader.

Nearly all the conditions prescribed by Macaulay as en-

tering into the formation of the ideal historian were real-

ized in his mentality, in addition to his rare spiritual in-

sight. Such is the historian that we lost; such would

have been the history which was never written.

It is far from probable that the last word has been

spoken or the last volume written from the standpoint of

Lee's achievements in the sphere of war alone. In the

fierce and penetrating scrutiny of modern methods every

advance is a contribution to the fame of Lee. A library

devoted to the elucidation of his genius and the analysis

of his campaigns has sprung to life within our own mem-

ory. Military oracles from over the seas have explored

the fields crowned by his deeds. Fredericksburg,

Chancellorsville, Bull Run, Cold Harbor, are as familiar

in the mouth of the student of war in England or in Ger-

many as Blenheim to the contemporaries of Marlborough,

or Waterloo to our grandparents who recalled the final

eclipse of the first Napoleon.
No more appreciative and discriminating estimate of

Lee has been given to the world than the latest publica-

tion, the work of an English officer, Battine, in his "Crisis

of The Confederacy." In strange and honorable contrast

Among modern English writers, Lee, I am inclined to think, was

partial to Macaulay, especially to the Essays. His letter accepting

the presidency of Washington College contains about four hundred

words: of these, some fifteen are adjectives, several of them being

terms that express a temporal or local relation and convey no

emphatic or intensive meaning.
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to the austere and impassible temperament imputed by
Grant to Lee, the only infirmity in the character of our

hero, as it revealed itself to the scrutiny of the English-
man, was his excessive gentleness, his far-reaching sym-
pathy, his pervasive tenderness. This all-embracing de-

velopment of the kindlier virtues exhibited in the nature

of Lee is, from the viewpoint of Battine, an opposing ele-

ment, a trait antagonistic to his assured success as an
executive or administrator, as it tended to interfere with

the rigor and severity at times requisite in the control and
direction of armies. That the finer and gentler elements

were displayed in Lee's character to an extent without

parallel in the series of great commanders is true. That
the possession of these ethereal traits proved, on the part
of Lee, a force obstructive or subversive of discipline is

gainsaid by the incomparable record of the army that he
led. No host in the story of war, was in so marked a de-

gree the creation of moral influence. No other com-
mander the world has seen would have attained the same
results that Lee achieved with the men that followed his

standard—not Wellington, Grant, Moltke, not Washing-
ton himself. Troops and chief were correlated in a har-

mony such as never existed between leader and led. The
element of personal faith never played so dominant a part.

Every man, the rustic, the gentleman, the mountaineer,
the laborer, the scholar, the favorites of the social circle,

all trusted in Lee as the very god of war. This prevail-

ing faith in the wisdom, as well as the genius of its chief,

that marked our army from Richmond to Appomattox,
was a moral power that in large measure superseded the

agencies of discipline which prevails in armies constituted

upon the models that obtain in European lands. The soli-

darity, the cohesive bond of Lee's army centered in Lee
himself.

Never has such a power been wielded by a single man.
The historian, as he contemplates it, feels a strange blend-

ing of admiration and despair ;
it baffles the resources of
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speech. When in the painful evolution of the ages, the

chronicler is brought face to face with the perfect, is it not

the part of wisdom to gaze reverently and be silent re-

garding it ?

"Ask me, if you so please, to paint
Storm winds upon the sea;

Tell me to weigh great Cheops—
Set volcanic voices free

;

Uut bid me not, my countrymen,
To picture Robert Lee!

"As Saul, bound for Damascus fair,

Was struck blind by sudden light,

So my eyes are pained and dazzled

By a radiance pure and white

Shot back by the burnished armor
Of that glory-belted knight.

"His was all the Norman's polish
And sobriety of grace;

All the Goth's majestic figure;
All the Roman's noble face;

And he rode the grand exemplar
Of a great historic race."

And so he passes before us, rising from glory to glory,
the noblest exemplar and type of the heroic ideal vouch-

safed to the world by the affluent wisdom and bounty of

God. Such is Lee, the crowning achievement of Divine

skill in the sphere of created man, the master work of the

art of heaven. At last in our own Southern civilization

we have the rhythmic grace of the Greek blending with

the moral harmony of the Christian.

We now approach a question which logically grows
out of our discussion, one which, viewed in the light of

our dominant lines of political development since the

close of the war, acquires an increasing interest, and
comes home in the intensest sense to the "business and

bosom" of every reflecting man who shared the fate of

the Confederacy and sympathized with the cause of Lee.

Let us imagine a result at variance with that which oc-
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curred, and assume as a mere hypothesis, a mere form of

argument, that Lee had triumphed, and that the govern-
ment of the Confederacy had passed from a provisional
and precarious state of effort and struggle into a recog-
nized political entity, having its own autonomy, and con-

stituting one of the great circle of English speaking
nationalities conserving the traditions and maintaining
the ideals of our ancestral race. The subject is one which

seems to be invested with an almost morbid interest for

a school of Northern historians, who are prone to thrust

its discussion into their narrative in relations and con-

texts that serve to illustrate only the gratuitous and ir-

relevant character of the question as presented by the

writer. So eager are the typical advocates of the North-

ern school to intrude the topic and exult in the beneficent

sequel to the civilized world which flowed from the con-

quest of the South, that their very anxiety and obtrusive-

ness excites a possible shade of doubt in the mind of the

dispassionate as to the sincerity of their convictions and
the genuineness of their faith in the accuracy of their

own reasoning. It may be that the unique infamy of the

reconstruction era caused the scales to fall from the eyes
of some; in any event, the feverish eagerness to demon-
strate to all Christendom the hopeless depravity of our

political creed, and the unmitigated blessedness to the

cause of humanity and civilization involved in our over-

throw are in themselves sufficient to suggest a skeptical

attitude in regard to their own assurance of infallible

logic, to a mind not eclipsed by partisan passion or

paralyzed by blind and ignoble hate. To our apprehen-

sion, contemplating the subject with calmness of judg-

ment, the trend of our life since the close at Appomattox,
at least four decades ago, has proved a marvelous demon-
stration of the rectitude of a cause, the political righteous-
ness by which a nation was inspired, such as has been

rarely exhibited in the history of the modern world. We
J 7
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commit ourselves to this broad and unqualified proposi-
tion with a full consciousness of its import, and with the

determination to vindicate to the utmost its accuracy and

its truth in the ample light of our political evolution since

Lee surrendered.

To vindicate the cause of the South is not merely
to vindicate the name and fame of all who followed

its standards in the forefront of disaster and with the

energy of despair. Such is an essential feature of my
task, and imagination cannot conceive a nobler or more

inspiring purpose. For me, however, as his biographer,
the special and distinctive aim has reference to the vindi-

cation of our cause as logically involving a vindication

of its foremost hero. The novelty of our method cannot

fail to impress the intelligence and appeal to the judg-
ment of every discerning reader. The issues that pre-

cede the outbreak of the civil war, tracing their origin

to the creation of the government by the formal adoption
of a constitution in 1787-89, have proved the theme of

endless polemics, of acrid and relentless controversy since

the dawn of our national life. The world has grown
weary of this strife of tongues ;

we might ask as Casan-

bon did in regard to the theological controversies at the

Sorbonne, when informed that they had extended over a

term of three hundred years, "What have they settled?"

Brute force never determines a moral or a logical issue,

and the appeal to the sword, the arbitrament of war,

leaves the imperishable truth as it found it, serene, august,

invincible. We purpose to pass over all the abstractions

in the constitutional sphere that were the theme of strife

in the age that has vanished. Our reasoning, illustra-

tions and proofs will be drawn from a living present,

from contemporary issues, from life that is in motion, not

from the dead. And by the application of this method of

demonstration, followed to its logical result, we shall

endeavor to vindicate the righteousness of our cause, as
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well as the fame and memory of him who was the very

brightness of its glory.
It is an assumption which is widely current in our un-

cultured and unreflecting contemporary life, that the

mere overthrow of the South by the application of

material power is a vindication of our enemy, a justifica-

tion of the cause of the Union. To state it conclusively,
the sole criterion of right is one that is purely physical in

its character. The argument derived from moral con-

siderations is ignored in our philosophy. All is right, all

is commendable that strength can achieve, or armed vio-

lence is able to accomplish. The South was overthrown

by a surpassing material power, therefore, by the mode
of generalizing in vogue, her contention was devoid of

foundation in reason, in history, or in equity, her down-
fall a rational and logical outcome of the supreme ordeal

of war. Such is the attitude of conquerors
—a form of

sophistry unworthy of savages, setting up the incarnate

god of material force in the stead of that spiritual

power which alone makes for righteousness. There is

the strongest reason to believe that had the political in-

dependence of the Confederacy become an accomplished

result, the States composing it would have developed into

a nationality of the foremost rank, rivals of the Northern

Confederation even in the sphere of material affluence

and commercial expansion. The essential and abiding
elements that constitute the true grandeur of republics
have existed in the South from the dawn of our history,

the genius for administration, the rare political instinct,

the gift of statesmanship to an extent never surpassed.
These sovereign forces are developed in the amplest
measure and in richest versatility as we contemplate the

origin and evolution of our Southern life. No people of

the modern world is so thoroughly homogeneous in char-

acter, so inspired by a unity of aims, aspirations, ideals—
social, intellectual, political ;

unmarred by war, un-

tainted by disaster, unvanquished by defeat. The blood
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of the South has maintained its character, its historic

purity abides unpolluted by the infusion of a foreign
element or the assimilation of inferior and decadent types.
It is the strangest of hallucinations to assume, as is char-

acteristic of a class of writers and orators common in

the North, and not unknown in the South, that had we
achieved our independence and established our autonomy,
our existence would have been precarious, our history
marked by the factional feud, the anarchy and chaos that

represent the normal condition of such debased and de-

generate races as those that lie in the regions of Central

and Southern America. That a people who, in all stages
and conditions of development, in every crisis of our

national life, have revealed a genius for administration,
for the complex problems of political evolution, who have
conserved in unmodified vigor the spirit and temper of

their English ancestors, should have proved unequal to

the task of maintaining their hardly achieved independ-
ence and have descended to the plane of a South Ameri-
can state, torn by faction and convulsed by anarchy, is a
conclusion that no rational or reflecting mind can for a

moment accept. Those who have avowed their belief in

this marvelous delusion suggest the venal instinct which
dominates their reason, or a titanic ignorance of our

Southern history.
Had the Confederacy become an accomplished reality

the new-born nation would have risen to the foremost

rank among the English speaking communities of the

world. The long-vexed question of slavery would have
attained a natural and tranquil solution by gradual dis-

appearance or extinction, such as marked the fate of

serfdom and villenage in past ages. Its prolonged ex-

istence may be traced above all other influences to

the cohesive power imparted to the institution by the

ceaseless unrest and implacable energy of Northern
fanaticism. Despite the record of affluent horror, of

blood and of torture with which romance, fiction, and
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professional libel have invested the story of Southern

slavery, we do not hesitate to affirm, that a richer har-

vest of crime, defilement and debasement, of remorseless

cruelty and political debauchery, followed in the train of

negro enfranchisement during the process of a single

year, than marked the record of slavery during the two
centuries of its historic life.

Let us pass now to consider the effect of Lee's defeat

and the overthrow of the South, not upon our land alone,

but upon the country in its broadest and most compre-
hensive sense, geographical as well as political. Has not

the entire tendency of our national development, since

the fall of the Confederacy as a foregone result of Lee's

surrender, proved a signal vindication of the justice and

righteousness of the issues involved in the cause of the

South ? This is the thesis which we purpose to consider.

We shall bring our story to a close with an inquiry in

regard to the possible position, achievement, and influence

of our hero, upon the supposition that he had won the

field, and that the Confederacy had assumed an abiding

place among nations. First of all, it is a proposition
which admits of no cavil, and defies disproval, that the

conquest of the South has developed an absolute transfor-

mation in the essential principles of our government as

its inevitable result. To vary the form of our statement,
the conquest of the Confederacy and the effacement by
military power of the constitutional issues on which it

rested its cause, and in whose maintenance its existence

was involved, has gone far beyond the aim of those who
pursued its armies and crushed its resources until our

banners were furled at Appomattox. The whirligig of

time has already "brought in his revenges," and the

downfall of constitutional government in the South has

had as its logical correlate the downfall of constitutional

government in the North. The malady generated in the

South as the outcome of the conflict has spread like a

moral contagion, until the body politic of the North is
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thoroughly imbued with its spirit. Every distinctive and
cardinal feature of our government as instituted and

conserved by the masters of a former age
—Washington,

Jefferson, Madison, Calhoun—has vanished since Lee
surrendered the fragments of his hero band in the dawn-

ing spring of forty years ago. Not even the external

forms, signs of true constitutionalism, survive
;
these de-

corous symbols which marked the life of a day that is

dead have given place to spectacular display, the appeal
to the uncultured fancy, the sensuous instinct, the pomp,
pride, and circumstance of vulgar despotism ;

of tyranny
in its incipient stage, that has not yet mastered the graces
of courts, the ritual and ceremonialism by which art and

pageantry temper and conceal the resistless broadening of

autocratic and irresponsible executive power. We blind

our eyes to the fact that we as a nation are passing into

an imperialism more intense and pervading than that

which Germany has developed since the unification of

1 87 1
;
we hail our rising Caesar, and prostrate ourselves

at his foot-stool with every fast coming breach of political

continuity, with every encroachment upon sacred prece-

dent. Adulation, homage, incense are the meat on which

our Caesar feeds, and by whose nurture he grows. Re-

morseless centralization has penetrated every sphere of

our American life since 1861. They of the North sum-

moned the political Frankenstein into life to serve as a

factor in the process of destroying the constitutional lib-

erties of the South; and that accomplished by his aid,

the new-born monster turns his hideous front upon his

former allies—the creature has passed beyond the con-

trol of the creator. The greed of wealth, the quest of

material power, the expansion of corporate interests in

ever-multiplying forms, the growth of commercial in-

stinct, have all combined as a vast and complex array to

obscure the very consciousness of enlightened freedom, of

ancient precedent, of individual liberty. Outrages

flagrant and infamous in their character, striking at the
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heart of personal right as made sacred by constitutional

guarantee, pass without comment, and are endured with

scarcely a remonstrance by their victims. The mania of

wealth has effaced from the typical American mind all

love of enlightened freedom, all conception of rational

liberty assured and made sacred by law. We cheerfully

surrender the heritage of our fathers and abdicate all that

they won for us, that we may consecrate our untram-

meled energies upon stocks and securities, houses and

lands, farms and merchandise. Perish freedom : let

us lay up much goods for many years. Constitutions are

antiquated and obsolete : money is omnipotent and

eternal. Such is the dominant American philosophy, the

inspiration of our national life, even if it be not con-

sciously and unreservedly avowed.

Lee is overthrown, the South, ever the champion, as

well as the conservator of constitutional freedom, is pros-

trate: the North is in due time and by logical conse-

quence involved in her fate; the blight which fell upon
the land at Appomattox is diffused like an epidemic, until

the entire American republic is ripe for the imperial
theme which now confronts it. Surely, in the retrospect

of the past, and in the light of the present, no champion
of the South can fail to reflect, though it be more in sor-

row than in anger, that the ingredients of our enemy's

poisoned chalice are at last commended by even-handed

justice to his own lips.

With Lee fell the American republic: with the over-

throw of self-government in the South, the death of con-

stitutional freedom was in due time assured. The form

survived, the spirit fled. Appomattox was the happy

prologue to the swelling act of our imperial theme.

Already the field is white unto the harvest. The ripe

fruits of a triumph over law, precedent, and sacred

covenant are beginning to be plucked by the hands of the

victor. Our Confederate Sampson was stricken by his

enemies, but by a surpassing irony of fate they are en-
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veloped in his doom and their political habitation is left

unto them desolate. Verily, they who pursued the South
unto her death "have sown the wind and they shall reap
the whirlwind."

We turn again to the story of Lee as intimately and

indissolubly linked with the fortunes of our people dur-

ing the five years vouchsafed to him subsequent to the

close of the civil war. We shall then consider as the final

stage of our somewhat varied narrative, the possibilities

that might have burst out into sudden blaze had the

aspirations of the South passed from hope to accom-

plished result. In other words, what would have been

Lee's record had the Confederacy achieved its inde-

pendence and acquired an assured place among the

nations of the earth? That he would have retained his

prominence as the foremost figure of the rising state

admits of no doubt. Unforeseen conditions, novel prob-

lems, the process of adjustment on the part of the new-

born nation might have developed in his genius and

character—possibilities of achievement not even sus-

pected, undreamed of gifts and faculties, civic and ad-

ministrative, such as war does not foster nor the voca-

tion of the soldier summon into aggressive activity. For

Lee was potentially great in other fields than war; a

mind so marked in all its phases by symmetry and

equilibrium, had in reserve the forces that make for suc-

cess in every sphere. His self-control is scarcely

paralleled in the records of supreme masters of the art

of strategy : in adversity or in triumph, at Fredericks-

burg or at Gettysburg, he was lord of himself. At Appo-
mattox he wore more the air of a conquering hero at the

climax of some masterful achievement, than that of a

vanquished leader to whose fortunes there adhered only
the starving fragments of a fading host.

That Lee might have proved himself an element of

exceeding strength as a political leader may be assured.

The supposition is not abritrary, but in perfect accord
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with his ancestral record. Statesmanship was in the

blood of the L,ees. There were Richard Henry, Francis

Lightfoot, Arthur, and above all, "Light Horse Harry."
Oratory, the gift of administration, the political faculty
were inherent in the race; in some, dormant and unde-

veloped, as the conditions which call for their exercise

did not arise save in rare and isolated instances. Henry
Lee was Governor of Virginia, and Robert Edward Lee
is said to have declared that the only function of a

political character to which he aspired was that which his

father had honored. Dignities and distinctions far

transcending this in rank and in importance would have
been accorded him by the grateful nation whose autonomy
he had achieved, whose freedom he had won. It would
be an easy task to suggest a parallel between the political

career of Lee as contemplated by the imagination and
that of him who was the victor at Appomattox, as pre-
sented in the serene and passionless light of history. As
a political administrator it is the part of charity to char-

acterize Grant as an almost untempered failure. So of

the victor of Waterloo, the Duke of Wellington, whose

political career was an unceasing struggle against every
rational advance in the sphere of civic right or religious
freedom. Each clouded his soldierly renown by an unre-

lieved display of administrative incompetency; and one,

overwhelmed by financial disaster, dedicated his failing

energies to the task of minimizing the greatness and de-

preciating the character of his antagonist. Such was not

Robert Lee; no word of disparagement in regard to

Grant ever fell from his lips. When he introduces his

name it is in terms of courtesy and respect. With Grant
there is the almost unvarying implication of a sneer, and

nothing seems more keenly to arouse his animosity than

the fact, admitted by himself, that the press and the dis-

criminating sentiment of the North cherished for Lee's

capacity as a general the highest appreciation and regard.
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This appears to have attained almost the height of the

sin that hath not forgiveness.
Were I asked to indicate among all the brilliant and

multiform phases that make part of the life of Lee which

appeals most powerfully to my own sensibilities and

arouses my admiration, love, affection, to the highest

climax, I should designate the five closing years at Lex-

ington, without hesitation or reserve. "Those five

years," like the final lustrum in the life of Arthur Hallam,

were the "richest yield" in the complex career of Robert

Edward Lee. In the limited time that he was spared to

us after the cessation of actual war, Lee was a center of

moral and political gravity for the entire South. Mr.

Davis was a captive; Lee was our sole available hope.

The land in its season of agony and despair, turned to

him as to a city of refuge. Many who had followed his

fortunes, in the day of their calamity, contemplated a

resort to lands far South of our own—Mexico and South

America. Some sought sanctuary in European capitals,

others in remote climes in the distant orient. When Lee

was asked what were his intentions in regard to abandon-

ing the South and seeking a home in some distant coun-

try, he replied, "I think the South requires the aid of her

sons now more than at any period of her history. As

you ask my purpose, I will state that I have no thought of

abandoning her unless compelled to do so." These

words, which should be wrought in characters of gold,

were the note of reviving hope to thousands during the

era of conclusion and anarchy that followed the war
;

their influence in preparing the way for the rescue of our

land from the grasp of the spoiler can never be reckoned.

For Lee, to adopt the language of his own father in re-

gard to Washington, was "first in war," and preemi-

nently "first in peace." That he grows in the affection of

his countrymen of the South with the flight of the years

is borne out by daily contact and observation in the heart

of our social circles, and in the expansion of our intel-
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lectual and material life. The name of Lee is a wand to

conjure with in every phase and sphere of our complex
modern development. The kings of the commercial
realm hail him as the power that asserted the supremacy
of law, order, and tranquillity during the days of impend-
ing anarchy and disintegration. An allusion to his name,
the suggestion of his memory, elicits an outburst of ap-

plause in every Southern school from Maryland to the

far-off States that border the Gulf of Mexico. Eulogy
and panegyric have exhausted the resources of speech in

tributes to his genius and in delineating the graces of his

character. Even his enemies concede to him a measure
of regard such as has never been bestowed upon any son

of the South, approaching very closely, in some notable

illustrations, the boundary of reverence and affection.

His name was placed upon the roll in the American

Temple of Fame, along with his antagonist, Grant;

scarcely a protest was heard. The faint and feeble note

of opposition was lost in the far-reaching chorus of con-

currence and approval.
The Farewell Address of Lee to his army should be

preserved in every Southern home, treasured in every
Southern heart, and diligently learned in every Southern
school. In text-books designed for use in the South, a

place of special distinction is sometimes accorded to Lin-
coln's Address at Gettysburg, November, 1863. It

would be relevant to inquire how many pupils in the

schools of the South have read Lee's address to his troops,

April 10, 1865, or have access to books in which is re-

corded his last official utterance to the Army of Northern

Virginia. It is a characteristic document, containing
about 195 words, and is marked by that manliness, sim-

plicity, and trust in the divine guidance which are re-

flected in the personal letters, as well as the official orders

of Lee to his army. In addition, it is a model of pure

English, free from ostentation, clear, vigorous, and

capable only of a single meaning. We insert it in full.
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"HEADQUARTERS, ARMY OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA,

"April ioth, 1865.

"After four years of arduous service, marked by unsur-

passed courage and fortitude, the Army of Northern Vir-

ginia has been compelled to yield to overwhelming num-
bers and resources. I need not tell the survivors of

many hard-fought battles, who have remained steadfast

to the last, that I have consented to this result from no

distrust of them; but feeling that valor and devotion

could accomplish nothing that could compensate for the

loss that would have attended the continuation of the con-

test, I have determined to avoid the useless sacrifice of

those whose past services have endeared them to their

countrymen. By the terms of the agreement, officers and

men can return to their homes and remain there until

exchanged. You will take with you the satisfaction that

proceeds from the consciousness of duty faithfully per-

formed; and I earnestly pray that a merciful God will

extend to you His blessing and protection. With an in-

creasing admiration of your constancy and devotion to

your country, and a grateful remembrance of your kind

and generous consideration of myself, I bid you an

affectionate farewell.

"R. E. LEE,
"General."

At the time of his surrender Lee was fifty-eight years
of age. As a brilliant refutation of a much-vexed con-

temporary theory in regard to the decline or decadence

of mental power after the age of forty has been attained,

it is wise to bear in mind the history of our hero. Lee

was approaching sixty at the time that he assumed the

presidency of Washington College. As he entered upon
the duties and complex cares of his novel sphere, in cir-

cumstances the most trying to faith and courage that the

imagination can conceive, his intellectual vigor, instead of
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succumbing to adverse environments and unforeseen con-

ditions, seemed to develop new energies and to reveal

faculties whose existence was unsuspected. It has

already been intimated that his five closing years were

the especial crown of glory that marks with its brilliance

a life whose climax was the most appealing and impres-
sive of all its multiform phases.

"Then came the end, my countrymen,
The last thunderbolts were hurled.

Worn out by his own victories

His battle-flags were furled

And a history was finished

That has changed the modern world.

"As some saint in the arena
Of a bloody Roman game,

As the prize of his endeavor,
Puts on an immortal frame,

Through long agonies our Soldier

Won the crown of martial fame.

"But there came a greater glory
To that man supremely great

(When his just sword he laid aside

In peace to serve his State),
For in his classic solitude

He rose and mastered fate."

More than that, Lee's final struggle from Petersburg
to Appomattox takes rank not merely as one of the fore-

most achievements of his own genius, but is conceded an

assured place among the most brilliant episodes in the

records of modern warfare. Nine thousand starving
men yielded the palm to 150,000 who had never known

want, to whom gaunt hunger was a myth, whose material

comfort rose to affluence, for the resources of the world

lay at their disposal. Surely if glory lights with its

luster the story of Appomattox, its halo rests not upon
the heads of those who remained masters of the field. It

was not the burden of years that crushed the great heart

of our hero. Up to the time of his death his mental eye
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was not dimmed, his natural force not abated. The soul

sank under the sufferings of his own people, the untem-

pered agony of the vanquished South. So far as his gift
of genius, his strategic mastery is involved, the Lee of

Appomattox and of Lexington may be reckoned even

greater than the Lee of Chancellorsville and Cold Har-
bor. It is the fiery furnace of adversity, heated seven

times, which constitutes the final and irrevocable criterion

of ideal greatness, and, estimated by this standard of

determination, Lee is the sovereign hero of all the ages.

Compare Napoleon at St. Helena with Lee at Lexington ;

the one eating out his heart in misanthropic repinings, in

malevolence and morbid retrospection ;
the other, a pris-

oner on parole, dedicating his versatile powers and his

boundless moral influence to the recovery of the South,
to the restoration of her desolate places, and to the intel-

lectual training and equipment of her sons.

Before the closing, we wish to vindicate our hero from
a reflection that is cast upon his fame with a persistence
of energy and a disregard of truth which has its origin in

malice and its inspiration in ignorance. It is asserted by
historians and partisans of the Northern school that Lee's

campaign of 1864 was simply a struggle against despair,
the expiring agony of a foredoomed cause, and that from
the disaster to our arms at Gettysburg, Lee was merely
the center of a fading cause, the champion of a forlorn

hope. Within days that are scarcely passed over, this

delusion has found advocates in the press of the North
and champions in its pulpits. Many grave ethical lessons

have been drawn by Northern moralists from a condition

that never existed, from a past that was never present.
In this, as in so many signal instances that rise to

memory, strong delusion has seized upon our enemies,

that they should cling with invincible tenacity to a false-

hood which is its own refutation. From the viewpoint of

strategic skill and versatility of genius, Lee's campaign
of 1864, the Wilderness to Petersburg, is the most
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brilliant of his exploits, if not the most marvelous
exhibition of resourcefulness in the face of consummate
obstacles that marks the developments of modern war.
His defense of Richmond and Petersburg concentrated

the eyes of all Christendom, and elicited the spontaneous
tributes of his enemies. "Lee's defensive warfare," says

Fiske, the intense and unrelenting enemy of the South,
"was among the most wonderful things in history, and

imposed upon people's imaginations, till they were almost

ready to forget that even he could not hold out indefi-

nitely without a Confederacy behind him." Yet this

record was attained in the face of conditions that would
have paralyzed the energies and prostrated the moral
force of all save that select and august company, that rare

assemblage which embraces the roll of the world's im-
mortals in the sphere of war-like achievement. Jack-
son had passed into the heavens in May, 1863 ; Long-
street was put out of combat in the first shock of the

encounter at the Wilderness
; Stuart met his fate a week

later at Yellow Tavern
;
and Lee himself was the victim

of a prolonged and painful malady. During a part of

this campaign, while he was foiling the movements of

Grant's massive columns, Lee was unable to mount his

horse, and was conveyed in an ambulance from point to

point on the field as the exigencies of the occasion re-

quired his personal presence.
The conquerors themselves have admitted before the

universe their hopeless inability to cope with his legions

upon terms remotely approaching to equality in strength
of numbers or affluence of resources. He who has stood

rapt before the Lion of Lucerne, marvelous as a creation

of art, as a commemoration of surpassing valor and devo-

tion, has seen the allegory, the symbol, the unconscious

prophecy of the Army of Northern Virginia. Within its

lines as common soldiers or perhaps as officers of lowly

degree, were men upon whom sat the fairest graces of

nature and of culture, even if a seemingly envious fate
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had withheld from them the gifts of fortune. Is it un-
reasonable to hope that at some day not in the remote
future there shall be added to the riches of the world's

literature an adequate, comprehensive, and truthful nar-

rative of the army whose name and fate are linked with
the memory of Lee, that they "may live with the eternity
of his fame" ?

No rational mind for a moment questions the surpass-

ing soldierly greatness of Lee. Eulogy cannot add to its

luster, detraction cannot impair it, even malice and envy
have ceased to assail his preeminence.
We have striven to portray the man in those several

endearing and exalted relations ordained of God, which
reveal in its richest fulness, in its intensest significance,
the inner life of the human spirit

—in other words, Lee as

a Husband, a Father, as a Gentleman, a Christian; Lee
at his own fireside, at his family altar; in the house of

prayer, as a vestryman of his church, laboring with almost

his latest breath for the increase of his pastor's salary;
Lee hopeless in regard to the restoration of his own
health, yet acquiescing in a proposed journey to the South
that he might be enabled to visit the grave of his daugh-
ter; Lee writing reverently and affectionately to the

teacher of his youth; Lee drawing the children to his

arms
; Lee watching with tender and unfailing care his

invalid wife, the Mary Custis of his dawning manhood,

commemorating their wedding-day amid the carnage that

marked the long-drawn siege of Petersburg; Lee avow-

ing his purpose never to abandon the South in the hour of

her calamity, unless driven into exile; Lee refusing

emoluments, dignities, the allurements of corporate

wealth, that he might dedicate his powers to repairing the

waste places. Such is the character that we have en-

deavored to portray.
No one of the heroes of the modern world appeals so

powerfully to the shaping spirit of the poet, as well as the

creative impulse of the artist. His physical conforma-
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tion is in itself a theme for those who have wrought
dreams in stone or in marble. All the ideals are con-

cretely illustrated in the manly beauty that revealed itself

in a form upon which every "god had seemed to set his

seal." The rhythmic charm, the symmetry, the harmony
in detail are there. I have sometimes endeavored to por-

tray to my consciousness the rapture with which Michael

Angelo would have looked upon the figure of our Con-
federate chief. A colleague who was in daily contact

with Lee declared that he had never known him to assume

an awkward position. And upon this miracle of bodily

development there had been poured a double portion of

the divine spirit. The earthly tabernacle was like unto

that of Lancelot, but the soul was that of Arthur. As we
recede from times of which we form a part, the life, char-

acter, and achievements of Lee will be invested with novel

charm, and acquire a richer luster. The dramatist, the

moulder of the epic, the re-creative imagination of the

historian, the idealizing touch of the monarch of fiction

will present the story in its multiform phases, and a liter-

ature affluent in its richness and fadeless in its fascination

will associate its art and its potency with the memory of

our hero. Portraitures, such as masters of historic nar-

ration have added to the splendor of a world literature,

and delineations such as will assume rank with the crea-

tions of Tacitus and Clarendon will be drawn of Lee.

Some Thackeray will be inspired by his story, and invest

with ideal touches the visit of the dying father to the

grave of his daughter. There will come a day when a

Lee anthology will hold rank among the rarest creations

of the poetic spirit in our English speech.

Among all the creations through whose agency the

spirit of art has endeavored to embody its conception of

the person and character of Lee, none, in the judgment of

the writer, approaches in felicity of design, as well as

grace of execution, the recumbent statue by Valentine in

18
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the chapel of Washington and Lee University. The con-
secration and the artist's dream are wrought into the

marble which leaped to life at the touch of our Southern

sculptor. I have looked on recumbent statues such as

appeal to the traveler or student in those ancient lands

whose heritage is the art of the ages
—many of them the

works of masters whose fame has circled the

globe,
—

yet the fascination of our native hand has not
abated and the glory of his dream in marble has not faded
in the broader light of an ampler day. As I contemplate
with a sense of rapture this revelation through his subtle

touch of the inner soul and the outward form of our peer-
less chief, there flashes to memory those words, long
since classic, of our "bright but uneffectual angel" of

poetry,

"He lives, he wakes,—'tis Death is dead, not he."

The greatest of moral forces is the concrete truth, the

truth embodied in a living record, and illumined with that

loveliness of perfect deeds which in ethical inspiration
and didactic motive is stronger and richer unto good than

all the fantasies of poetic thought. As the final result of

our analysis, which has embraced every one of the higher
and nobler relations through whose agency the human
spirit asserts its power, or displays its frailty, we see un-

folded in the life of Robert Edward Lee, not only the

consummate flower of our American civilization, but the

purest revelation of chivalric temper, knightly grace, and
heroic ideal that has been vouchsafed to the world. To
us of the South, Arthur is no more a dream wrought by
romantic fervor, a longing for a glory that eludes the

grasp and vanishes into light. Its halo has become a

historical reality, faith passing into sight, and type into

antitype, in the genius and character of Lee.
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OUTLINE OF THE PRINCIPAL EVENTS IN THE
LIFE OF ROBERT E. LEE—1807- 1870.

1807

Born at Stratford, Westmoreland County, Virginia, Jan-

uary 19, the son of "Light Horse Harry" Lee and Annie
Carter Lee, his^second wife.

1811

His family removes to Alexandria, Virginia.

1818

His father dies in Georgia, when Lee was at school, and

just eleven years old.

1825

Enters the U. S. Military Academy at West Point.

1829

Graduates with second honor in a class of forty-six.
Death of his mother. Is assigned to duty at Hampton
Roads, Va.

1831

Is married June 30, to Mary Randolph Custis, heiress of

Arlington, and great-great-granddaughter of Mrs. George
Washington.

1834-37

Is assistant to the Chief Engineer of the Army. In 1837
is placed in charge of the work intended for the improve-
ment of the Mississippi River at St. Louis.

1838

Is advanced to the rank of Captain of Engineers.
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1841

In charge of harbor defenses at Fort Hamilton, New
York.

1846-48

Engages in the war with Mexico
;
Chief of Staff for Gen-

eral Scott.

1849-52

In charge of the defenses of Baltimore. Lives at 908
Madison avenue.

1852-55

Superintendent of the U. S. Military Academy at West
Point. In 1855 is made lieutenant-colonel of the Second

Cavalry.

1856-59

Is engaged against the Indians in Texas. In October,

1859, suppresses the John Brown insurrection at Harper's
Ferry.

i860

Is in charge of the Department of Texas, remaining until

February, 1861.

1861

Returns to his home at Arlington, March 1. March 16
is made colonel of the First Cavalry. April 18 is offered
the command of the armies of the Union. April 20 resigns
his commission in the Regular Army. General Scott en-
treats him to remain in the service of the Federal Govern-
ment. April 23 accepts the command of the Virginia
forces. From May to July directs the organization of

troops and acts as adviser to President Davis. August to

October, conducts a campaign in West Virginia. Is in

charge of the coast defenses in the Carolinas and Georgia,
and returns to Richmond as military adviser to the Con-
federate Government in March.

1862

June 1, he assumes command of the army in front of Rich-

mond, General Joseph E. Johnston having been disabled.
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June 25-July 1, the Seven Days' battle. McClellan is re-

pulsed and retires to Harrison's Landing on the James
River. The siege of the Confederate capital is raised. Au-

gust 30, Lee routs Pope at Bull Run or Manassas. Septem-
ber 5, his army crosses the Potomac and advances into

Maryland. September 17, battle of Antietam or Sharps-

burg. December 13, wins victory over Burnside at Freder-

icksburg. Military operations suspended until spring of

1863.

1863

Defeats Hooker at Chancellorsville, May 2-3. "Stone-

wall" Jackson is wounded, May 2, dies May 10. Invades

Pennsylvania in June, is repulsed at Gettysburg, July 3,

and retreats into Virginia. October and November, cam-

paign of Mine Run. Military operations suspended until

the spring of '64.

1864

May 5-6, battle of Wilderness
;
Grant in command of the

Union army. Almost continuous fighting in the country
around Spottsylvania Court House, May 8-18. Grant is

repulsed May 12. Active operations on interior lines, May
22-June 1. Grant repulsed with heavy loss at Cold Harbor.

June 3. June 14, 15, Grant crosses the James River, and the

siege of Petersburg begins, June 17, 18. The Union forces

driven back at the battle of the Crater, July 30.

1865

Lee is made commander-in-chief of the Confederate

forces, February 2. Evacuates Petersburg, April 2. Rich-

mond and Petersburg fall into the hands of the Union army,
April 3. Surrenders the fragment of his army to

Grant, about 9,000 men in ranks, at Appomattox Court

House, April 9. Issues his Farewell Address to his troops,

April 10. Is elected President of Washington College,

Lexington, Va. (now Washington and Lee University), Au-
gust 4. Enters upon his duties September 18. Declares
that he will never forsake the South.
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1869

Publishes a new edition of the memoirs of his father,

"Light Horse Harry" Lee.

1870

He visits the South in the spring, March and April, to

recover his health. His special desire is to see the grave
of his daughter. Goes to Cumberland Island, Ga., where
his father is buried. Visits the early home of his mother,

Shirley, on James River. Dies at Lexington, October 12.










